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Abstract

Chapter 2 analyzes a simple evolutionary model of residential segregation based on decen-
tralized racism which extends Schelling's (1972) well-known tipping model by allowing for
local interaction among residents. The richer set-up explains not only the persistence of
ghettos, but also provides a mechanism for the rapid transition from an all-white to an
all-black equilibrium. The analysis of the model introduces a new technique to characterize
the medium and long-run stochastic dynamics of processes with many agents.

Chapter 3 looks at the curious dynamics of telephone competition between AT&T
and the 'Independents' at the turn of the century. Competition between these two non-
interconnected networks was initially vigorous and reached its peak between 1905 and 1907
but then declined rapidly. My analysis is based on the observation that urban markets
subdivide into social 'islands' along geographical and socio-economic dimensions: users are
more likely to communicate with subscribers 'inside' their island than with those 'outside'
it. In a simple evolutionary model I demonstrate how minority networks can thrive and
preserve their market share at a low state of development but become eventually extinct as
the industry matures.

Chapter 4 explores why the division of labor first increased enormously during industri-
alization but has decreased again since the 1970s through the increased use of job rotation,
flat hierarchies and autonomous work teams. This striking pattern in the organization of
work can be derived in a model where (a) technology and market size determine the de-
gree to which products are standardized and (b) more customized products are subject to
trends and fashions which make production tasks less predictable and a strict division of
labor impractical. The model also explains changes in the demand for skilled labor over
time, predicts the rise of multi-purpose vs. single-purpose machines in advanced industrial
economies, and provides a mechanism for trade between similar countries to affect wage
inequality.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In Chapter 2 I analyze a simple evolutionary model of residential segregation based on

decentralized racism which extends Schelling's (1972) well-known tipping model by allowing

for local interaction among residents. The richer set-up explains not only the persistence

of certain ghettos, but also provides a mechanism for the rapid transition from an all-white

to an all-black equilibrium.

On one-dimensional streets segregation arises once a group becomes sufficiently domi-

nant in the housing market. However, the resulting ghettos are not persistent, and periodic

shifts in the market can give rise to "avenue waves". On two-dimensional inner-cities, on

the other hand, ghettos can be persistent due to the "encircling phenomenon" if the ma-

jority ethnic group is sufficiently less tolerant than the minority. I review the history of

residential segregation in the US and argue that my model can explain the rapid rise of

almost exclusively black ghettos at the beginning of the 20th century.

For the analysis of my model I introduce a new technique to characterize the medium and

long-run stochastic dynamics. I show that clustering predicts the behavior of large-scale

processes with many agents more accurately than standard stochastic stability analysis,

because the latter concept overemphasizes the 'noisy' part of the stochastic dynamics.

Chapter 3 looks at the curious dynamics of telephone competition between AT&T

and the 'Independents' at the turn of the century. Competition between these two non-

interconnected networks was initially vigorous and reached its peak between 1905 and 1907

but then declined rapidly.

My analysis is based on the observation that urban markets subdivide into social 'islands'

17



along geographical and socio-economic dimensions: users are more likely to communicate

with subscribers 'inside' their island than with those 'outside' it. In a simple evolutionary

model I demonstrate how minority networks can thrive and preserve their market share at

a low state of development when the volume of telephone traffic between distinct islands

is small. As telephone ownership becomes more common, traffic between the islands in-

creases and the lack of interconnection forces business users to subscribe to both networks.

Duplication imposes a direct cost of incompatibility on users and erodes public support for

competition. In addition, duplication is asymmetric in the sense that business subscribers

to the smaller network are more likely to get a second phone. This duplication effect makes

minority islands vulnerable to invasion by the majority system such that standardization

can arise endogenously at later stages of development. Without mandatory interconnection

dual service competition was therefore bound to be a transitory phenomenon. I underpin

the implications of my model with empirical evidence from a panel data set of US cities.

Chapter 4 explores why the division of labor first increased enormously during industri-

alization, but has again decreased since the 1970s as job roles have expanded both horizon-

tally through greater use of job rotation and the merging of job classifications, and vertically

by introducing flat hierarchies and autonomous work teams. This striking pattern in the

organization of work can be derived in a model where (a) technology and market size deter-

mine the degree to which products are standardized and (b) more customized products are

subject to trends and fashions which make production tasks less predictable and a strict

division of labor impractical. In the craft economy customization is high as artisans use a

general purpose, constant returns technology. In contrast, the machine economy exploits

scale economies to produce large volumes of identical goods. At the onset of industrial-

ization, the market supports only a small number of generic varieties which can be mass

produced under a strict division of labor. Thanks to productivity growth, niche markets

gradually expand, producers eventually move into customized production and the division

of labor decreases again.

I discuss a number of important extensions. First, the model explains the changing

demand for skilled labor over time if skills only provide comparative advantage under a

weak division of labor. Second, I demonstrate that conventional calculations of the factor

content of trade underestimate the impact of globalization because they do not take into

account changes in product market competition induced by trade. Finally, the path of

18



technological progress can be endogenously derived. This provides an explanation for the

emergence of control technologies such as flexible multi-purpose machines and bar coding.
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Chapter 2

The Formation of Ghettos as a

Local Interaction Phenomenon

2.1 Introduction

Residential segregation along ethnic and racial lines is a fact of life in the US and in many

other countries. There is a substantial body of literature which documents he economic

and social costs of segregation. Ethnic sorting retards inter-generational improvements for

relatively disadvantaged groups l, reduces empathetic connections between ethnic groups

and therefore diminishes political support for redistribution (as in Cutler, Elmendorf, and

Zeckhauser (1993)) and increases statistical discrimination because whites, for example, end

up relying more on stereotypes of blacks instead of actual experience (Wilson 1987).

While we know a great deal about the outcomes of residential segregation on society the

mechanism which gives rise to ghettos 2 in the first place is much less understood. This paper

provides a simple theory of segregation based on decentralized racism which can explain the

key empirical facts. First, ghettos historically developed fairly rapidly: in the US the core

of the black ghettos formed between 1900 and 1920. Second, black ghettos in particular

'Borjas (1995) found that ethnicity has an external effect even after controlling for parental background
and the socio-economic characteristics of a neighborhood. Neighborhood peers appear to affect the skills
and norms of the young in particular, such as the probability of being involved in crime and the propensity
of youths to be out of school or work (see, for example, Case and Katz (1991), and Glaeser, Sacerdote, and
Scheinkman (1996)). Cutler and Glaeser (1997) compared the outcomes of blacks between cities and found
that blacks in racially more segregated cities earn less income and are more likely to become single mothers
or drop out of high school.

2The term "ghetto" is used nonpejoratively throughout the paper in order to denote a racially or ethnically
segregated community.
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tend to be very persistent over time once they cover a large contiguous geographical area,

such as Harlem in New York City.3 Ghettos are far less stable, on the other hand, if they

extend only over a single street as examples from Chicago's avenues at the turn of the

century show. My model abstracts away from other contributing factors to segregation,

such as sorting by socioeconomic differences and collective-action racism. I argue in the

empirical part of my paper that these effects on their own cannot explain the key empirical

facts about segregation in the US.

Existing models of segregation are typically variants of Schelling's (1972) influential

tipping model which can generate multiple stable segregation equilibria.4 But like most

models with multiple equilibria, the basic tipping model suggests no mechanism for moving

between an all-white equilibrium and a ghetto equilibrium. The theory can therefore explain

the persistence but not the formation of ghettos. Perhaps surprisingly, these limitations can

be overcome by allowing for a richer (and more natural) geometry of interaction between

residents where agents care more about neighbors who are geographically close to their

apartment than about residents further away.5

My model analyzes the location decision of two ethnic groups, which I refer to as 'blacks'

and 'whites' for convenience. The model is described by four basic parameters: the tolerance

levels of both groups ab and ac, their balance A in the housing market and the geometry G

of neighborhood interaction. The geometries I mainly consider are one-dimensional streets

and two-dimensional inner-cities where residents only care about their direct neighbors.

For completeness I also look at bounded neighborhoods where each resident is neighbor to

every other resident in the area such that my model reduces to a variant of Schelling's

tipping model.

Residents leave the residential area randomly at a fixed rate and are replaced by new-

comers from the housing market where a share A of apartment seekers are white. Most

newcomers, however, exhibit mild ethnic preferences and only consider an apartment if

3 Cutler, Glaeser, and Vigdor (1997) documented that the correlation across cities between segregation in
1890 and segregation in 1990 is as high as 50 percent. Residential segregation affected all ethnic minorities
in the US to varying degrees. For African Americans, however, it is unique in its severity and persistence
over several generations. Second- and third-generation non-black immigrants generally lived in much less
segregated neighborhoods than their parents. For a good reference see chapter three in Taeuber and Taeuber
(1965).

4For example, Galster (1990) and Cutler, Glaeser, and Vigdor (1997) use variants of the tipping model
for their empirical studies.

5Incidentally Schelling himself sketched a two-dimensional model of segregation in his book Micromotives
and Macrobehavior (1978).
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they do not feel 'isolated', i.e. at most a share ½ < a < 1 of their prospective neighbors is

of a different ethnicity. A small share of newcomers are completely tolerant and do not

care about the ethnicity of their neighbors. These non-discriminating residents provide the

'noise' which is necessary to move the process from one equilibrium to the next.

On streets the relative strength of ethnic preferences alone cannot give rise to segre-

gation. Once fear of isolation interacts with the balance in the housing market, however,

streets can rapidly turn into ghettos. A sudden rise in the share of blacks in the market can

transform the residential area because blacks can 'invade' the street around small clusters

of black residents which have formed on the street by chance. The 'contagious' dynamics

of this transformation is reminiscent of the model studied by Ellison (1993), who demon-

strated how local interaction can speed up convergence to the long-run equilibrium. My

model highlights the importance of the increase in the share of African Americans in the

housing market for the rise of black ghettos. This situation occurred at the beginning of

the 20th century when African Americans started to migrate from the rural South to the

booming industrial centers of the North.

Segregation on streets, however, is not persistent because the forces that give rise to

ghettos are symmetric: as soon as whites dominate the housing market again, a ghetto can

equally rapidly disintegrate. Temporary imbalances in the housing market can therefore

give rise to periodic transformations of ethnic neighborhoods or "avenue waves". In the

US there existed a natural source of variation in the housing market balance for non-black

minorities at the turn of the century because large waves of immigrants from certain ethnic

groups, such as Southern Europeans, Scandinavians or Russians, entered the country at

different points in time. In section 2.5 I present evidence from Chicago which documents

the occurrence of "avenue waves" along the main arteries as predicted by my model.

Ghettos can exhibit pronounced persistence, however, once the process evolves in a two-

dimensional inner-city area. As long as blacks are sufficiently more tolerant than whites

the process will again give rise to rapid segregation as soon as blacks dominate the housing

market sufficiently. The resulting ghettos, however, will not disintegrate after subsequent

changes in the balance of the housing market. The reason for this stasis is the "encircling

phenomenon": in two dimensions, randomly forming clusters of white residents cannot

expand as easily as on streets because white residents at the convex boundary of the cluster

have on average more black than white neighbors. This prevents the kind of contagious
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Figure 2-1: Illustration of the dynamics of a continuous-time random walk over the set of
states {0, 1,.., n + 2}

dynamics through which white clusters on streets can break up a black ghetto. Inner-city

areas therefore behave like hybrids: they can be transformed into ghettos (like streets)

which are subsequently stable (like the all-black equilibrium of Schelling's tipping model).

For the analysis of the medium and long-run behavior of my model I develop a new

technique to characterize the stochastic evolution of large-scale dynamical systems, which I

believe can be fruitfully applied to both existing and future models. The standard technique

for understanding the long-run behavior of stochastic dynamics in evolutionary game theory

has been stochastic stability analysis, which was introduced in the seminal wolk by Young

(1993) and Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993) and recently extended by Ellison (1999). The

model of this paper, however, illustrates that stochastic stability can seriously mispredict

the behavior of a process with many agents. Incidentally, these are exactly the environments

where evolutionary reasoning seems most adequate.

The shortcomings of stochastic stability can be most easily explained with the help of

a simple example. Figure 2-1 illustrates the dynamics of a random walk on the integers

{0, 1,.., n + 2} in continuous time. Between states 1 and n the process evolves according to

the 'undisturbed' dynamics, while between states 0 and 1 and between states n and n + 2

the process is governed by 'noisy' dynamics. For any fixed size n only the state n + 2 is

stochastically stable in the sense that the process spends almost all its time at n + 2 as

the noise term e becomes small. To see the intuition for this result, note that it takes two

mutations to leave the basin of attraction of state n + 2, but just one mutation to leave

the basin of attraction of state 0.6 This reasoning, however, does not take into account the

nature of the undisturbed dynamics at all, even through it pushes the process away from

the stochastically stable state.

6 The basin of attraction is defined with respect to the undisturbed dynamics, i.e. e = 0.
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Stochastic stability can thus lead us to mispredict the long-run behavior of the process.

Assume that we want to find the process inside a small -neighborhood [(1- 6) n, n + 2] of

the stochastically stable state with probability y > 0. It can be shown that the noise term

e then has to be smaller than (3) -n. But as the size of the system increases stochastic

stability will capture the dynamics adequately only for extremely small noise. Even more

worrisome, the waiting time to reach the stable state n + 2 becomes unrealistically large for

such small E.

Stochastic stability analysis therefore tends to work best for small-scale stochastic sys-

tems, while most evolutionary environments, such as residential neighborhoods, involve

many interacting agents. For the preceding example one can in fact demonstrate that for a

fixed noise term the process will spend almost all its time close to the state 0 as the size

n of the system increases. The long-run evolution of the system is completely determined

by the biased undisturbed dynamics of the process.

This insight immediately suggests an alternative technique to characterize stochastic

dynamics. Clustering looks at the dynamics of a system as its size n increases and therefore

takes into account both the disturbed and the undisturbed dynamics of a model. This

makes clustering a more robust equilibrium concept than stochastic stability for systems

with many agents.

The balance of the chapter is organized as follows. In the next section I lay out a

general model for a residential segregation process and introduce the notion of clustering.

The new technique is then applied to streets in section 2.3 and to inner-cities in section

2.4, in order to characterize the long-run equilibria of the model and to find bounds on

the waiting time to reach those equilibria. In section 2.5 I discuss how my theory can

help us to understand the formation of ghettos at the beginning of the 20th century in the

US. I also present evidence of "avenue waves" from Chicago and describe in detail Harlem's

transformation from a white upper-class neighborhood into a black ghetto between 1900 and

1930. The relationship between stochastic stability and clustering is explored in section 2.6

using the waiting time terminology introduced by Ellison (1999). In order to demonstrate

the usefulness of clustering as a general technique I revisit a well-known application of

stochastic stability by Ellison (1993) and illustrate how clustering can make the predictions

of Ellison's paper robust to changes in the dynamics.
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2.2 A Framework for Analyzing Segregation

This section introduces a simple evolutionary model of segregation and the notion of clus-

tering which will be used to analyze the medium and long-run behavior of the resulting

Markov process. In the case of bounded neighborhoods my model reduces to Schelling's

(1972) tipping model, and I demonstrate why this setup describes the dynamics of segrega-

tion insufficientlyr. Although the tipping model allows for both an all-white and an all-black

ghetto equilibrium, the process remains locked into basins of attraction around those equi-

libria. The medium-run dynamics is solely determined by the initial conditions, and there

is no mechanism which gives rise to ghettos within a realistic time frame.

2.2.1 The Basic Setup

A residential area of size n consists of n residents R = {z l, z2,..., zn }. They form the vertices

of a connected graph G defined through a symmetric neighborhood relation G C R x R. 7

Each resident z has a natural neighborhood N (z) = {z' l(z, z') E G}. I restrict attention

to three possible residential geometries. Bounded neighborhoods GB (n) have a complete

graph G such that individual neighborhoods coincide with the entire residential area. There

are also two local geometries with easy intuitive representations: one-dimensional streets

Gs (n) and two-dimensional inner-city areas Gc (n). On a street, residents are located on

a circle with each agent having two neighbors on both sides. An inner-city area consists

of a torus of size vn x v/~ such that each resident has four neighbors. Streets have the

lowest possible connectivity of a regular connected graph, while bounded neighborhoods

have the highest. Inner-cities take an intermediate position.8 Both streets and inner-cities

have intuitively related graphs of higher order if we allow for individual neighborhoods of

radius r > 1 in the standard Euclidean norm. These geometries are denoted with G' (n)

and G' (n) respectively. Figure 2-2 shows both a street and an inner-city with respective

7The graph is connected if any two residents are connected through a transitive chain of neighborhood
relationships.

8The connectivity C (G) of a finite graph G is defined as the lowest upper bound for the minimum length
path connecting any two residents on the graph, i.e. C (G) = maxzi. En d(zi, zj) where d(zi, zj) denotes
the length of the minimum length path connecting zi and zj. The smaller C (G) the better connected the
graph. Bounded neighborhoods have C (GB) = 1, a street Gs (n) has connectivity ["2] and the inner city

Gc (n) has an intermediate connectivity of 2 [ni2].
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Figure 2-2: Street and inner-city geometries with individual neighborhoods of radius 2

neighborhoods of radius 2.9 Note that for a large radius r the individual neighborhood

of a resident comprises the entire residential area, and one again obtains the bounded

neighborhood geometry.

The residential area is populated by two ethnic groups whom I refer to as 'blacks' and

'whites' throughout the paper. At each point in time the pattern of settlement is defined

by a configuration : Gi -+ 0, 1}, where the values 0 and 1 denote a white and black

resident respectively. l° The residential area allows a total of 2n configurations which form

the configuration set Z. A cluster in some configuration r7 is defined as a connected set of

residents of the same ethnic group. ll

All residents in the area are assumed to have an area-specific socio-economic status.

Time is continuous, and agents get 'lucky' according to an i.i.d. Poisson process at rate

1. 'Lucky' agents immediately become a member of the next highest socio-economic group

and move out of the area because they can afford better housing. Vacant flats are occupied

by newcomers from a large pool of prospective tenants. A share A of those is white and a

share 1 - A is black.

A (small) share e of prospective tenants are completely tolerant in the sense that they

do not care about the ethnic composition of their individual neighborhoods. The remaining

share 1 - E of prospective tenants have mild ethnic preferences because they are afraid of

9Looking at a circle and a torus respectively avoids the need to specify boundary conditions. All results
hold for open linear streets and rectangular inner-cities, as well, once the decision rules for residents at the
boundary are suitably adapted.

10I generally treat a lattice cell as a single resident. For densely populated cities such as New York City,
however, it might be more adequate to interpret lattice cells as entire apartment blocks, as the owners of
these buildings usually did not mix tenants of different racial groups.

llConnectedness is defined with respect to simple streets and inner-city geometries with radius of inter-
action r = 1.
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isolation at their new apartments. All whites and all blacks have identical, group-specific

tolerance levels aw and arb respectively. The tolerance level marks the maximum share of

neighbors of a different ethnicity a prospective tenant is prepared to accept. I assume that

< cai < 1, i.e. agents are generally happy to live in integrated areas where both ethnic

groups share the neighborhood equally.l2 I assume throughout the paper that the minority

group ('blacks') is more tolerant than the majority group ('whites'), i.e. a < ab.13

The housing market operates as follows. All prospective tenants have a basic willingness

to pay WTP, which depends only on their socio-economic status and is equal for both

whites and blacks. If a resident feels isolated, however, her willingness to pay decreases to

WTP - D for some D > 0. An apartment is then allocated amongst the highest bidders

through randomization. One can derive a switching function which denotes the probability

that the color of a tenant switches conditional on the previous tenant having moved out. I

denote the share of black neighbors of a resident z in configuration 77 with x (77, z) and the

share of white neighbors with y (, z). Thc probability of a color switch g. if the previous

tenant was white then becomes:

(1-) for x < 1- ab
(1-A)E+A1-A for<l-aa

g ( (77, z)) = I - A for I -c b < < (2.1)

I-A+~ for x > a

Analogously, the probability gb for a switch from a black to a white tenant is:

Ac+1-A for y < 1-aw
g9b (Y ,z)) = A for 1 - a, y <ab (2.2)

A+c(1-A) for y > ab

Figure 2-3 illustrates the typical shape of the resulting switching functions in terms of the

share of neighbors of the opposite color.

The evolution of the residential neighborhood can now be described by a continuous

time Markov chain 77 on the space of configurations Z where 70 is the initial configuration

which is set by some historical accident.

12If a, < 2 for both groups, segregation would be the socially efficient outcome.
'3 Empirical studies such as the General Society Survey reveal that whites discriminate more strongly than

blacks (Cutler, Glaeser, and Vigdor 1997).
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Figure 2-3: Switching functions for white/ black transition (g,) and black/ white transition
(gb) for tolerance levels a, = , ab = 3, share of completely tolerant agents at e = 0 and
the share of whites in society at A = 0.5

Remarks on the Setup: 1. Which of the two local geometries approximates real-

life residential areas best? It is natural to think of geographic entities, such as residential

neighborhoods, in a two-dimensional setting. On the other hand, 'streets' might capture

the neighborhood interaction on large avenues more appropriately.' 4

2. Prospective tenants in my model behave only in a boundedly rational manner and just

take the contemporaneous ethnic balance of a neighborhood into account. Forward-looking

rational agents with a positive discount factor should anticipate the probabilistic evolution

of a residential area and possibly take into account additional available information such

as the total ethnic balance of the area they move into. The computational requirements on

prospective tenants become enormous, however, even for moderately large residential areas.

I therefore adopt the myopia hypothesis which is commonly employed in evolutionary game

theory (see, for example, Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993) and Young (1993)) and allows

me to concentrate my analysis on the dynamics of segregation.

3. Fear of isolation gives rise to an S-shaped frequency distribution of tolerance levels

within each ethnic group. The empirical evidence suggests that the tolerance distribution

14 Residents on such major roads certainly had some preferences concerning the racial composition of side
streets, but they presumably put greater weight on the residents living along the avenue: a majority of
shops, public transport and institutions such as churches would be located along the avenues, making social
interaction with residents there more likely.
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is indeed highly non-linear and S-shaped (Galster 1990). The results of this paper carry

through for more general tolerance distributions and richer models of the housing market

as long as the tails of the reduced form switching functions are flat, i.e. whites (blacks) will

mainly seek out white (black) neighborhoods.

4. Discrimination in this model operates only through destination selectivity of prospec-

tive tenants in the housing market. Schelling's (1972) original tipping model also allows

agents to leave a neighborhood at an increased rate if they feel isolated. 15 This second

channel can be easily incorporated in my model without changing the qualitative predic-

tions. Destination selectivity, however, seems to be the more important channel, as moving

costs are presumably higher than the search cost which is associated with excluding some

apartments from further consideration. Furthermore, my main application of the model

concerns the formation of ghettos at the turn of the century when city growth was rapid

and the residential turnover rate was high.

5. The model can be regarded as a partial equilibrium building block for a richer general

equilibrium model of a growing city consisting of many residential areas of different socio-

economic status. Historically, the frantic expansion of Northern cities in the US at the turn

of the century was accompanied by a chain of succession and invasion. As wealthy middle

class citizens in New York or Chicago gradually abandoned the city for the new suburbs,

they were replaced by successful immigrants who had left behind their lower class origins.

Their place, in return, was occupied by new immigrants and migrants from rural areas.

2.2.2 Characterizing the Stochastic Dynamics through Clustering

It is easy to see that the model has a unique ergodic distribution /L4 over the set of

configurations Z which describes the long-run behavior of the system.l 6 Therefore the long-

run behavior of the system is independent of the initial conditions. But this observation is of

little interest unless we find a way to classify the ergodic distribution. Will the process spend

most of its time around segregation configurations or around mixed configurations? How

does the equilibrium depend on parameters of the model, i.e. the geometry, the tolerance

15In his sketch of a local tipping model Schelling (1978) omits destination selectivity altogether.
' 6Appendix A.1 shows how to associate a Markov chain with the continuous time Markov process. The

transition matrix P' of that chain is regular as (P')" has no non-zero entries - each configuration of the
geometry can be reached after n steps with positive probability (Kemeny and Snell 1960, Theorem 4.1.2).
Therefore the process is ergodic (Kemeny and Snell 1960, Theorem 4.1.4).
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levels of both groups and the balance in the housing market?

The standard technique for classifying the ergodic distribution i' is stochastic stability

analysis, which was developed by Young (1993) and Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993). All

results from this literature can be applied to my model if the small share E of completely

tolerant residents is interpreted as 'noise'. A configuration r7 is then called stochastically

stable if lim-o 0o > 0 for some fixed geometry Gi (n) (i = B, S, C).

I will demonstrate in section 2.6 that stochastic stability explains the long-run dynamics

of the residential neighborhood process very poorly for large-scale residential neighborhoods.

The intuition for this failure will be the same as for the example I gave in the introduction.

Stochastic stability describes the process well only for extremely small c. This requirement is

troubling because the share of tolerant residents might be low but is certainly not negligible.

Even more worrisome is the effect that such a small 'noise' parameter has on the waiting

time before the stochastically stable configuration is reached for the first time. For large

neighborhoods, convergence will be so unrealistically slow that the analysis will tell us

nothing about the medium-run behavior of the process.

This insight quite naturally suggests an alternative to stochastic stability which fixes

the noise term E and instead considers very large residential areas, i.e. lets n -- oo00.17 As the

main parameter of interest is the ethnic balance in the residential area, I formally define the

concept of clustering for the long-run share Xn, of black residents which is a scalar random

variable.

Definition 1 A sequence of random variables {X,n } on the interval [0, 1] is said to cluster

over the set I C [0,1] if P (Xn E I) -+ 1 as n -+ oo.

For example, we can interpret clustering of the residential neighborhood process on a street

Gs (n) around a black share close to 1 in the sense that large streets will become black

ghettos in the long run.

Although clustering captures the long-run behavior of the process well, it does not tell

us how fast a neighborhood I is reached over which the process clusters. Waiting times are a

very useful measure for the speed of convergence to equilibrium, as was first emphasized by

Ellison (1993) in the context of stochastic stability. With respect to clustering, the relevant

measure is the maximum waiting time W (n, I) in which the process reaches I for the first

1'The type of geometry is assumed to be fixed when taking the limit.
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Figure 2-4: Graph of d in the deterministic approximation to the residential neighborhood
process on GB (n) for large n (ab = 0.8, a, = 0.7, A = 0.5, = 0.2)

time starting from any initial configuration:

W(n,I) = max[E(mintlX (t) E I and m = ()] (2.3)
(EZ

X () here denotes the share of black residents in configuration 7. Unless that waiting time

remains bounded as n increases, the evolution of the process will be determined by the

initial conditions rather than the long-run equilibrium.

2.2.3 Schelling's Tipping Model as a Benchmark

It is instructive to start the analysis of the residential neighborhood process for bounded

neighborhoods GB (n) because the model becomes a variant of Schelling's (1972) well-known

tipping model. The entire intuition for the behavior of the process on large bounded neigh-

borhoods can be derived from the deterministic approximation of the change in the share

of black residents x (t):

dtdt = (1 - ) , () - Xg (1 - ) (2.4)

Figure 2-4 shows the graph of and illustrates that the deterministic approximation of the

process has, in general, multiple stable steady state equilibria: two segregation equilibria

= (1-) and 3 = 1A+AE and possibly one integrated equilibrium 2 = 1 A.1 8 The

181 assume that the share of completely tolerant residents e is sufficiently small such that 1l < 1 - ab and
X3 > a,. The integrated equilibrium might not exist if the housing market is sufficiently unbalanced, i.e.
A> b or A < 1 - a,.
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corresponding basins of attraction are B 1 = [0, 1 - ab),B2 = (1 - b, a.m), and B3 = (a., 1],

respectively.

The evolution of the deterministic approximation to the process is therefore entirely

determined by the initial conditions, which is a highly unsatisfactory feature of bounded

neighborhoods. The choice of the initial share of black residents x0o is indeterminate without

making arbitrary assumptions about the history of the process. While the model does well

in explaining the persistence of ghettos, it suggests no mechanism for moving between the

steady states.

The intuition which we gained from the deterministic approximation continues to hold

for the stochastic model, as the next theorem shows. The stochastic drift will select one

of the steady states in the long run, depending on the parameter values. For simplicity I

restrict attention to the most interesting case where blacks dominate the housing market.

In this case the residential area will turn into a black ghetto, and the process clusters

around x3 unless there are too many completely tolerant agents in the housing market such

that the process clusters around the integrated steady state x2 = 1 - A. However, this

characterization of the long-run behavior of the process is meaningless for its medium-run

evolution. The process is tightly 'locked' in the basins of attraction around the three steady

states, as the second part of the theorem shows. For all practical purposes the behavior

of the process is indeed determined by the initial conditions. Therefore, the tipping model

can not explain the formation of ghettos.

Theorem 1 Consider a residential neighborhood process on GB (n) with initial share of

black residents xo in one the three basins of attraction Bi (i = 1, 2, 3). Blacks dominate the

housing market, i.e. A < .

1. (Long-run behavior) The process clusters around any neighborhood of the ghetto steady

state 3 if '+4 < 1, i.e. the share of completely tolerant apartment seekers is

sufficiently small (and x2 exists). Otherwise, the process clusters around the integrated

steady state x2 = 1 - A.

2. (Medium-run behavior) The process reaches a 6-neighborhood of the steady state xi

before it can leave the basin of attraction with probability approaching 1 as n -+ oo. The

conditional waiting time for this event is bounded above by some finite Wa. Moreover,

the waiting time to reach a neighborhood of the steady state chosen in the long-run
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Table 2.1: Comparison of waiting times W (n, I) for reaching the neighborhood I = [0.97, 1]
of the ghetto steady state X3 = 0.99 (ab = , a, = , E = 0.05, A = 0.2)

Size of area n=100 n=200 n=300 n=400
Waiting time W (n, I) 21 137 627 4908

Estimated stVlidard errors for the waiting times are 10% or less.

is of the order A (XO)n where A (xo) > 1 if the process starts outside the basin of

attraction of that steady state.19

Proof: see appendix A.3

Example: A little numerical example illustrates the irrelevance of the long-run equi-

librium for the medium-run behavior of the process. I consider the case where the black

and white tolerance levels are ab = 3 and Cw = respectively, and 5 percent of all agents

are completely tolerant ( = 0.05). I assume that the neighborhood has initially been in

an all-white steady state (A = 1) when an influx of blacks into the housing market oc-

curs, causing the share of whites in the market to fall to 20 percent. The all white steady

state and the all black steady states are xl = 0.17 and 3 = 0.99 respectively; there is

no integrated steady state. Theorem 1 tells us that under these circumstances the process

clusters around any neighborhood I of the ghetto steady state, say I = [0.97, 1]. How long

will it take until the bounded neighborhood has turned into a ghetto? Table 2.1 shows the

results from a simulation for neighborhoods of various sizes.20 The data nicely confirm the

theory, as the waiting times increase rapidly with the size n of the bounded neighborhood.

In the medium run, the behavior of the process on even moderately large residential ar-

eas is therefore entirely determined by the fact that the process started from an all-white

configuration. As a response to the dominance of blacks in the housing market their share

in the area will increase rapidly to about 17 percent, i.e. the steady state value xl. The

process will then oscillate around this meta equilibrium, but is unlikely to escape its basin

of attraction within any realistic time frame.

19I assume that 1 - a,, < A < ab such that a bounded neighborhood can stay integrated around X2 in the
medium run. If A < 1 - a, the process will reach its long-run equilibrium in finite time for so > 1 - ab. If
A > ab the process will reach its long-run equilibrium in finite time only for xo > a,.

20 Note that the maximum waiting time W (n, I) coincides in this case with the waiting time of reaching
I starting from the all-white configuration.
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Figure 2-5: Black ghetto on a street Gs l' (n) with a single white cluster: if residents A to
D move, members of both racial groups are equally interested in vacant apartments.

2.3 Rapid Segregation and "Avenue Waves" on Streets

The previous section demonstrated that the original tipping model exhibits stasis around its

steady states. It is noteworthy that the persistence of the all-white and all-black segregation

steady states is preference based: the apartment seekers of the minority group feel isolated

and avoid the residential area. In particular, an increased presence of blacks in the housing

market does not trigger the transformation of the area into a ghetto in the medium run.

On streets, on the other hand, the residential neighborhood process behaves in a radically

different manner because it gives a role to the balance in the housing market. Black (white)

segregation on streets is upheld in the long run because the share of blacks (whites) in the

housing market exceeds a critical level. Moreover, this mechanism lets the process reach

its long-run equilibrium rapidly. In contrast to the standard tipping model, streets do not

behave differently in the medium run and in the long run. Streets, therefore, provide a

mechanism for moving between all-white and all-black equilibria through changes in the

composition of the housing market.

I begin my analysis with a heuristic argument in order to illustrate why streets become

ghettos in the long run if blacks sufficiently dominate the housing market. The intuition

is cleanest for the case where the tolerance levels are close to . For simplicity I only look

at simple streets G" - (n), although the argument is readily generalized to higher-order
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streets. A ghetto on such a street will occasionally face invasion by small white clusters of

completely tolerant apartment seekers, as illustrated in figure 2-5. Under the assumption

that the share of tolerant agents is small, vacant apartments inside of black and white

clusters are almost always taken only by black and white residents respectively due to

the assumption on the tolerance levels. However, if apartments at the boundary of the

cluster become vacant (such as A or D) apartment seekers from both ethnic groups will

be interested in them. The boundaries of the black cluster therefore move according to a

random walk with absorption (the process ends if one of the clusters vanishes). The drift of

this random walk is solely determined by the composition of the housing market, i.e. A. As

blacks dominate the housing market the white cluster is likely to shrink rather than grow.

We can now ask the question, what would happen to this cluster if the circle was infinite

and it could not interact with other random white clusters? Standard theory tells us that

the cluster would die out with probability 1, and its expected maximum length would be

finite and determined by the negative drift only.2 1 From this observation we can conclude

that white clusters form and die independently from one another to a first approximation,

as long as the share of completely tolerant agents is small and the size n of the street is

large. Therefore, the equilibrium share of white residents in the ghetto can be derived by

calculating the average length of white clusters which originate from some fixed apartment

z on the street.22 The length of such a cluster forms a random walk with transitions rates

as indicated in figure 2-6. The probability x that the originating apartment is black then

becomes: 2 3

A (2A+ 1) 2A2
X + e (1 A) + (1 - 2A) (1 - A) (2.5)

From formula 2.5 one can immediately deduce that if the share of blacks in the housing

market is greater than 50 percent and the share of completely tolerant agents is small the

street will become a ghetto.

The next theorem makes this heuristic argument precise and generalizes it for the case

where the tolerance levels are not necessarily close to . If the share of whites in the market

falls below some critical level A, the residential neighborhood process on a street will turn

21These are standard results from random walk theory (Stirzaker 1994, section 5.6).
22I invoke the law of large numbers here.
2 3The expression for x is a first order approximation in e.
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Figure 2-6: Transition rates for the length of a white cluster originating at a single apartment
z on the street Gs7l (n)

into a ghetto in the long run and cluster around a black share of x = 1. On the other hand,

if the share of whites exceeds some critical level A the process clusters around the all-white

equilibrium.

Theorem 2 Given is a street G' (n) with group tolerance levels aw and ab. Then there

exist critical values 0 < A (r, aw, ab) < A (r, aw, ab) < 1 such that the following holds.

1. If blacks sufficiently dominate the housing market (A < ) the street becomes a

black ghetto in the long run, i.e. the process clusters on the interval [xL (e), 1] with

limo x () = 1.

2. If whites sufficiently dominate the housing market (A > ) the street becomes a

white ghetto in the long run, i.e. the process clusters on the interval [0, x* ()] with

lim_.o 4* () = 0.

Proof: see section 2.3.2

The description of the long-run equilibrium of the process is, of course, only relevant

if it is reached reasonably quickly. Fortunately, this is the case on streets, as the next

lemma shows. The intuition can be again derived for a simple street G7s= l (n) where blacks

dominate the housing market. I have demonstrated how white clusters tend to shrink

rather than grow in such an environment. The argument can be flipped around in the sense

that black clusters have to grow rather than shrink. Assume that the street is initially

all-white. It is useful to divide the street up into k segments of some fixed size N. On

each segment black clusters form after a waiting time of about . Such clusters can

subsequently expand with positive drift. The problem is complicated by the fact that black
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clusters can be broken up by randomly forming white clusters. Ignoring this issue for the

moment the black cluster would take over the neighborhood after some waiting time of the

order AN (see, for example, lemma 6 in appendix A.2). The total waiting time until a

segment becomes a ghetto is therefore of the order + AN. If the segments are large

enough, each of them stays mostly black subsequently due to theorem 2. As n - oo (i.e.

k -+ oo) one can invoke a form of the central limit theorem in order to show that the waiting

time W (n, I) to reach some neighborhood I of the black ghetto equilibrium is of the order

0(1).

Lemma 1 Consider a street GS (n) and assume that the share of whites in the housing

market falls below the critical level A. If e is sufficiently small the waiting time until the

share of blacks reaches exceeds 1 - 6 satisfies W (n, [1 - 6, 1]) = 0 (1). An analogous result

holds if the share of whites exceeds the critical level A.

Proof: see appendix A.6

It should be pointed out that the residential neighborhood process responds fast to

changes in the composition of the housing market in both directions. While a street can

quickly turn into a black ghetto, this development can reverse just as rapidly as soon as

whites dominate the housing market again. In some sense, streets do too well in explaining

the formation of black ghettos: if the composition of the housing market is highly volatile

we should observe "avenue waves" instead of highly persistent ghettos. In section 2.5 I

provide evidence for such waves in the case of Chicago. To summarize, while Schelling's

tipping model lacks a mechanism for ghetto formation but does well in terms of ghetto

persistence the reverse is true for streets. One, therefore, would like a 'hybrid' geometry

between streets and bounded neighborhoods which can explain both phenomena. I argue

in the next section that inner-cities provide such an environment.

The remainder of this section is devoted to some Monte Carlo simulations, which il-

lustrate the fast response of streets to changes in the housing market, and to the proof of

theorem 2. I discuss the steps of the proof in some detail because it introduces the coupling

technique, a highly useful device for understanding Markov processes on a lattice.
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2.3.1 Simulation Results on Critical Behavior and Speed of Adjustment

Theorem 2 and lemma 1 characterize the long-run and medium-run behavior of the residen-

tial neighborhood process on streets qualitatively. They do not permit us to numerically

calculate the critical imbalance in the housing market which gives rise to ghettos, or the

waiting time until convergence.24 Simulations are therefore essential to assess the relevance

of the theory. First, are the critical imbalances realistic, i.e. sufficiently bounded away from

{0, 1}? Second, what does fast convergence in the medium run mean? Time is measured

in my model in terms of tenant generations. Waiting times W (n, I) of the order of 100, for

example, translate into centuries when measured in real time.

The first round of simulations is aimed at finding the critical imbalance in the housing

market such that a street becomes a ghetto in the long run. Figure 2-7 shows the long-run

share of black residents depending on the share A of whites in the housing market for streets

with radius of interaction r = 2 and r = 3. The critical imbalance of the housing market is

encouragingly close to 50 percent when both groups are equally tolerant such that A = 1- A.

For tolerance levels close to the street turns into a black ghetto if blacks control more

than 50 percent of the market as expected. But even if btlh groups can tolerate having up

to 75 percent (80 percent) of their neighbors be of a different ethnicity, the share of blacks

only has to exceed 70 percent (80 percent) for a black ghetto to arise. If blacks are strictly

more tolerant than whites the critical values shift accordingly. A street with radius 2, for

example, and tolerance levels of aw = ½ and ab = will turn into a black ghetto as soon

as the share of blacks exceeds 30 percent. Nevertheless, even though blacks are far more

tolerant than whites, a black ghetto will dissolve again as soon as at least 80 percent of all

apartment seekers are white.

Next, I look at the medium-run evolution of the residential neighborhood process in a

setup where 5 percent of agents are completely tolerant, blacks constitute 80 percent of the

housing market and the radius of interaction is again r = 2 or r = 3.25 For the simulations

in figure 2-8 I assume that both groups have equal tolerance levels which can only slow down

the transformation of the area into a black ghetto, as compared to the case where whites

24An exception is the case where the tolerance levels of both ethnic groups are close to . The heuristic
argument of the previous section established that A = = 

25 The share A = 0.2 has been chosen such that A < A in all cases.
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Table 2.2: Comparison of waiting times W (n, [0.9, 1]) until more than 90 percent of residents
are black starting from an all white neighborhood on a street Gs 2 (n) with A = 0.2, cab = 3
a = 3- 3'

Expected Wait W (n, [0.9, 1])

e = 0.005 E = 0.01 = 0.02 = 0.05
n=100 9.32 7.16 5.84 4.86
n=1000 10.30 7.64 5.98 4.98
n=10000 10.02 7.84 6.00 5.00
n=20000 10.00 7.90 6.00 5.00
Estimated standard errors for the waiting times are 5% or less.

are strictly less tolerant than blacks.26 The speed in which the all-white area is transformed

into a black ghetto is impressive. It takes less than 5 tenant generations until more than 75

percent of the street has become black if blacks can tolerate having whites be two thirds or

more of their neighbors. If blacks are less tolerant they will still populate about 50 percent

of the area after 5 tenant generations.

How does the speed of convergence depend on the share of tolerant agents and the size

n of the street? Table 2.2 lists the expected waiting times W (n, [0.9, 1]) until 90 percent of

all residents on the street are black for the geometry G` =2 (n) and varying between 0.5

percent and 5 percent. The results indicate that the waiting time until convergence does

not increase with the size of the street and depends only weakly on the share of tolerant

agents. 27 Because of lemma 1, one would expect the waiting time not to depend on the size

of street for large n. The simulations demonstrate, however, that the lemma holds even on

fairly small streets.

Example (continued from section 2.2.3): By repeating the numerical exercise for streets

one can directly compare the different behavior of the residential neighborhood process on

bounded neighborhoods and on streets. I again assume that the black and white tolerance

levels are b = and a, = respectively, and that 5 percent of all agents are completely

tolerant. The street is initially all-white when an influx of blacks into the market occurs

(A = 0.2). Table 2.3 reveals that convergence is now rapid even though the street is much

26The less tolerant whites are, the easier it is for black clusters to expand on the street.
27 Note that if = 0.005 a vacant apartment with only white neighbors will switch color with a small

probability of 2 percent. Still, it will only take 10 generations until 90 percent of all residents are black.
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Figure 2-7: Dependence of long-run share of black residents on the share A of whites in the
housing market for streets with radius of interaction r = 2 (top) and r = 3 (bottom).
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share of blacks' was defined as the share of blacks at time t = 10, 000. In all cases the street started off from
a random configuration with 50 percent of residents being black.
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Figure 2-8: Evolution of the share of black residents on a street G7=2 (8100) (top) and
Gr =3 (8100) (bottom). The process starts from an all-white neighborhood (A = 0.2, =
0.05) whenever blacks and whites are equally tolerant, and from an all black neighborhood
(A = 0.8, = 0.05) if blacks are strictly more tolerant than whites.
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Estimated standard errors are 5 percent or less.
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Table 2.3: Comparison of waiting times W (n, [0.97,1]) until 97 percent of all agents are
black on various streets Gs (5000) (b = 3, a = , E = 0.05, A = 0.2)

Radius of interaction r=2 r=4 r=6 r=8
Waiting time W (n, I) 6.94 7.16 7.68 7.56

Estimated standard errors for the waiting times are 5 percent or less.

larger than the bounded neighborhoods I considered in the previous section. The example

also illustrates why the resulting black ghetto lacks persistence on streets. If the balance

in the housing market is reversed (i.e. 80 percent of all apartment seekers are white) the

street Gs= 2 (5000) will become 50 percent white within 5 tenant generations and 75 percent

white within 10 generations, as the graph in figure 2-8 (top) illustrates.

2.3.2 Proof of Theorem 2

The proof utilizes some novel techniques from the theory of interacting particle system.2 8

The argument proceeds in three steps. First, I propose a simplified Markov process at on

the street. Second, I show that the original process 7/t and the simplified process at can be

coupled such that the hypothesis of theorem 2 only has to be proved for the simpler process

at. This last step is accomplished through lemma 3. Without loss of generality I restrict

attention to the case when streets become black ghettos i.e. A < 29

The original neighborhood process is difficult to analyze because black clusters contin-

uously form and break up when tolerant white tenants move into a vacant apartment. The

simpler process at limits and 'tags' all potential black clusters. Intuitively, the new process

makes it both harder for new black clusters to form and easier for existing clusters to break

up. The process is therefore biased against blacks in a monotonic fashion: if ghettos develop

in the simplified process they should certainly develop in the original process, too.

Formally, the process at is defined as follows. The street is divided up into k segments

of fixed length N such that n = kN.3 0 Residents move out at rate 1 and the process starts

from an initial configuration ao where all residents are white. The evolution of the process

follows the same switching rules as before with the following qualifications:

28Liggett (1985) provides a thorough introduction to this branch of probability theory.
29In this section it is no longer assumed that blacks are more tolerant than whites.
30I abstract away from integer constraints. I will take n - oo and keep N fixed such that the contribution

of a single segment of length less than N will vanish by the law of large numbers.
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1. I assume that a resident regards any neighbors outside his segment as white. This

implies that the dynamics of the process within each segment develops independently

from other segments.

2. If a black cluster within the same segment already exists only the (at most two)

adjacent white neighbors of the cluster can switch. This guarantees that no seeds for

new disjointed clusters can be generated.

3. If a cell switches from black to white such that it divides a cluster up into two separate

clusters, the smaller one dies.31 Together with the previous rule, this assumption

ensures that at any point in time at most one black cluster exists within each segment.

These rules completely define the evolution of the process starting from a0.

In general, coupling is simply a construction of two stochastic processes on a common

probability space - in this case I construct a coupled process (at,q t) such that the two

marginals of the process are the original process 1t and its simpler counterpart at. In order

to be of any interest the two processes cannot move independently but must be related in

some nontrivial way. I define a simple partial order on the set Z of configurations of the

street Gs (n) which allows me to compare the two processes at any point in time:

a r if and only if a (z) < 7 (z) for all residents z (2.6)

I assume that both processes start to evolve from the same initial all-white configuration

7 = ao. The next lemma shows that there exists a coupled process (at, 7t) such that the

original process 'dominates' the new process monotonically, i.e. the inequality at < qt holds

with probability 1 for all t > 0.

Lemma 2 There is a coupling (at, i7t) such that both marginal processes start to evolve from

the same all-white configuration 770 = o and at < r7t holds with probability 1 at any point

in time.

Proof: see appendix A.4

One can immediately conclude that E (f (at)) E (f (t)) for each increasing function f

31In the case of a tie I assume that the cluster clockwise to the right of the switching cell dies.
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on the space of configurations.32 The share of blacks X (t) of the residential neighborhood

process at any time t, then first-order stochastically dominates the share of blacks X (at)

of the simplified process.33 Therefore, the claim in theorem 2 only has to be established for

the simplified process at.

I exploit the observation that each segment of the street develops independently in

the simplified process. Inside the initially all-white segment, a black cluster of length

[2r (1 - ab)] + will eventually form, which is the minimum length for the cluster to be stable

under the undisturbed dynamics (E = 0).3 4 Black house-seekers now show interest in the

apartments surrounding this minimally stable cluster and the ends will start to move like

a random walk with drift under the undisturbed dynamics. The drift is solely determined

by the balance of the housing market.

I denote the expected long-run share of blacks in a segment of length N with Eb (E). As

n - oo the number of segments becomes arbitrarily large, and by the law of large numbers

and lemma 2 we can conclude for the long-run share Xn of blacks in the original process

that P (Xn E (2Eb (e) - 1, 1]) -+ 1. In order to finish the proof of theorem 2, the next

lemma shows that the expected share of blacks in a segment can get arbitrarily close to 1

for sufficiently small e and large N.

Lemma 3 There is an upper bound A (r, aw, ab) > 0 such that for each A < and each

6 > 0 there is an e such that for all e < there is some N such that the expected share of

blacks Eb (E) in the segment of length N fulfills Eb (e) > 1 - 6.

Proof: see appendix A.5

The intuition for lemma 3 can be most easily outlined by using the language of stochastic

stability analysis (Kandori, Mailath, and Rob 1993, Young 1993). If the share of blacks in

the housing market is sufficiently large, the single black cluster living in a large segment of

length N always exhibits a positive drift, i.e. is more likely to grow rather than to shrink.

The process has essentially two 'limit sets' under the undisturbed dynamics: if the share of

32Note that E (f (at)) = f (at)d(at, rt) and E (f ()) = f f ()d (at, 77t) because the coupled process
has marginals it and at. By construction at < 77 with probability 1 and therefore f (at) < f (rit) with
probability 1. This implies that f f (at)d(at,rlt) < f f (t) d(at, irt).

3 3For a proof, define the following increasing function f.i indexed by each possible share of blacks: fro (T/)
is 0 if the share X (r7) of blacks in the configuration r7 is below xo and equals X (7r) otherwise.

34With [x]+ I denote the smallest integer which is greater than or equal to x.
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blacks is x = 0 the process can leave the basin of attraction only after a minimally stable

cluster of size b has formed. On the other hand, if the share of blacks lies in a neighborhood

I of x = 1 the process will escape that neighborhood only after a huge waiting time because

of the positive drift pushing the process towards x = 1. Therefore both the shares x = 0

and x E I form 'limit sets' of the undisturbed dynamics. For any intermediate shares the

dynamics will push the process rapidly into I, e.g. there are no further limit sets. It takes

b 'mutations' until the basin of attraction of the limit set x = 0 can be left. The 'limit set'

I can only be exited through a sequence of tolerant whites who move to vacant apartments

inside the single black cluster. Each such 'mutation' cuts the length of the black cluster by

at most half. Even after b + 1 consecutive mutations its length will still be approximately

2-(b+I)N and the undisturbed dynamics will push the process back into the 'limit set' I.

It therefore takes fewer mutations to reach I than to leave I and we expect the process to

spend most of its time inside I.

2.4 Rapid Segregation and Ghetto Persistence in Inner-City

Areas

Ghettos can develop rapidly on streets in response to shifts in the housing market, as the

previous section demonstrated. This mechanism overcomes the stasis in Schelling's (1972)

original tipping model where the transition from an all-white steady state to a black ghetto

does not occur within a realistic time frame even when the bounded neighborhood has only

moderate size. However, the effect works in both directions, and periodic changes in the

composition of the housing market give rise to "avenue waves". In order to reconcile the

observed persistence of black ghettos in US cities with the dynamics of the model on streets

one has to assume that African Americans have dominated the low-income housing market

for the last 100 years. The data does not support this assertion because the migration of

blacks to the cities has leveled off while other ethnic minorities (notably Mexican Americans)

have grown at a far greater rate in recent decades. In the light of this evidence how can

we explain the continued persistence of black ghettos even though blacks face far more

competition in the housing market?

In an 'ideal' model the mechanism that gives rise to ghettos should be uni-directional,

i.e. ghettos form rapidly but break up slowly. Inner-city areas can provide exactly such an
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environment if blacks are sufficiently more tolerant than whites. The following assumption

on the tolerance levels of blacks and whites ensures that inner-cities preserve the ghetto

formation mechanism of streets while making segregation persistent as on bounded neigh-

borhoods.

Assumption 1 Blacks can tolerate whites constituting 75 percent or more of their neighbors

(ab 3), while whites can only tolerate blacks making up slightly more than 50 percent of

their neighbors (fw < + )3

The assumption will hold for the rest of this section.

Just as on streets, randomly forming black clusters can expand, quickly take over the

inner-city area and therefore give rise to ghettos as long as blacks dominate the housing

market sufficiently. If whites subsequently make up the majority in the housing market,

however, random white clusters are hindered in their expansion. The two-dimensional

geometry adds a 'geometric' drift that lets small white clusters shrink. This effect can be

strong enough to completely counteract the pressure from the housing market which induces

white clusters to expand on streets.

2.4.1 Rapid Formation of Black Ghettos in Inner-Cities

It can be easily checked that a black square cluster of size (r + 1) x (r + 1) can expand under

the undisturbed dynamics, i.e. it can take over the inner-city area with positive probability

even if there are no tolerant black house-seekers (E = 0).36 This observation essentially

guarantees that the inner-city will turn into a black ghetto, both in the medium and in the

long run, if blacks dominate the housing market.

The formal proof of this claim exploits the results of the previous section by breaking the

inner-city up into 'stripes' of width r + 1, shown in figure 2-9. Although a stable (r + 1) x

(r + 1) cluster can expand in all four directions in an inner-city, the ghetto formation

mechanism will work even if it could only expand in East/ West direction. Each stripe will

then behave very much like a street: stable clusters of length r + 1 form and take over the

stripe within a waiting time of order O (1) if blacks dominate the housing market. Moreover,

3 5The size of an individual neighborhood on the inner-city area G' (n) is m, i.e. IN (z)I = m. If the
radius of interaction is r = 1 (r = 2) we have m = 4 (m = 12) and whites can tolerate at most two (seven)
black neighbors.

36Recall, that on streets the minimally stable black cluster had length [2r (1 - ab)] +.
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the process will cluster around a black share of x = 1 on each segment and, hence, on the

entire inner-city area. The proof of the next theorem goes through this reasoning in greater

detail.

Theorem 3 Given is an inner-city area G& (n) with group tolerance levels ca,, and arb

satisfying assumption 1. Then there exists some critical value 0 < A (r, ac, ab) < 1 such

that the following holds when blacks dominate the housing market sufficiently (A < A).

1. The inner-city becomes a black ghetto in the long run, i.e. the process clusters on the

interval [x (E), 1] with limEo x () = 1.

2. If the share of tolerant agents is sufficiently small the waiting time until the share

of blacks exceeds 1 - satisfies W (n, [1 - 6,1]) = 0 (1).

Proof: The proof is easiest outlined for the case r = 1. The inner-city area is 'sliced' up

into 'stripes' of length N and width r + 1 = 2 (see figure 2-9). As in section 2.3.2

I construct a simplified process at which evolves independently on each stripe. The

switching rules are translated in a straightforward manner: they only differ in their

emphasis on 'stripes' instead of 'segments'.

1. A resident regards any neighbors outside her stripe as white. Therefore, the

dynamics of the process within each stripe develops independently from other

stripes.

2. If a black cluster within a stripe exists, only adjacent white neighbors can switch

to black. A cluster has to 'fill up' vertically before it can expand horizontally.

This rule implies that the single black cluster always fills up the full width of the

stripe. The length of the single black cluster on a stripe can therefore be treated

in the same way as the size of the single black cluster on a street segment.

3. If a cell switches from black to white inside the single black cluster the cluster is

cut in two, and the shorter half is eliminated. This ensures that at any point in

time there exists at most one black cluster within each segment.

Due to assumption 1, a black cluster can only be invaded by whites under the undis-

turbed dynamics at its two boundaries. Any apartment inside a black cluster with a

distance of at least r from either boundary has a black neighborhood share of + 2m
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r+1

N

Figure 2-9: Four N x (r + 1) stripes on an inner-city; the coupled process evolves indepen-
dently within each stripe

which exceeds the white tolerance level aw. Apartments at the boundary of the clus-

ter, on the other hand, have a black neighborhood share of at least 25 percent, which

makes them acceptable to all black house-seekers. Each cluster behaves like a clus-

ter on a street segment: it can expand under the undisturbed dynamics with a drift

depending on the composition of the housing market, and it can only be broken in

half by rare E-jumps. The proofs of theorem 2 and lemma 1 can be easily adapted to

establish the existence of A > 0 and fast convergence. QED

Monte-Carlo simulations confirm that black ghettos form as rapidly in inner-cities as

they do on streets. Figure 2-10 illustrates the medium-run evolution of the residential

neighborhood process in inner-cities with radius of interaction r = 1 and r = 2 where,

again, 5 percent of agents are tolerant and blacks constitute 80 percent of the housing

market. In both cases I have set the white and black tolerance levels at a, = and

b = 3 such that they just satisfy assumption 1. Within five tenant generations 90 percent

of all residents are black, which is almost the same waiting time I obtained for streets (see

figure 2-8).

2.4.2 "Encircling" and Persistence of Ghettos in Inner-Cities

On streets the mechanism that gives rise to ghettos is fully reversible. In response to an

influx of white apartment-seekers, white clusters can form and rapidly break up the black

ghetto. The fact that blacks have a far higher tolerance level than whites only matters
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Figure 2-10: Evolution of the share' of black residents in the inner-city areas G= 1 (8100)
and Gr =2 (8100). The process starts from an all white neighborhood with tolerance levels
Cab = 3 and a, = ( = 0.2, = 0.05).

Estimated standard errors are 5 percent or less.

insofar as whites have to dominate the housing market relatively more in order to break

up the all-black equilibrium (A > 1 - A). However, the residential neighborhood process

behaves in a qualitatively different way in inner-cities. 'Small' white clusters can nolonger

expand under the undisturbed dynamics.

I consider a white cluster inside a black inner-city ghetto to be 'small' if it is "encircled"

by black residents, i.e. it does not span the residential area.3 7 Such a cluster can be covered

by a rectangle which is convex in the two-dimensional geometry. For this reason, each

apartment vacated by a black resident along the boundary of this rectangle has more black

than white neighbors. More precisely, a vacant apartment outside the rectangle has a black

neighborhood share of at least + which exceeds the tolerance level of whites. Close

to the corners of the rectangle the black share even approaches 75 percent. Therefore, the

white cluster can never expand beyond the rectangle unless tolerant house-seekers move in

along the boundaries. Black house-seekers, on the other hand, can easily invade the white

cluster under the undisturbed dynamics ( = 0). Obviously, the cluster has to die out in

this environment and can never take over the inner-city regardless of the balance in the

housing market as the following lemma shows.

3 7Formally, I call a cluster of residents "encircled" in an inner-city with radius of interaction r if the
cluster can be covered by a rectangle with width and length not exceeding v; - 1 - r. This ensures that
the dynamics of the process along the boundary is not influenced by the finiteness of the inner-city.
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Figure 2-11: Isolated white cluster in an inner-city area G=l (49). The cluster can be
covered by a 5 x 5 rectangle (lightly shaded).

Figure 2-12: 'Large' non-encircled white cluster in an inner-city with radius of interaction
r=l

Lemma 4 Under assumption 1 and without the presence of tolerant agents (e = O) an

"encircled" white cluster in an inner-city area GC (n) will die out almost surely for any

balance in the housing market 0 < A < 1.

Proof: see appendix A.7

A white cluster can therefore only survive under the undisturbed dynamics and lie

outside the basin of attraction 3 8 of the black ghetto configuration if it is 'large' and nolonger

encircled. The stable 'large' cluster shown in figure 2-12 serves as an example.

The basin of attraction D () of some subset of configurations fl C Z is the set of configurations from
which the undisturbed process reaches an element of with probability 1.
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The minimum number of completely tolerant house-seekers who have to move into the

black ghetto in order to form a non-encircled white cluster grows with JV. On streets, on

the other hand, the minimally stable white cluster has only size [2r (1 - a.)] +, which does

not depend on the size of the street. Intuitively, it should therefore take longer to leave

a black inner-city ghetto than leave a black street ghetto if the share E of tolerant agents

is small. The next theorem confirms this insight by comparing the waiting times until the

share of white residents exceeds some share 6 < 1 in an inner-city and on a street of the

same size n.

Theorem 4 Given are an inner-city area Gr (n) and a street G' (n) of equal size n.

Assumption 1 on the black and white tolerance levels holds, and the share e of toler-

ant agents is small. Then the waiting time until the share of whites exceeds 6 satisfies

We (n, [0,1 - 6]) > [r+] in the inner-city area and Ws (n, [0, 1 - 6]) E E-[2 r(l- a ) ] on

the street.

Proof: see appendix A.8

The ratio Wc(n, ,l-]) of the waiting times to leave an inner-city and street ghetto

respectively, can become arbitrarily large if there are few tolerant house-seekers and the size

of the residential area is large. The "encircling phenomenon" therefore lends persistence

to black inner-city ghettos, and makes the ghetto formation process uni-directional. Inner-

cities are in some sense a 'hybrid' geometry because they combine features of streets and

bounded neighborhoods. 39

Theorem 4 does not allow us to assess if the increase in the persistence of ghettos in

inner-cities compared to streets is quantitatively significant. In particular, the share e of

tolerant agents should not be unrealistically small for the effect to apply. For this purpose

I have relied on simulations in order to calculate the waiting times W (0, [0, 0.5]) until at

least 50 percent of all residents are white. Table 2.4 compares the waiting times for the

street/ inner-city pairs (G = 2 (n) , GrC=1 (n)) and (Gs 6 (n), G' =2 (n)), respectively. These

pairs have been chosen so that individual neighborhoods have equal size in both geometries,

39A comparison of the waiting times to leave a black bounded neighborhood ghetto and an inner-city ghetto
of equal size n also reveal that inner-cities lie somehow 'between' streets and bounded neighborhoods. It takes
[(n - 1) (1 - a,,,)]+ 'mutations' to leave the basin of attraction of a black ghetto in a bounded neighborhood.
As in theorem 4 one can then show that wc(n,0,1- l -+ oc as -- 0 because n grows faster than /v .

Inner-cities are therefore more persistent than streets but less persistent than bounded neighborhoods.
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Table 2.4: Comparison of waiting times W (n, [0, 0.5]) until more than 50 percent of residents
are white starting from a black ghetto on a street and an inner-city area with individual
neighborhoods of equal size m (A = 0.8, ab = 3, ,, = A7, n = 8100).

Expected Wait (m = 4)

e = 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
Gr=2 (n) 57.4 26.9 17.3 12.8 8.5 6.8 5.4
G=1' (n) 594.5 63.7 27.3 16.9 9.8 7.1 5.8

Expected Wait (m = 12)

E = 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
Gs= 6 (n) 1618 267.4 94.0 48.5 19.9 11.4 8.1
G7r= 2 ( n ) > 3 x 104 2912.3 169.0 66.4 21.1 11.8 8.0

Estimated standard errors for the waiting times are 5% or less.

i.e. m = 4 and m = 12. In both cases I have again set the white and black tolerance levels

at a,, = 7 and arb = 3. I have assumed that 80 percent of all house seekers are white,

and I have varied the share of tolerant agents between one half of a percent and 5 percent.

This implies that a vacant apartment with only black neighbors will switch color with a

probability between 2 percent and 17 percent which I consider reasonably large. The waiting

times for the inner-cities are consistently larger than the corresponding waiting times on

streets. For E = 0.02 the inner-cities are more than 30 percent more persistent while for

E = 0.01 the difference is at least three-fold.

2.5 Historical Evidence

This section evaluates the empirical relevance of my model for explaining segregation in

the US. The main prediction of the theory is the rapid formation of ghettos on streets

and in inner-cities as a response to shifts in the housing market. As a natural first-pass

test I compare the degree of residential segregation over the last 200 years with changes in

the relative demand for housing between African Americans and non-blacks. This exercise

provides broad support for the model. In order to test the more subtle implications of

the theory I take a closer look at the rise of the black ghetto in Harlem. In particular,

I find that the dynamics of Harlem's transformation conform with the contagious growth
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process predicted by the theory, which has random black clusters form and then expand

along the boundaries. Although I concentrate on the residential separation between African

Americans and non-blacks -for most of this section I provide evidence for "avenue waves" in

Chicago which involved both African Americans and European immigrants.

2.5.1 The Rise of the Black Ghetto at the Turn of the Century

After the Civil War race relations improved, and northern cities such as Cleveland, Philadel-

phia and Chicago established integrated schools, hospitals and colleges.4 0 Throughout the

19th century segregation between African Americans and non-blacks was relatively low,

and the average African American lived in a ward that was only 20 percent black (Cutler,

Glaeser, and Vigdor 1997, table 2). As far as spatial concentrations of blacks existed, they

had not stabilized yet: in New York, for example, the principal clusters of black concentra-

tion moved repeatedly over the century.

Between 1860 and 1890 the share of blacks in fact decreased in many of the booming

northern cities, and blacks made up only 2.5 percent of the population in the North and

Midwest in 1890. Blacks started to leave the South and migrate to the booming North in

significant numbers only after 1890.41 Even then, the black growth rate just about matched

the rate of increase of the general population, such that the share of blacks in the housing

market was likely to be low. This combination of a low degree of segregation, shifting

clusters of black concentration and an insignificant presence in the housing market before

the turn of the century is consistent with my model when the share of blacks is non-critical,

i.e. smaller than the share 1 - A which has to be exceeded to give rise to ghettos.

This picture changed radically with the outbreak of the first World War in 1914. Immi-

gration to the US fell off sharply and never recovered after the war due to the immigration

restriction enacted in the 1920s. The manufacturing industry continued to demand cheap

labor, and companies began to dispatch labor agents to the South in order to convince

more African Americans to move north. These factors resulted in a massive population

movement between 1916 and 1919 known as the Great Migration4 2 that continued well into

40Cleveland, for example, integrated schools in 1871 (Kusmer 1976).
4 1It is puzzling that few blacks left the South between 1865 and 1890 even though economic conditions

were poor. Kusmer (1976) argues that the first black generation born in freedom had a different perspective
from their parents and sought to exploit improved economic opportunities more actively.

42In these years alone the number of African Americans doubled in Cleveland, tripled in Chicago and
increased more than sixfold in Detroit (Kusmer 1976).
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the second half of the 20th century. The annual growth rate of the black urban population

in the North was 3.1 percent between 1910 and 1940 and 4.4 percent between 1940 and

1970 (Cutler, Glaeser, and Vigdor 1997, table 2).

Competition for housing intensified because the black community grew at a much faster

rate than the general population in northern cities. In Chicago, for example, 18.5 percent

of the net inflow of newcomers between 1920 and 1930 were African American, and in

Cleveland the corresponding share was an impressive 36.2 percent.43 As blacks were poorer

than the average newcomer, they presumably dominated the market for apartments at the

lower end of the socio-economic scale far more than these numbers indicate. It is likely that

the share of blacks did not even have to exceed 50 percent to transform a residential area

into a black ghetto44 because evidence from surveys45 shows consistently that blacks have

a higher tolerance level than whites. Therefore, it is perfectly plausible that the share of

blacks in northern cities was high enough during this period to trigger the rapid formation

of ghettos in inner-cities and on streets as predicted by the theory.

In the wake of the Great Migration, northern US cities, in particular, became indeed

much more segregated. In 1940 the average African American lived in a residential area that

was 37.6 percent black and by 1970 that share had increased to almost 70 percent. Cutler,

Glaeser, and Vigdor (1997) found in a sample of 313 US cities that only 5 cities had ghettos

in 1910 but more than a third had one by 1970.46 Most of these almost exclusively black

neighborhoods formed around the principal black cluster of concentration that happened

to exist before the Great Migration.

In my model decentralized racism is the sole transmission channel that translates the

conditions in the housing market during and after the first World War into changes in the

level of segregation. Although other factors undoubtedly contributed to this process, I ar-

gue that decentralized racism was the most significant channel during the early formative

years. First, sorting by socio-economic differences explains less than half of the observed

variation in segregation indices between neighborhoods, even in the 1950s (Taeuber and

43See table 1 in Spear (1967) for Chicago and table I in Kusmer (1976) for Cleveland.
44In section 2.3.1 I found that a street G= 2 with black and white tolerance levels ab = 3 and ca, = 

becomes a ghetto as soon as the share of blacks exceeds 30 percent.
4 5 Cutler, Glaeser, and Vigdor (1997) cite evidence from the General Society Survey.
46The authors characterize a city as having a ghetto if the index of dissimilarity is greater than 0.6 and

the index of isolation exceeds 0.3 (see the paper for details on calculating these standard measures).
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Taeuber 1965). Second, collective-action racism47 could not prevent the invasion of white

neighborhoods at the onset of the Great Migration, as the example of Harlem shows. African

Americans only made up a small share of the population, and the relatively peaceful race

relations were only gradually overshadowed by resentment due to continued black migration

from the South. Even neighborhoods that remained largely white during this period experi-

enced scattered instances of black families moving in and out according to an unpredictable

pattern. 48 Such noisy "reshuffling" of blacks in 'white ghettos' does not fit a theory of

collective racism but is consistent with my model in the case of up-scale neighborhoods, for

example, which few blacks could afford and where whites would face little competition in

the housing market.

There is stronger evidence that collective-action racism played a more significant role

by the middle of the century in sustaining segregation. By then, ghettos were already well-

established, and a formal and informal institutional framework consolidating segregation

had developed. Cutler, Glaeser, and Vigdor (1997) find that in 1940, blacks paid relatively

more for equivalent housing than whites in more segregated cities, as compared to less

segregated cities. While this observation is consistent with some degree of collective-action

racism, it disappeared from the data by 1990. Nowadays whites pay more for equivalent

housing than blacks in more segregated areas, suggesting that decentralized racism is again

the driving force behind continuing segregation.

Segregation has slightly declined since the 1970s because formerly all-white neighbor-

hoods have become more racially mixed. But almost exclusively black ghettos persist and

show very little sign of change. The stability of ghettos is surprising because blacks no

longer dominate the housing market as they did in the aftermath of the Great Migration.

After 1970 the black community in the northern cities only increased at an annual rate of 0.9

percent. While the share of blacks has stagnated other ethnic groups have shown vigorous

growth. In particular, the share of Hispanics in US cities doubled between 1970 and 1990

to 10.3 percent. 49 Inner-cities can provide an explanation for the longevity of black ghettos

47An important type of collective-action racism were racial zoning or restrictive covenants that excluded
blacks from particular residential areas (Massey and Denton 1993).

48Smith (1959) compared the census data for New Haven between 1940 and 1950 and found that 76 blocks
with a black share of less than 10 percent became all-white, while black families moved into 72 formerly
all-white blocks. One third of these new blocks were contiguous to those which they were replacing and the
rest were scattered throughout the city and lacked any spatial pattern.

49Mexican Americans are also highly segregated and live in neighborhoods with a Mexican share of 50.3
percent (Borjas 1995, table 4).
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despite the fact that African Americans face far more competition in the housing market.

The theory also suggests that today's inner-city ghettos are unlikely to disappear in the

near and even medium term unless they are forcibly broken up by some policy intervention,

such as urban redevelopment.

2.5.2 Harlem's Transformation into a Black Ghetto

Harlem was an affluent suburb of New York City in the 19th century and became the largest

black ghetto in the US by 1920. The various stages in the spatial growth of the ghetto are

well documented, which allows me to directly test the dynamic predictions of my theory on

streets and in inner-cities, i.e. the growth of-randomly forming black cluster around their

boundary. 50

New York City provides an almost ideal environment for the application of my model.

The residential turnover rate was high because former peripheral neighborhoods, such as

Harlem, were continually redeveloped as the metropolis expanded northwards on Manhattan

island. Harlem, for example, was a rural village and became incorporated only in 1873. By

1886, the three lines of the elevated railroad came as far north as 129th Street, and a massive

building boom in the 1880s made Harlem a preferred residential area for New York City's

white upper- and upper-middle-classes. Lower Harlem experienced an influx of Eastern

European Jews in the 1890s and of Italians before 1890 (see the map of Harlem in figure

2-13).

Like other northern cities, New York was not particularly segregated in the 19th century.

African Americans did not dominate any single neighborhood, and the principal clusters of

black concentration moved repeatedly up the West Side over the course of the century. 5' In

1890, for example, six wards in Manhattan had a substantial black population of between

2,000 and 4,000.

There were few scattered black families in Harlem before the turn of the century. Most of

them were servants and lived at the periphery of white Harlem. Blocks occupied by African

Americans in 1902 are marked in figure 2-13. African Americans entered Harlem in greater

5 0This section is based on Osofsky's (1963) comprehensive history of Harlem (especially chapters 5-8).
51In the early 19th century many blacks lived in the Five Points district on the site of the present City Hall.

By 1860 the district was overwhelmingly Irish and the largest cluster of African Americans could be found
in Greenwich Village. Between 1880 and 1890 their numbers declined as the district became predominantly
Italian. San Juan Hill and the "Tenderloin" (between 20th Street and 53rd Street) emerged as the most
populous black residential areas.
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Figure 2-13: Harlem was an essentially all-white middle and upper-class neighborhood in
the 19th century. Lower Harlem saw an influx of Eastern European Jews in the 1890s and
had an Italian section in the south-east. Only a few scattered black families lived in blocks
at the periphery of central Harlem which are marked black in the figure. West Harlem
became a black ghetto until 1920 (darkly shaded). The ghetto expanded in the 1920s to
the east and south as indicated by the arrows. Blacks lived as far south as 110th Street by
the end of the decade.
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numbers during the years 1900-1914, when the black population of Manhattan doubled.

Development in West Harlem north of 130th Street had been slow in the 1890s because the

area lacked public transportation. The construction of the Lenox subway line up to 145th

Street in the years 1898 to 1904 set off a building boom and massive speculation in property

along Lenox and Seventh Avenue where entire new apartment blocks were built. By 1904-5

the bubble burst and realtors woke up to the fact that there was insufficient demand for

these high-quality apartments. Landlords began to compete intensely for tenants and some

of them started to open their apartment houses to blacks. Demand for decent housing was

strong amongst African Americans during this period. More and more blacks migrated

to New York City, and established blacks were displaced from their old living quarters in

Lower Manhattan as the business district expanded.5 2

This combination of factors colluded to establish the initial black cluster of residents in

Harlem which then expanded dramatically in the aftermath of the Great Migration. Osofsky

(1963, p. 17) emphasizes that Harlem's black colony would most likely have been a passing

phenomenon just like previous clusters of black concentration in Lower Manhattan without

the enormous influx of black migrants after 1900:

The most important factor underlying the establishment of Harlem as a Negro

community was the substantial increase of Negro population in New York City in

the years 1890-1914. That Harlem became the specific center of Negro settlement

was the result of circumstance; that some section of the city was destined to

become a Negro ghetto was the inevitable consequence of the Negro's migration

from the South.

African Americans took over West Harlem in a striking geographical pattern which re-

sembles contagious growth. There was a clear 'color line' that separated the southward

advancing black settlement from established white residents. This type of dynamics is

not only predicted by my theory but, more generally, suggests that decentralized local in-

teraction between residents should be at the heart of any realistic model of segregation.

Landlords attempted to stop the black invasion through collective-action racism and suc-

cessively signed restrictive agreements on West 140th, 137th, 135th, 131st, 129th Streets

52 Many black apartment blocks disappeared when Pennsylvania Station was built in the Tenderloin at
the beginning of the century. In 1914 African Americans occupied about 1,100 different houses within a 23
block area of Harlem and 80% of the whole black population lived in Harlem by then.
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etc., which obliged them not to rent to blacks. Each of these local arrangements ultimately

failed because sooner or later some landlord would 'panic-sell' and the coalition collapsed.

Restrictive agreements also invited 'block-blusters' to test the strength of support for uni-

fied action. These speculators bought single apartment houses on an all-white street and

invited black tenants. Adjoining white owners then had to re-purchase the apartment house

at inflated prices in order to evict the black tenants again.

By 1920, an almost exclusively black ghetto had formed north of 130th Street and West

of 5th Avenue as shown in figure 2-13. The ghetto expanded further to the east and south

and completely crowded out the white residents in central Harlem. By the end of the 1920s

African Americans lived as far south as 110th Street and the ghetto consolidated in the

subsequent decades as black migration continued.

2.5.3 "Avenue waves" in Chicago

I have emphasized that ghettos are not persistent on streets because the ghetto formation

process is reversible. The model therefore predicts "avenue waves" in response to periodic

shifts in the housing market. In the 19th century there existed a natural source of variation

because different groups of immigrants entered the country at different points in time.

Immigration in the first half of the century was characterized by waves from Northern

Europe while in the latter half of the century immigrants from Southern and Eastern Europe

dominated. If one assumes that most immigrants arrived poor in the US and climbed the

social hierarchy at similar rates one would expect that different ethnic waves of immigrants

joined the housing market for residential areas of a particular quality at different points in

time. This, in turn, induced shifts in the balance A of the housing market. 53

Burgess (1928) recorded the resulting avenue waves in Chicago as shown in figure 2-

14. He notes that "the great arterial business streets of the city have been and remain

the highways of invasion". Of particular interest are the A and B waves where 'new'

immigrant groups (Hungarians, Italians and Poles) crowd out 'older' immigrants (Germans

and Scandinavians).

53The "avenue waves" effect should be strongest for streets at the lower socio-economic end of the market.
The diffusion rate at which residents move into better neighborhoods differs by ethnicity and between
individuals such that ethnic waves should become increasingly intermingled.
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Figure 2-14: Chicago's avenue waves (Burgess 1928) - Germans/Scandinavians followed
by Hungarians/ Italians (A), Germans/ Scandinavians followed by Poles (B), invasion of
African Americans (C), invasion of Russian Jews (D), invasion of Czechs (E), Polish invasion
(F), invasion of Irish (G), Invasion of African Americans (H)
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2.6 The Relationship between Stochastic Stability and Clus-

tering

My analysis characterized the evolution of the residential neighborhood process through

clustering rather than the standard stochastic stability techniques developed by Kandori,

Mailath, and Rob (1993) and Young (1993). This section explores the relationship between

both techniques and concludes that stochastic stability can seriously mispredict the long-

run behavior of a stochastic system because it ignores too much information about its

undisturbed dynamics. The problem is most severe for the large-scale systems which we

typically encounter in evolutionary environments. In the context of my model I show that

stochastic stability fails to predict the rise of ghettos on streets because it does not take

into account the balance in the housing market.

But it is my hope that clustering will enhance our understanding of both future and

existing evolutionary models. I present two examples which are intended to illustrate the

robustness of clustering versus stochastic stability. First, I consider a simple model of

imitation where agents live on a general (not necessarily regular) class of graphs and hold

one of two possible 'opinions'. Whereas stochastic stability predicts that agents synchronize

their opinions in the long run, clustering analysis reveals that, to the contrary, a system

of many agents will typically be in disagreement. Second, I revisit a well-known large

population coordination game which has been studied by Ellison (1993). Although both

clustering and stochastic stability predict the long-run behavior of the large-scale system

correctly, in this case the standard technique is vulnerable to seemingly innocuous changes

in the dynamics.

I will rely on a characterization of stochastic stability recently introduced by Ellison

(1999). His waiting-time approach, unlike the "tree-surgery" arguments used in the earlier

papers, not only makes the reasoning behind stochastic stability arguments very transparent

but also allows me to clearly identify the key weakness of this concept. Ellison considers a

general 'model of evolution' (Z, P, Pc) with a state space Z and a Markov process defined

over Z in discrete time54 with 'disturbed' transition matrix Pe and 'undisturbed' transition

matrix P. The matrix is assumed to be ergodic for each > 0 and, P is continuous in 

54 The residential neighborhood process is defined in continuous time. Appendix A.1 illustrates how such
a process can be transformed into a corresponding discrete time process such that all of Ellison's results
carry over.
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such that PO = P. Ellison then defines a cost function c: Z x Z -+ R+ U oo such that for

all pairs of states , 77' E Z, lim-..o P, /c(7,7') exists and is strictly positive if c (7, 77') < oo00

(with PI,; = 0 for sufficiently small e if c (7r, i') = oo). Intuitively, the cost of transition can

be thought of as the number of independent mutations necessary for it to occur.

Ellison introduces two new concepts, the radius and the coradius, which he uses to

bound the waiting times required to leave and enter the basin of attraction of a union of

limit sets5 5 C Z. The radius R (Q) describes the minimum cost of leaving the basin

of attraction D () and is a measure of the persistence of the process when it rests at Q.

Formally, Ellison defines a path out of D () as a sequence of distinct states (7, ,..,, r)

with 771 E Q, -rt E D () for 1 < t < T and OT W D (). The set of all these paths is denoted

S (Q, Z - D (Q)). The radius can then be defined as

T-1

R()= min Zc( t, 7 t+i) (2.7)
(7ll ,..rW)ES(O,Z-D(n)) t=

The coradius CR (Q1), on the other hand, captures the length of time necessary to reach the

basin of attraction of Q starting from any other state by counting the number of intermediate

mutations:5 6

T-1
CR(QI) = max min ) c( t, 7t+l) (2.8)

77i0 (ni,...r)ESmf) t=l

A combination of a large radius R (Q2) and a small coradius CR (Q) ensures that the

process reaches the basin of attraction D () quickly, but is very reluctant to leave it.

Building on this intuition Ellison can prove the following theorem:

Theorem 5 The union of limit sets SI is stochastically stable if R (Q) > CR (). The

waiting time to leave the basin of attraction D (2) is W (2, Z - D (Q), e) - E-R(Q), and the

process reaches a long-run equilibrium after a waiting time of W (, 2, e) = O (E-CR()) for

any 77 f2.

Proof: see Ellison (1999)

5 5The limit sets or recurrent classes of a stochastic system are the sets of states which can persist in the
long run absent noise or mutations ( = 0).

5 6Ellison also defines the modified coradius CR () which bounds the waiting time until convergence
more precisely. For the purpose of comparing clustering and stochastic stability, however, is suffices to use
the simple coradius.
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The waiting time approach has the advantage of giving a bound on the rate of con-

vergence to the long-run equilibrium. In models of local interaction the coradius typically

remains small even if the system is large (as in Ellison (1993)). This observation is then

interpreted as evidence that local interaction 'speeds up' convergence to the long-run equi-

librium.

Unfortunately, the coradius can give a very misleading picture of how fast the process

actually reaches the basin of attraction D (Q). The random walk example discussed in the

introduction illustrates the problem nicely (see figure 2-1). It is easily shown that only the

state n + 2 is stochastically stable because it takes at most one mutation to reach its basin

of attraction, but two mutations to leave it (i.e. R ({n + 2}) = 2 and CR (n + 2}) = 1).

Theorem 5 also indicates that the process reaches its long-run equilibrium quickly because

the waiting time is of the order 0 ( ) independent of the 'size' n.

The example is simple enough to carry out a more careful analysis. Although the process

will spend almost all its time at n + 2 as - 0, it is instructive to calculate how small

e has to be depending on the size n of the system in order to find the process in a small

6-neighborhood [(1-6) n, n + 2] of the long-run equilibrium with probability -y > 0. The

following condition on and n has to be satisfied:5 7

2 (()(1)-n (1)n) + (1)n-1 1,

1 + 2y_ (1- ()n) + (1)n-1 + ()n-1 1 

For large n this condition becomes approximately

(_)n11 > i 1, (2.9)

which requires that < en = (2-) - n.

Therefore, stochastic stability describes the long-run behavior of the random walk well on

large systems only if the noise term e is extremely small. Using the technique of appendix A.2

it is straightforward to show that the waiting time until convergence is at least of the order

3" even though it takes just a single mutation to reach the -neighborhood. Convergence

to the stochastically stable equilibrium is therefore anything but fast.59

5 7The probability of finding the random walk in the 6-neighborhood can be calculated as in appendix A.3.
58 Note, that otherwise ()"n- 1 < ()n-1 (), 0 as n --+ oo.
59 The estimate for the waiting time is the product of the waiting time until a single mutation occurs (which
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What has gone wrong? Stochastic stability analysis essentially ignores the nature of the

undisturbed dynamics. In my simple example it suffices that there is some, however small,

positive probability of reaching state n starting from state 1. This transition has zero cost

attached to it and hence does not enter the calculation of the coradius. But the larger the

size n of the system, the more the undisturbed dynamics pushes the process away from

state n, and the error term E has to decrease at an exponential rate in order to sustain

the predictions of stochastic stability. The coradius formula therefore fails for two reasons

in predicting the waiting time until convergence. First of all, the single mutation to reach

D ({n + 2}) requires a waiting time that increases exponentially with the size of the system.

Second, overcoming the negative drift of the undisturbed dynamics between states 1 and n

will require a waiting time that also increases exponentially in the size.

For the purpose of characterizing the long-run behavior of a dynamic system, stochastic

stability analysis takes the wrong limit by fixing the size n of the system and letting e -+ 0.

While we typically think of the noise term as small, we also want it to be sufficiently

bounded away from 0 such that the stochastic system does not get 'stuck' in intermediate

limit sets in the medium run. At the same time we usually want our results to hold

primarily for environments with many agents, due to the bounded rationality assumption

buried in alhnost all evolutionary models. Agents behave myopically or use rules of thumb

because their computational abilities are assumed to be limited. This simplification in the

decision-making process is particularly compelling for models with local interaction, such

as my residential neighborhood process, because the number of possible states increases

exponentially in the size of the system.

Clustering describes the long-run and medium-run behavior of a stochastic process more

adequately by taking the 'correct' limit n - oo. The perturbation is kept fixed such

that clustering takes both the disturbed and the undisturbed dynamics of the process into

account. In my simple example it can be easily checked that the process clusters around

any 6-neighborhood of state 0. Moreover, the process reaches the neighborhood quickly as

the waiting time satisfies W (n, [0, n]) n. Clustering therefore completely reverses the

predictions of the standard analysis.

is at least J') and the waiting time to reach the 6-neighborhood (which is of the orde- 2" as the ratio of
the probability for a downward-jump and the probability of an upward jump is 2 un.ier the undisturbed
dynamics).
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2.6.1 Example I: Formation of Black Ghettos on Streets

I next demonstrate that stochastic stability describes the evolution of the residential neigh-

borhood process very poorly on streets, which vindicates my choice of clustering over the

standard technique for the analysis of the model.

The only limit sets of the process on streets are the all-white and all-black configuration.

It is straightforward to determine the radius and coradius of the black ghetto configuration

T/b. The process will leave the basin of attraction of the ghetto only once a minimally stable

white cluster of length w = [2r (1 - acu)] has formed, i.e. at least w completely tolerant

white house-seekers have settled on the street. Therefore, one can deduce that R (/b}) = w.

Similarly, an all-white neighborhood can turn into a black ghetto with positive probability

only in the presence of a minimally stable black cluster of length b = [2r (1 - b)]+ which

tells us that CR({rlb}) = b.

Because blacks are assumed to be more tolerant than whites, we know already that

b < w. If blacks are sufficiently more tolerant and/or the radius of interaction r is sufficiently

large the inequality becomes strict. In this case the black ghetto is stochastically stable

according to theorem 5 and will be reached quickly in the medium run because the waiting

time is 0 ( - b) on a street of fixed size n.60

But these conclusions contradict the findings of section 2.3 where I showed that the

process can cluster both around the all-black and the all-white configuration depending

on the ethnic composition of the housing market. Intuitively, stochastic stability fails for

exactly the same reasons as in the simple random walk example I considered previously.

The radius/ coradius reasoning focuses on a 'sideshow' of the dynamics by looking at the

emergence of minimally stable clusters of minority residents. Unless the share e of tolerant

agents is unrealistically small, such clusters will always arise quickly. For large and even

moderately large streets, however, all the 'action' comes from the undisturbed dynamics

which governs the evolution of the street after minimally stable clusters have formed. The

ethnic composition of the housing market then determines whether white or black clusters

can expand with positive drift. Clustering captures this effect, while stochastic stability

does not.

6 0The bound on the waiting time does not depend on the size of the system which is interpreted as 'fast'
convergence.
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2.6.2 Example II: Imitation and Coordination

The following simple model of imitation between communicating agents on a graph provides

a further illustration for the weak predictive power of stochastic stability when applied to

large-scale systems. It is also of interest in its own right because the result holds for a wide

class of non-regular graphs.

I consider n agents who live on some connected graph of order q.61 I refer to this class of

graphs as 'proper' graphs. This can be a street, an inner-city area or some more complicated

structure such as a simple street with an even number of agents where each agent has an

additional randomly drawn third neighbor. Agents choose to hold exactly one of two possible

'opinions' which I denote 0 and 1. Time is continuous, and all agents revise their opinion

each time their Poisson 'alarm clock' goes off at rate 1. With (small) probability they

listen to an exogenous signal telling them to change their opinion. Otherwise, they sample

one of their q neighbors and imitate her action.

Stochastic stability suggests that society should hold unanimous opinions most of the
,..

time. It takes one mutation to leave the unanimous configurations no and 7li where all agents

hold either opinion 0 or opinion 1. On the other hand, a path leading to an unanimous con-

figuration has cost 0. Therefore, the radius R (770, r71 ) exceeds the coradius CR (o, 771})

and theorem 5 applies.

However, Monte Carlo simulations do not confirm this prediction, but suggest, to the

contrary, that typical societies are perfectly 'confused'. For the numerical analysis I call

a society 'unanimous' if the long-run share X, of agents with opinion 1 lies either in the

interval [0, 0.1] or the interval [0.9, 1]. Society is called 'confused' if the share Xn lies in the

interval [0.45, 0.55], i.e. society is almost evenly divided into two camps. Table 2.5 compares

the respective probability of society being unanimous or confused for streets G = 2 (n) of

varying size n and exogenous signals E of different strength. Society is well described as

unanimous only if both the size of the graph and the disturbance term are small. As

the size of society increases agents hold very rarely the same opinions and society becomes

more and more confused. 'Confusion' will be more pronounced if agents are more likely to

listen to the exogenous signal, but even if this event occurs very rarely ( = 0.01) society

will be confused at least 60 percent of the time for n > 1000.

61A graph has order q if q edges meet at each node.
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Table 2.5: Comparing the probability pu that society is 'unanimous' with the probability
Pc that society is 'confused' when agents imitate the opinions of their neighbors. Agents
live on a street Gs= 2 (n) of varying size n and listen to exogenous signals of different
strength.

E = 0.1

n= 10 n = 50 n = 100 n = 200 n=1000
Pu 0.326 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000
Pc 0.104 0.275 0.423 0.552 0.899

e = 0.01

n= 10 n=50 n=100 n = 200 n = 1000
Pu 0.836 0.168 0.030 0.001 0.000
Pc 0.022 0.131 0.216 0.300 0.602

Estimated standard errors are 0.001 or less for all estimates. Society is called 'unanimous' if Xn lies in the
interval [0, 0.1] or [0.9, 1], and is called 'confused' if Xn lies in the interval [0.45, 0.55].

The failure of stochastic stability analysis can be again traced back to its inability to

take into account the intermediate dynamics, and its overemphasis on the noisy dynamics

close to the two unanimous configurations. This can be most clearly seen by considering

the special case of a complete graph of size n where each agent has n - 1 neighbors. For

large n the process is well described by the deterministic approximation of the change in

the share of agents x (t) holding opinion 1:

dx
= share agents with opinion 0 x Prob. of switching from 0 to 1

- share agents with opinion 1 x Prob. of switching from 1 to 0

= (1 -)[E + (1 - )x] -[ + (1 -) (1 -)]

= e (1 - 2) (2.10)

This differential equation has a unique stable steady state at xz = which suggests that

the imitation process clusters around x* in the case of complete graphs. Note that the

imitation effect cancels out because it is linear: the probability of changing one's mind is

proportional to the number of neighbors with different opinion. The exogenous signal then

pushes the process towards x*.
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The next theorem shows that this observation extends to any increasing sequence of

proper graphs and that the process converges fast.62

Theorem 6 Consider the imitation pr,cess on some sequence G (n) of proper graphs. The

share of agents holding opinion 1 clusters around any neighborhood of x* = 1. The process

reaches some 6-neighborhood of x* after a waiting time of W (n, [x' - 6, x* + 6]) = O (1).

Proof: see appendix A.9

If we believe that typical societies are large we should indeed observe them to be 'con-

fused' most of the time. The numerical results in table 2.5 reassure us that societies do not

have to be unduly large for theorem 6 to hold.

2.6.3 Example III: Revisiting Ellison's (1993) Model of Local Interaction

and Coordination

Finally, I demonstrate how clustering can enhance our understanding of existing evolution-

ary models whose dynamics was characterized through stochastic stability analysis. Ellison

(1993) examined how agents in large populations learn to play a 2 x 2 coordination game,

shown in figure 2-15. Strategy A is assumed to be risk-dominant. Agents live on a street

with radius of interaction r.63 Time is discrete, and in each period t agents play with

probability 1 - 2E the best response to the average play of their neighbors at period t - 1.

With probability 2 they choose one of the two strategies A and B at random with 50-50

probability. This system has the two limit sets /A and 7B with all agents playing strategy

A and B, respectively.

Because of risk dominance, the best response of a player will be action A if at least some

fraction q* < of her neighbors play A. This implies that a cluster of at most r + 1 agents

playing strategy A can expand contagiously under the undisturbed dynamics and take over

the entire street. The limit set qA has therefore a large basin of attraction, while the limit

set riB has a small one. The radius/ coradius reasoning then quickly establishes that all

agents play A in the long run (Ellison 1999).

62 Note, that theorem 2 and theorem 3 only hold for an increasing sequence of streets and inner-cities,
respectively.

63Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993) look at the case of uniform interaction.
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a,a c,d

d,c b,b

Figure 2-15: Stage game with strategy A as the risk-dominant strategy: (a - d) > (b - c)

Stochastic stability predicts the same long-run behavior as clustering, as I will show

shortly. Nevertheless, this prediction is not very robust because tiny changes in the dynamics

of the model can make fB the stochastically stable equilibrium. Consider, for example, the

following modification: in each period an agent faces a different stage game with a very

small probability > 0 where she receives an additional payoff g from playing B against

a neighbor who also plays B. I assume that g is large enough, such that this agent would

play B if at least one of her neighbors played B in the previous period. Intuitively, we

would not expect this change to have a major effect on the behavior of the model. After

all, a cluster of r + 1 agents playing strategy A is still very likely to expand, even though

the growth of the cluster is no longer contagious. But it still grows with a strong positive

drift and the modified system very much resembles the residential neighborhood process on

a street with the cluster of agents playing A corresponding to the minimally stable cluster

of black residents and blacks dominating the housing market. The next theorem confirms

this intuition. 4

Theorem 7 Consider Ellison's modified population coordination game on a street Gs (n).

There exists some critical value 0 < a < 1 such that the following holds for a < .

1. Most agents play strategy A in the long run, i.e. the share of agents who play strategy

A clusters on the interval [x (e), 1] with limbox* (e) = 1.

2. For e sufficiently small the waiting time until the share of agents playing strategy A

exceeds 1- 6 satisfies W (n, [1 - 6, 1]) = 0 (1).

4The second part of the theorem contains theorem 3 in Ellison (1993) as a special case.
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Proof: The proof is exactly analogous to the proofs of theorem 2 and lemma 1 in section

2.3.2 and is therefore omitted. Action A (B) corresponds to a resident being black

(white) and the parameter a plays the role of the balance in the housing market.

Note, that the theorem also holds for Ellison's original setup which corresponds to the

special case o = 0. Hence the small modification of the dynamics has no discontinuous effect

on the evolution of the model. However, it has a dramatic effect on the basins of attraction

of the two limit sets T)A and riB. In particular, the size of the basin D (A) is much smaller

as the process can escape from configuration riA as soon as two neighbors play strategy B.

Therefore, B has a coradius CR (B) = 2 while the radius is still R(r7B) = [q*2r] + 1.

If the radius of interaction is sufficiently large, the configuration 71B, rather than i7A, is

stochastically stable according to theorem 5.

The sensitivity to innocuous changes in the dynamics of a model is a worrisome feature

of stochastic stability. The problem arises, because the standard technique ignores the

nature of the dynamics after the process has left the basins of attraction of the limit sets

77A and rB. This part of the dynamics is not significantly influenced by small changes in a,

which explains why the predictions of clustering remain unaffected.

2.7 Conclusion

This chapter outlines a new theory to understand the rise and the persistence of ghettos

in US cities. I build a simple evolutionary model which is completely described by the

geometry of the residential area, the tolerance level of both ethnic groups and the balance

in the housing market. I analyze in what way these parameters interact to lead to rapid

segregation and found that the balance in the housing market is the determining factor.

Furthermore, I prove that black ghettos can be very persistent in large inner-city areas.

My model can be viewed as a version of Schelling's (1972) tipping model with a richer

non-uniform geometry of interaction. Exploring the implications of a local interaction set-up

has been the domain of game theorists rather than applied researchers. 65 This is regrettable

for two reasons. First, most social networks are local in the sense that the vast majority of

65Important exceptions are the work by Glaeser, Sacerdote, and Scheinkman (1996) on crime and social
interaction, and chapter 3 of this thesis on competition in the telephone industry around the turn of the
century.
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agents interact with and care about only a small subset of the population. Local networks

are therefore a far more natural modeling environment than the uniform geometry. Second,

many surprising and empirically significant effects arise from the local interaction setup.

One of the first insights of this kind was Ellison's (1993) observation that local interaction

can hugely speed up the convergence to the long-run equilibrium. In the context of my

model this effect manifests itself in the different mechanisms that uphold a black ghetto

on a street compared to a bounded neighborhood. In the uniform geometry a black ghetto

is persistent because white residents feel isolated and refuse to enter the residential area.

On streets, on the other hand, the ghetto is upheld because blacks dominate the housing

market. "Avenue waves" such as observed in Chicago are only possible within the local

interaction setting.

I hope that the new techniques developed in this paper will facilitate the analysis of

models with local interaction. The standard radius/ coradius reasoning is, in some sense,

too successful in simplifying the analysis of a dynamic model. It ignores a great deal of

information about the intermediate dynamics and overemphasizes the dynamics around

the limit sets. For large-scale systems this imbalance can lead to poor predictions of the

medium- and long-run behavior of a process. In these cases clustering can prove to be a

safer and more robust tool to understand the evolution of the system.
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Chapter 3

Death through Success: The Rise

and Fall of Independent Telephony

at the Turn of the Century

3.1 Introduction

The dominant position of AT&T in the American telecommunication industry until its

break-up in the early 1980's masks the fact, that the company had once faced a formidable

challenge to its monopoly at the turn of the century. After the loss of its patent protection

in 1893 thousands of small independent telephone companies formed and within a decade

almost half of all telephones in the US were operated by the Independents. They served

regional rural and urban markets and competed fiercely with AT&T for subscribers. The

Independents interconnected amongst each other but not with their Bell rivals which gave

rise to widespread dual service competition, particularly in the cities: urban subscribers

who wanted to communicate with all users in a city had to buy service from both AT&T

and its independent competitor. Between 1905 and 1907 the independent movement peaked

after years of double-digit growth and entered an equally rapid decline in subsequent years.

By the mid-1920s dual service competition had been eliminated and AT&T was again

controlling the entire US telephone network either directly or indirectly through dependent

regional sublicencees.

This paper explores the reasons for the initial rise and subsequent decline of the inde-
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pendent movement. My argument rests crucially on the observation, that urban markets

subdivide into social 'islands' along geographical and socio-economic dimensions. Commu-

nication between agents in the urban social network is characterized by local interaction

because users are more likely to communicate with subscribers 'inside' their island than

with those 'outside' it. In a simple evolutionary model I then demonstrate how the initial

low state of development allows new firms to enter islands of users which are not yet being

served by AT&T. Competition is welcomed initially by residents and businesses as it leads

to a marked decrease in rates and because the amount of telephone traffic between distinct

islands is small. These conditions allow minority networks to thrive and preserve their

market share at the early stages of technology diffusion.

As telephone ownership becomes more common, however, the lack of interconnection

imposes an increasing cost on business subscribers in particular who eventually have to

subscribe to both competing networks in order to talk to outside customers. This rising

cost of incompatibility erodes the public support for 'wasteful' competition and leads to

calls for consolidation in the industry and compulsory interconnection of the rival networks.

But I can identify a second and more subtle threat to the long-term survival of the minority

system. Duplication is asymmetric in the sense that business subscribers to the smaller

network are more likely to get a second phone. This effect opens minority islands to the

majority network because new subscribers in those islands are now more likely to subscribe

to the larger system. Once a minority cluster has been 'invaded' the majority system

will expand and ultimately take over the entire island. When the state of development is

sufficiently advanced standardization therefore arises endogenously in my model due to this

duplication effect.

The existing literature develops two polar interpretations of the rise and decline of

Independents based on either global network effects or predatory strategies pursued by

AT&T. Neither explanations can explain on its own the curious dynamics of telephone

competition.

Early historians of the telephone industry such as Anderson (1907), Stehman (1925) and

more recently Brooks (1975) tended to adopt the view of AT&T. that telephony is a natural

monopoly. According to this interpretation the telephone business is all about connecting

any user with everybody else. Hence two unconnected systems are a major nuisance and

will eventually lead to consolidation. While this story can explain the decline of dual service
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competition it cannot account for its initial success. For global network effects to apply the

state of development is irrelevant. Some simple predictions of the natural monopoly view

are also at odds with the data. The number of calls per residential telephone for example

did not seem to increase dramatically in cities as the telephone diffused in contrast to what

we would expect from a model with global network effects.

Recent research by Gabel (1969), Lipartito (1989) and Weiman and Levin (1994) has

taken a less benign view of AT&T. These authors claim that AT&T regained monopoly

power through a conscientious campaign, a combination of preemptive investment into

long-distance telephony, rate wars and pricing below average cost, strategic acquisitions,

sub-licensing and regulatory capture.

While AT&T presumably had predatory intentions, proponents of this view tend to

apply it too indiscriminately. Most of the evidence comes from the territory of the Southern

Bell Telephone Company, where Independents were weak and telephone development was

low. There the Bell company managed to divide the independent movement through an early

policy of sub-licensing independent exchanges in non-competed territories. I believe that the

story in this paper can complement our understanding of the decline of competition in the

rest of the country, especially the highly developed North Central states such as Indiana,

Illinois and Ohio, where the predatory argument is less convincing. There a substantial

number of independent regional systems survived the sub-licensing era until 1913 and every

third US city was still contested by rival, incompatible networks. Nevertheless, telephone

subscribers and regulators pressed for further consolidation in the industry and dual service

competition disappeared largely until the end of World War I.

The contribution of this paper is to revive the role of mass market forces in the selection

of a telephone standard. Furthermore, my story can explain the entire dynamics of network

competition and its long-run tendency towards standardization.

The chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2 I compare the evolution of the AT&T

and the independent networks at the turn of the century. I discuss the emergence and

subsequent decline of dual service competition in the cities. Section 3.3 draws on various

sources to illustrate the local structure of the urban social network. Residential subscribers

made most of their calls to a limited number of 'friends' and local stores while businesses in

return served particular social islands within a city. Taking these communication patterns

into account I develop a model based on local interaction in section 3.4. The diffusion of
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telephone technology will increase the cost of incompatibility and lead to an increase in the

duplication rate of businesses. Moreover, the duplication effect can directly precipitate the

decline of the minority system. I also show how interconnection between the carriers could

have preserved dual service competition by making duplication unnecessary. In section 3.5

I under-pin the implications of my model with empirical evidence.

3.2 The Growth of the AT&T and Independent Telephone

Networks

The American Bell company had a monopoly in the US telephony market until 1893/94

when its principal patents expired. 1 Entry occurred almost immediately with 18 indepen-

dent commercial systems being established in 1893 and 80 in 1894. By 1900 independent

companies were founded at a rate of 500 a month and by the end of 1902 a total number of

3,113 Independents crowded the industry.

Competition led to a dramatic decrease in telephone rates of often more than 50% even

in towns without competition. 2 The lower cost of telephone service accelerated the adoption

of the technology dramatically. Between 1893 and 1902 the subscriber base increased ten-

fold. Table 3.1 illustrates the explosive growth of both AT&T and independent telephone

networks after 1894. The Independents, however, managed to gain market share at the

expense of the AT&T subsidiaries and by 1907 they controlled half of all the telephones in

the US.

The rival systems followed very different strategies for expanding their networks. Before

1894 AT&T concentrated on developing the business districts in the cities and larger towns.

It had also begun to build a nascent long-distance network connecting those key cities in the

1880's.3 Local exchanges were built expensively and of high quality in order to incorporate

them later easily into the long-distance network. As a consequence rural areas and small

towns were often left completely undeveloped. With the onset of competition AT&T started

'American Bell was a holding company and held controlling stakes in regional Bell sublicencees such as
the Southern Bell Telephone Company (SBT). American Bell conducted its long-distance business through a
separate subsidiary which was founded in 1885 as AT&T. In 1899 all assets of American Bell were transferred
to AT&T.

2Weiman and Levin (1994) examine the case of Southern Bell and confirm that the company lowered
their rates for exchanges where it anticipated entry.

3Langdale (1978) documents the growth of AT&T's long-distance network.
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Table 3.1: Total growth of telephone system (dual service denotes percentage of cities with
population of 5,000 and more which have competing systems).

J All systems Bell system J Cities with
Share annual growth dual service

1894 270,381 100% 1885-94: 6.26% 2%
1897 NA NA NA 23%
1902 2,371,044 55.6% 1895-1902: 22.06% 55%
1904 NA NA NA 60%
1907 6,118,578 51.2% 1903-1907: 18.11% 57%
1912 8,729,592 58.3% 1908-1912: 9.81% 37%

Sources: Telephone Census (1912), table 2; Mueller (1997), table 6-2; Warren Report (1938), table 33

to provide service in most urban areas and invested aggressively in its long-distance network.

The expansion of its network under the slogan "One System, One Policy" proceeded even in

regions where only a minority of users subscribed to Bell and toll lines had to be operated

at a loss.

While AT&T pursued a 'top-down' approach to network building, the Independents

did the reverse. The first wave of entry occurred in the rural areas and small towns with

no telephone service. In a second wave around 1900 the bigger towns and cities were

invaded and AT&T was challenged on its established territory. The increase of cities with

dual service from 2% in 1894 to 60% a decade later is documented in table 3.1. The

populous North Central states with their large rural populations became the hotbed of

competition. In 1902 of the 3,113 commercial independent exchanges 1,694 were located in

Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Iowa and Wisconsin.4 The

concentration in telephone ownership in the North Central states increased from slightly

more than 4% of the population in 1902 to more than 10% in 1907 and 13% in 1912. Gabel

(1969) noted, that growth during the competitive era was both intensive and extensive,

leading to higher telephone saturation in cities and bringing telephone service to rural and

suburban areas.

Due to the lack of a coordinating strong center the Independents could not match

AT&T's investment in long-distance lines. Independents had to establish exchanges in a

critical number of town and cities within a region before they could start to invest heavily

in toll lines. Most users, however, had no demand for ultra-long distance calls. Between
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1902 and 1912 at least 97% of all calls were between points in the same city.5 About 90%

of long-distance calls originated and ended within a 50 miles radius. 6 Interstate calls were

still too expensive for most subscribers and the telegraph provided a cheaper alternative for

sending ultra-long distance messages.7

Independent exchanges could therefore survive by forming regional systems with a an

interconnecting network of toll lines that could satisfy most of their subscribers' demand

for long-haul connections. This process started by 1906 in those parts of the country where

Independents were most strongly represented such as the North Central states. Mergers

gave rise to independent regional operators which owned exchanges in typically ten to thirty

key cities and had exclusive connecting contracts with adjoint Independents. In Indiana,

Ohio and Michigan the independent movement even managed to establish dedicated long-

distance operators.8

Both AT&T and the Independents refused to interconnect their networks at the be-

ginning of the competitive era. AT&T did not want to accommodate their competitors

in contested cities and allow the Independents to free-ride on its heavy investments in

long-distance lines. The company also feared that interconnection would allow dual ser-

vice competition to continue indefinitely which was incompatible with its principle of "One

System, One Policy". The Independents on the other hand believed that interconnection

would slow down the growth of their own networks and prevent them from building a true

nation-wide alternative to AT&T's system. Exclusive control of rural exchanges and many

small towns gave them a powerful negotiating tool in order to secure franchises in the bigger

cities. Moreover, interconnection would have halted the development of their own nascent

long-distance network. The New Long Distance Company of Indiana for example prohib-

ited its member exchanges from connecting to different long-distance carriers for 99 years

(MacMeal 1934, p. 174).

5Telephone Census (1912), table 19
6In Chicago 90% of all messages in and out of Chicago were transmitted within a radius of 100 miles

(Committee on Gas, Oil and Electric Light 1907, p. 120). In Indiana 89% of all messages originating or
terminating at a population center stayed within a radius of 35 miles (The American Telephone Journal
.July 5, 1902: p. 15).

7'In 1902 a three minute station to station call from New York to Philadelphia cost $0.55 and to Chicago
$5.45 (about 5% of the yearly flat business rate in Chicago) according to the Bureau of the Census (1975,
p. 784). A 10 word telegraph message on the other hand cost just $0.25 and $0.50 respectively in 1908
(p. 790). The invention of the electronic repeater made long-distance telephony more affordable after 1915.

8The Independents managed to handle 28% of all US long-distance traffic in 1907 and presumably a much
higher share in the North Central states.
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AT&T modified its strategy after 1900 as the independent movement continued to pros-

per despite the lack of interconnection. In order to prevent the formation of regional inde-

pendent systems AT&T offered interconnection to independent companies in non-competed

territories which controlled 55% to 60% of all independent telephones. Those so called

sublicencees enjoyed a local monopoly but were not allowed to interconnect with any inde-

pendent exchange. Sub-licensing therefore fragmented the independent movement and made

it more difficult for the Independents to build viable regional systems with a satisfactory

toll network. The Southern Bell Telephone company pioneered sub-license arrangements

between 1900 and 1903, which effectively halted the independent movement in the South at

an early state of development (Weiman and Levin 1994). In 1907 AT&T extended the sub-

license policy to the rest of the country and by 1913 87% of the non-competing independent

telephones were interconnecting with AT&T. Sub-licensing isolated many independent oper-

ators in dual service markets and contributed to rapid consolidation of competing exchanges

between 1907 and 1913. In those cases the independent company was either acquired by its

Bell competitor or, alternatively, bought the Bell exchange and became a sub-licensee if it

had a commanding lead.

Unlike in the South, however, AT&T did not manage to stamp out dual service in the

rest of the country, especially the North Central states where the independent movement

was strongest. In 1913, 37% of cities with populations over 5,000 still had dual exchanges

down from 59% at the beginning of 1907, and 34% of all independent telephones were still

unconnected to the Bell system (75% of them in competed territories) (Mueller 1997, p. 110-

12). Many regional systems rooted in larger cities had managed to survive thanks to their

extensive toll networks.

AT&T's heavy-handed attempt to unify the telephone system was meanwhile coming

under increasing attack. In the face of anti-trust legislation the company was forced to back

away from its pursuit of universal service and announced the "Kingsbury Commitment" in

1913. Under this arrangement AT&T opened up its long-distance lines to independent

exchanges for calls outside a 50 miles radius. Furthermore, the company agreed to stop

acquiring competing independent exchanges in the more than 1,200 cities and towns with

dual service. This moratorium on further acquisitions was the most significant part of

agreement because it left intact the remaining regional independent operators in direct

competition with Bell. The primary aim of the arrangement was therefore to preserve dual
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service competition on the exchange level.

To summarize by 1913 about 13% of the total number of communities and more than a

third of all cities with more than 5,000 people had dual service competition, and the regu-

latory tools were now in place to prevent further monopolization of the telephone industry.

The Kingsbury commitment in deed seemed to stabilize the number of non-connected in-

dependent telephones between 1913 and 1917. But these statistics mask the fact that the

industry continued to converge towards standardization with dual service territories being

replaced by regulated regional monopolies.

Consolidation proceeded after the Kingsbury Commitment by swapping territories in-

stead of acquisition. City Councils, federal and state authorities had to agree to those

transactions in order to waive the Kingsbury commitment, and in many cases voters ex-

pressed their desire to unify the service through a referendum. Dual service was therefore

gradually eliminated with the implicit or explicit permission of telephone users and gave

rise to regional independent monopolies. During the late period of telephone competition

the pressure to abolish user fragmentation through consolidation was coming from the de-

mand side rather than predatory policies of AT&T. The history of the late competitive

era suggests, that the replacement of dual service markets by regional independent and

Bell monopolies was an inevitable process given the lack of interconnection in dual service

territories. AT&T's abuse of market power in the 1900's therefore secured its dominant

position in the post-competitive era but did not in itself bring to an end competition in

local telephony.

In the following I will formally explore the relationship between the state of telephone

development and the feasibility of having competing and non-connecting telephone networks

in a single city. In my model the local nature of telephone communication makes competition

an acceptable option to most subscribers when the concentration of telephone ownership

is low. When the telephone market becomes saturated, however, user fragmentation will

become more costly to the average business user. Furthermore, an increase in telephone

duplication by businesses can push the minority system towards extinction.
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3.3 The Local Nature of Telephone Communication

Before we can model competition between rival systems we first have to understand the

structure of telephone communication. If we think of the various subscribers as nodes in a

social network we want to understand in other words the geometry of this network.9 I will

distinguish two basic types of telephone subscribers - businesses and residential customers.

In the following I will describe in a stylized fashion the way in which both groups commu-

nicated with each other. This will allow me to build a generic social network in the next

section that incorporates both types of users.

From the sparse historical statistics on residential communication patterns we can con-

clude that the bulk of telephone conversations were exchanged with various businesses

(about 25%) and a small number of 'friends' (about 30% to 50%). In 1909 a Bell manager

listened in on a sample of conversations at a residential Seattle exchange. He found, that

20% of calls were orders to stores and other businesses, 20% were made from homes to

family-owned businesses, 15% were social invitations and 30% were "pure idle gossip" (Fis-

cher 1992, p. 79).1O AT&T research has shown that nowadays about half of all calls from a

given residence go to just five numbers while about 75% of all messages are social calls to

friends and family.l l Given that today most social calls are sent to a very limited circle of

friends we should expect the same to hold for the roughly 50% of social calls recorded in

the Seattle data.

The importance of a small number of social neighbors can help to explain the curious

fact, that during the competitive era the number of calls per telephone remained virtually

unchanged. This phenomenon can be confirmed both for state statistics as well as city

data.' 2 If subscribers would really care about the total number of people they can commu-

9Various studies such as Kern (1983) and Meyerowitz (1985) claim that the telephone itself changed
the social network by weakening local ties in favor of extra-local ones and by eradicating the concepts of
space and distance. In the most comprehensive study on this topic, however, Fischer (1992) finds that the
telephone did not open any new social contacts. On the contrary telephony was an anti-modern technology
in the sense that it reinforced existing social relationships.

"'Telephone companies initially fought their residential customers over social calls, which they saw as an
unnecessary burden on their networks. Only after World War I did AT&T discover sociability as a selling
point for their service.

"lWhen an accident in 1975 knocked out thousands of telephones in New York City 70% of all users
declared in a subsequent survey, that they had missed most of all social calls. In a 1985 poll Californians
estimated that about 75% of all their calls are for social purposes (Fischer 1992, p. 226).

1
2Between 1902 and 1912 the number of calls per telephone in the US and the North Central states was

at about seven calls per day (Bureau of the Census 1912). In 1907 the number of calls per measured rate
telephone in the city of Chicago was also seven (Committee on Gas, Oil and Electric Light 1907).
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nicate with, we would expect a steady increase in the number of calls per telephone. In the

telephone census of 1902 (p. 30) we are offered the following explanation:

Experience shows that this does not happen, because of what is termed the

"acquaintance factor". In every community each individual is acquainted with

and transacts business among a certain limited group; and while such circles of

acquaintances overlap and the business increases more rapidly than is indicated

by a simple arithmetical ratio, it does not increase quite as fast as the square of

the population.

Social bonds are not randomly distributed within the population of a given city. Sub-

scribers are differentiated along several dimensions such as social status, place of residence,

ethnicity and the establishment they work at. MIT students are more likely to be acquainted

with fellow MIT students rather than Boston University students. Faculty members are

more likely to call fellow faculty rather than undergraduates. Subscribers therefore fall into

one or several 'social islands' such as the island of MIT undergraduates for example. The

'friends' of a subscriber in the social network are much more likely to be found within the

same social island rather than outside it. Given the importance of social calls we would

expect that residential subscribers within the same island tend to coordinate their network

choice. 13 Brooks (1975, p. 110), for example, reports:

In Minneapolis, for example - according to the recollection of a survivor of the

competitive era there - the Bell exchange, being the longer - established, was the

exchange of the socially elite, while the competing Tri-State Telephone Company

was for just about everybody else.

In the next step I determine the position of business subscribers in the social network

of a city. I already remarked that an estimated 25% of all residential messages went to

stores and other business establishments.' 4 During the early years of telephony business

and industry were in fact the primary users of the new technology. The rapid diffusion of

13Even at the beginning of the century the telephone was already used by a substantial share of people
of each social class. Fischer (1992) finds that in the three Californian cities of Palo Alto, Antioch and San
Rafael about 50% of managers and professionals had telephones in 1910, but also 20% of all commercial
white collar households and 10% of blue collar workers.

14Fischer (1992, p. 361) suggests an estimate for the share of functional calls from residential telephones
of between 20% and 60%.
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Table 3.2: Telephone distribution and duplication rates in Louisville, 1910

Both Home Bell Duplication Subscriber
Size of Business Phones Only Only Rate (%) Rate (%)
Large-scale
Telegraph 4 0 0 100 100

Gas and Electric 4 0 0 100 100

Fast Freight 11 1 0 92 100
Railroads 21 2 2 87 100
Banks 25 2 2 86 100

Hotels 21 6 0 78 100
Sub-total 86 11 4

Medium-scale
Druggists 83 69 3 53 100
Coal dealers 46 42 9 47 100

Insurance 65 46 36 44 NA
Dentists 35 44 3 42 63

Liquor dealers 43 56 18 37 NA
Plumbers 25 45 1 35 74

Attorneys 85 109 90 30 78
Butchers 19 47 7 26 NA

Dry goods 15 36 6 26 21
Groceries 182 466 62 25 NA
Sub-total 598 970 235

Small-scale
Billiard/ Bowling 2 10 0 16 NA

Carpenters 11 55 9 14 50

Barber shops 1 6 1 12 NA
Bakers 9 61 9 11 39

Saloons 64 487 19 11 87

Tailors 8 60 9 10 NA

Churches 3 12 14 10 NA

Residences 900 5,449 3, 971 9 20

Sub-total 998 6,140 4,032

Source: Mueller (1997, Table 7-1). 'Home' refers to the independent Home Telephone Company while 'Bell'

denotes the Cumberland Telephone Company, a Bell licensee.
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telephony during the competitive era, however, shifted the balance soon towards residential

users. By 1907 the share of residential telephones15 had already risen to about 50% in the

cities and by 1920 the proportion was close to 70%.16

How did businesses use the telephone? We can gain valuable insights from a break-

down of the telephone subscribers in Louisville in 1910 which is given in table 3.2. There

the Cumberland Telephone Company (Bell) was competing against the independent Home

Telephone Company.

Business users demand connections to their residential customers and to their supplier.

These upstream businesses are usually large-scale establishments which had a duplication

rate of close to 100%. They were generally the first ones to order a second telephone,

but made up just 1.5% of all telephone subscribers in the city. Due to the high degree of

duplication amongst suppliers medium-scale and small-scale businesses presumably made

their network choice dependent on the choices of their residential customers rather than

their upstream suppliers.

Several features of the Louisville survey support this hypothesis. The simple presence of

single-phone grocers for example connecting to either the independent or the Bell exchange

indicates, that some grocers mainly served subscribers to one of the exchanges. While most

single-phone businesses favored the independent company by a ratio of at least 5:1. the Bell

company was almost even amongst insurance agents and attorneys. The longer established

Bell exchange was likely to serve more upper-class citizens who were amongst the first tele-

phone subscribers in a city before the onset of competition. These observations lead to the

conclusion, that business users mainly served customers within a particular social island.l7

Their choice of telephone network therefore depended to a greater extent on the choices

of residents within those islands rather than on the choices of subscribers elsewhere. The

high degree of duplication amongst medium-scale businesses, however, sgesits that some

business users either served customers of several social clusters with different competing

' 5The share of business telephones overstates the share of business subscribers. Large businesses often had
private branch exchanges and extension telephones. In Chicago for example the share of business telephones
in 1909 was 52%. If I correct for private branch telephones the share drops to 38% (Electriled World 1909:
p. 1072,1504).

'6In Columbus the Citizens Company reported a 55% share of business telephones in 1900 and only 39%
in 1907 (Johnston 1908, p. 8). In Indianapolis (Ind) 39% of subscribers were business users in 1904 but only
31% ten years later (The American Telephone Journal 1904: p. 309).

17Fischer (1992, p. 180) reports further evidence in his study of three Californian towns. Florists catering
to the middle class had phones whereas corner stores serving working class neighborhoods (lid not have one
due to the lower subscriber rate amongst blue-collar workers.
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networks or that they cared sufficiently about customers outside their main customer base

and ordered a second phone.

I have presented evidence for the local character of the social network that underlies the

demand for telephone conversations. Independent entrants had to exploit this structure in

order to gain an initial foothold in a town. In the light of the stylized facts developed above

we would expect that network building should have first targeted a group of close neighbors

within a social island and the associated businesses serving that island. The following

account from a publication of the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company (1908,

p. 11) describes the process of soliciting the initial group of subscribers for a new exchange

exactly according to that mechanism.l8

The origin of the Independent movement is somewhat typical ... The subscribers

to the Bell system are not solicited to subscribe to the new system, at least not

at first. A man who has no telephone is asked if he wouldn't like one ... [He]

desires to know how many subscribers he can communicate with ... he need not

bind himself except conditionally upon a certain number of subscribers being

secured. Are there any of his friends with whom he or his family would especially

desire to communicate? If names are given, these people are seen and assured

that Mr. A, the first one visited: is going to put in a telephone. It is not difficult

in this way to secure a number of signatures to conditional contracts ... The

next step is with this list of names to go to some local dealer ... The canny

canvasser has ascertained from those whom he has previously visited ... where

they do their trading, who is their butcher, baker or grocery man. The dealer

sees the possibility of increased orders ... Thus the signatures are secured.

Entry into the telephone market was considered to be easy at the onset of competition when

telephone concentration was low and many social islands were yet undeveloped. Theodore

Gary, president of the Interstate Independent Association, for example writes in 1907:

There is a place for two telephone companies in about every community of 10,000

population and up, occupied by a Bell company, because it generally fails to

18A surprisingly small number of subscribers was necessary to establish the first exchange. The manager
of the Eureka, California, exchange for example reported that Umy hardest work was getting my first twelve
subscribers", which was regarded as the minimum number for an exchange (Fischer 1992, p. 64). It is
noteworthy that telephone companies used solicitors mainly during the start-up phase. As soon as demand
outstripped supply solicitors were laid off.
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develop a territory. Competition is desirable unless there is a development by

one company of one telephone to five or six persons in the community. With

full development there is very little room or demand for competition.' 9

3.4 A Model for Telephone Competition

I will now introduce a formal model that takes the communication patterns of business

and residential users of an urban area into account. I will start with a basic setup that

allows me to discuss the impact of network growth on the cost of incompatibility. I then

add some 'noise' to the dynamics which will give rise to the duplication effect. Finally I

demonstrate that interconnection between competing systems could have preserved dual

service competition indefiniitely by avoiding duplication.

3.4.1 The Basic Setup

I consider a city that consists of an infinite number of social islands.2 0 Each island is made

up of n residents and m types of businesses such as grocery, butcher, physician etc. Every

resident has a number of 'friends' within her social island with whom she communicates.

Specifically, I assume that residents are located along a circle such that each of them is

friends with her two direct neighbors.21 Every resident is a 'core customer' for each type of

business serving that island. Figure 3-1 shows the resulting network linking residents and

businesses of a social island.

Time is discrete and each resident exchanges a total number of N messages per time

period through the social network. Communication between the various agents is assumed

to be symmetric, i.e. any two sets of agents send and receive an equal amount of messages

between each other. I assume for simplicity that the demand for communication is inelastic

with respect to the cost of communication: technological innovations such as the telephone

will therefore reduce the cost of communication but will not increase demand for it. A share

a of those N messages are exchanged with friends and a share ,j with type j businesses such

that / = ,Cl 3j = 1 - a. The businesses are indexed in descending order of importance,

'gTheodore Gary in Telephony December, 1907: p,. 338, quoted by Bornholz and Evans (1983, p. 19)
2 0Assuming an infinity of islands is analytically convenient as it makes the model non-stochastic at the

aggregate level.
2 tThe particular graph mapped out by these bonds can be more general and even random. My results

would still go through qualitatively.
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Figure 3-1: Social island of size 10 - resident R is 'friends' with residents N1 and N2.
Business users B serve the entire island.

i.e.

1 > 3 > ... > .

We might expect druggists for example to receive more messages than attorneys such that

PDruggist > (IAttorney. A resident who contacts a type j business will deal with probability

1 - -y with a local business and with probability 7 with' any of the outside businesses. Each

type j business therefore exchanges jnN messages with customers and with probability

1 - y such a message is exchanged with a core customer.

I assume 0 < y < , e.g. residents do most of their shopping at their local stores

but occasionally frequent outside businesses. Blue-collar workers for example might visit

upper-class stores if these are geographically conveniently located. A residents from one

suburb might have a favorite physician who lives in a different part of the city. Clearly y

will depend on physical characteristics of the city. For large cities with a higher degree of

suburbanization we would expect a lower y than for a small town where different socio-

economic classes live closely together.

Communication is costly for residents and businesses. A resident has to spend a total

amount of time T < 1 for sending all her messages: she has to write a letter to a friend or
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walk to a store for making an order. Her total time endowment is 1 and she has an income

of y in each time period, which she can spend oil consumption C or telephone service.

Two competing companies A and B offer access to their networks at a rate K per time

period.22 I assume that the subscription rates are fixed for all time periods which allows me

to focus on the demand-side when I analyze the growth of both systems: in particular this

precludes strategic interaction between the two telephone carriers. While the assumption

might seem extreme, rate schedules were in fact changed infrequently and usually matched

by the competitor. Telephcre companies generally operated under a franchise fon the

city council in order to use public roads for their line construction. Such a franchise was

only granted if the entrant offered competitive rates: the subscription rate K was usually

calculated as the cost of laying and maintaining a telephone wire between a subscriber's

place of residence and the central office of the exchange plus some reasonable rate of return

on the investment.2 3 Increases ill the rates required the permission of the local authorities

which was a time-consuming plrocess.

If a resi(lent sends a share z of her messages over the phone she only sp)ends (1 - z) T of

her time for the remaining messages. I ssume that. her per period utility fiunction U (, t)

in consumpntion and time has the usual p)roperties and that the fllowing conlition holds:

U(y-2Kh', 1) < U(y,l - T) < U(y - K, 1) (3.1)

The left inequality tells us that a residlent would never duplicate as she could always (lo

better by having no telephonle at a11.2' The right inequality ensulres that a rsi(lent. will

certainly subscribe to a network if everyone else has a telephone. We (can therefore ldefine a

threshold r as

U (y, 1 - T) = U (y - K, 1- T + rT).

22For simplicity I assume that the marginal cost of sending a mnessage over the phone is 0. Most cities
(especially the smaller ones) hal in fact unlimited .service, but it is straightforward to incorporate a message
cost c in my model on top of the base rate K.

23 The city council of Chicago for example launched its own investigation on telephone rates and snrvice

and forced the Bell monopolist to accept a lower schedule in 1907 (Committee on Gas. Oil arud Electric Light
1907).

24 The average cost of Bell residential service in 1905 was about 5 of a basic manufacturing worker's
earnings. For this reason most residential sers could not afford two telephones in their homes (Fischer
1992).
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A resident will then enjoy a higher per period utility from subscribing to a network I

(I = A, B) rather than not subscribing at all if zl > mr. In each time period an agent can

take an action a, E {O, A, B}.

A business user on the other hand has to pay a cost Vb for every message to a customer

which is not sent by phone. We can think of Vb as the cost of sending a telegram or a

messenger. A business chooses an action ab E {O, A, B, AB} in each time period, i.e. it

either uses no phone, subscribes to network A (B) or chooses dual service. Assume that

network I gives access to a share z of customers and that a business of type j sends

Mj = b2N messages per time period. The per period costs of the various strategies of a

business can then be calculated as follows:

7ro = Mj Vb

irA = Mj(1-ZA)Vb + K

IrB = M(1-zB)vb + K

7rAB = Mj(1-ZA-ZB)Vb+2K

It will be again convenient to introduce a threshold level m = -E. A business will then

realize a per period gain by subscribing to company (I = A, B) as soon as it can reach at

least a share mb of customers via its network.

In each time period residents and businesses choose the action which maximizes their

utility and minimizes their communication costs for that period.25 This best-response dy-

namics is widely used in the evolutionary game theory literature 2 6 and a reasonable be-

havioral assumption in my model. It is unlikely that telephone users pursued strategic

goals when choosing telephone service because the costs of switching a carrier were very

low.27 They presumably compared the benefits of the different systems and then decided

to subscribe to the network which suited their communication needs best.

At time t = 0 the two competing telephone companies enter the city by soliciting

a number of initial subscribers. With probability < a social island is occupied by

25I assume that agents stick to last period's strategy in the case of a tie. This convention will not influence
the results.

2sExamples include Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993) and Ellison (1993).
27Subscribers usually had to sign contracts on an annual basis. There were no one-time connection fees

except of mileage fees in a few cities for residents who lived very far away from the central office (Committee
on Gas, Oil and Electric Light 1907, p. 172-).
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Figure 3-2: Social island of size n = 20 and an initial cluster of size k = 5.

company A (the minority company) and with probability 1 -/ by company B (the majority

company). An entering company signs up a connected cluster of k < n residents and all

the businesses of the respective social island (see figure 3-2). The initial concentration

of telephone ownership is therefore (0) = . After entry solicitors are laid off and the

diffusion of telephone ownership follows the best-response dynamics.

Throughout I impose the following parameter restrictions:

+ (1-ry) > m'> (3.2)

( -y)X(O) > m (3.3)

2 > mj for j E {1, .., m} (3.4)

Condition 3.2 assures that a resident will subscribe if the local business and at least one

friend subscribe to the same company and will not subscribe if no friend uses the company.

Therefore the initial cluster of subscribers will expand along its boundaries. This condition

is quite intuitive - otherwise the initial cluster would either shrink instead of expand and

the telephone technology would die out or all non-subscribers could buy telephone service

at time t = 1 and the social space could fill instantaneously. By imposing condition 3.3

I make the entry story consistent and the entering company will be able to sign up the

local businesses after having secured the conditional contracts from the initial cluster of
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subscribers.

The dynamics of this simple model is straightforward. Within each social island the

initial group of subscribers will grow along the boundaries and the concentration of telephone

ownership at time t will be x (t) = k+2t. Business subscribers to the minority company

('minority businesses') will eventually get dual service once the telephone concentration

crosses the threshold

mb
(I-8')·3~~~~~ 7 (3.5)

(1 -Y

for a type j business. Because of condition 3.4 we know that y3A < 1 for all types of

businesses such that minority businesses will surely duplicate once the state of development

is sufficiently advanced. At any point in time denote the type of the marginal duplicating

minority business with

jA (t,#)= max yA <x(t) (3.6)jE{,,m}

and set A = 0 if no business duplicates. Analogously, business subscribers to the major-

ity company ('majority businesses') choose dual service once the telephone concentration

surpasses

= l (3.7)

and one can define the type jB (t, AL) of the marginal duplicating majority business accord-

ingly. The duplication rate WA (t, M) of minority businesses therefore becomes WA (t, ) =

A(tp) and in the same way I define the duplication rate UB (t, t) of majority businesses.

Clearly, the minority duplication rate is decreasing in the market share of the minority

system while the reverse holds for the the majority duplication rate. Furthermore, the mi-

nority businesses will duplicate at least as much as majority businesses for all time periods

t and any market share /s of the minority network:

WA (t, l) > WB (t, ) (3.8)

Duplication, however, has no effect on the network choice of new subscribers: they
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will always choose the established system within their social island as it allows them to

communicate both with the local business community and their friends. In the worst case

for the minority system ( = O) such a resident can send a share - + (1- y),3 of her

messages over the minority system but only a share over the majority network.

This simple model is already useful to analyze the cost of incompatibility for business

users as they cannot reach those customers outside their social island who subscribe to the

rival network. For each business type j I calculate the loss Cb (t, p) to the average business

subscriber under the assumption that interconnection would not result in a change in the

subscription rate K:

'b (t, t) = (1- ) min (K, lyx (t) Mv b)

+ min (K,(1 - ) y(t) M jvb) (3.9)

The cost of incompatibility depends therefore on the state of development and the

market share of the minority company. The next result shows that this cost is increasing

in both variables.

Lemma 5 The average loss to businesses Cb (t, 1,) increases over time as the technology

diffuses and with the market share /i of the minority company. If type j businesses have

started to duplicate in a city the loss to the average type j business is at least 2K.

Proof: see appendix B. 1

In the following I apply lemma 5 in a back of the envelope calculation to find a lowcr

bound on the cost of incompatibility for businesses in Louisville. From table 3.2 we know

that the market share of the minority company (here the Bell system) amongst residents

was about 40%. Assuming that each social island has a similar number of associated type

j businesses I conclude that most duplicate users first subscribed to the minority company.

Therefore the duplication rate for mediulm-scale minority businesses varied between 80%

and 100%. From lemma 5 I therefore deduce that the average cost of competition to

medium-scale businesses in Louisville was at least 2 x 0.40 x 0.8K = 0.64K.

Unless business users in Louisville expected a 64% rate increase from a monopolistic

provider they are likely to have rejected dual service competition in favor of consolidation

in the industry. Such large increases were hard to pulsh through, however, because telephone
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companies operated on a franchise from the city council. In Louisville both networks in fact

consolidated in 1910, when the Bell subsidiary bought the Home Telephone Company. After

the Kingsbury Commitment in 1913 rate hikes were even harder to achieve as consolidations

could only proceed if all relevant user groups consented.

Despite the high cost of incompatibility in mature markets businesses are likely to have

welcomed competition at low states of development when Cb (t, L) was negligible. Therefore

my cost of incompatibility argument can provide an explanation why business users would

gradually turn against competition. We would expect that the biggest users with the highest

duplication rate (i.e. a low index) would be the first ones to oppose competition. This seems

to have been in deed the case in most cities. Furthermore, the cost of competition should be

highest in cities where the rival systems have a comparable size even though the duplication

rate might be low overall.

Residential users on the other hand, especially subscribers to the majority system, will

be able to conduct an increasing share of their communication over the telephone thanks to

increasing duplication. If they support competition at time t = 0 they should certainly sup-

port it at later time periods. While initially both residents and businesses share the (small)

cost of competition, the burden shifts more and more to duplicating business subscribers

over time.

3.4.2 Chance Adopters and the Duplication Effect

Telephone technology diffuses in my model because residents at the boundary of the expand-

ing initial cluster subscribe. While I want to preserve this 'contagious growth' dynamics

as the main force behind network expansion, there are many reasons why some residents

might get a telephone without waiting for their friends to subscribe first. Advertising might

convince a resident to become an early adopter even if the share of messages which she

can send over the network is below her threshold level mr. Alternatively, a small cluster of

residents might coordinate and simultaneously subscribe - in my model two friends could

form a seed for a new expanding cluster.

I will therefore add some 'noise' to the model: in each period the threshold mr ' of a non-

subscribing resident will decrease to 0 for at least two time periods with a small probability

e. 28 She will therefore certainly subscribe to the network that offers her most connections.

28 Lowering the threshold level for two time periods ensures that the resident does not give up telephone
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Those chance adopters provide the seeds for further development because residents can now

join at the boundaries of more and more clusters as time proceeds.

What difference do chance adopters make in the model? Let us first take a look at

chance adopters in minority islands. Without any business duplication a chance adopter

will always subscribe to the minority system because

(1 - )/ + /7y > (1 - X) / (3.10)

with -y < . If duplication has occurred on the other hand the chance adopter can conduct

a fraction of local business calls through the majority network. Condition 3.10 for choosing

the minority system then becomes

jB(t",,) jA(t,,)

(1-7)/+#+(1- y)7 E i > (I-y) E i
z=1 i=l

iA (t1)
+ (1-) + i, (3.11)

i=l

where jA (t, p) and JB (t, 1i) denote the marginal business types which take dual service in

minority and majority islands respectively. The inequality can be simplified and we obtain:

1 - (1 - 1) (j.,.)+1 /3i
1 -1 m (3.12)

Two polar cases illustrate this condition nicely. First, assume that both companies have

almost equal market share (p = ) and second, let the majority company completely dom-

inate the market ( = 0). In the former case A = jB and condition 3.12 is fulfilled at any

point in time - chance adopters in minority islands will therefore always choose the minority

network. In the latter case, however, no majority business will see a need to duplicate at any

point in time and jB (t, 0) = 0 but all minority businesses will eventually duplicate. This

implies, that condition 3.12 will surely be violated beyond a certain state of development

and chance adopters in minority islands will then subscribe to the majority network. I will

call this phenomenon the duplication effect. Such a subscriber will provide the seed of a new

majority cluster inside the minority island. Residents at its boundary without a telephone

service in the subsequent period. After two periods the new seed has grown sufficiently to be self-sustaining.
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Figure 3-3: Social island of minority company has been invaded by the majority company
(lightly shaded): majority cluster expands on the expense of the minority company

will now also choose the majority system: due to condition 3.11 they can conduct at least

a share (1 - y) of their business calls through the majority network. Therefore they can

send a share + (1 - y) /3 of their messages over the telephone which justifies subscription

due to condition 3.2.

Note, that chance adopters in majority islands will always choose the majority system

regardless of the state of development. Minority businesses are at least as likely to duplicate

as majority businesses such that a chance adopter can always reach more businesses through

the majority network.

To summarize, asymmetric duplication by majority and minority businesses weakens

the hold of the minority company on its islands. Without duplication new subscribers have

a powerful incentive to stick to the established minority network as they cannot conduct

their local business calls over the majority network. With increasing duplication the relative

size of both networks in the city becomes more important and can induce new subscriber

in minority islands to defect to the majority network. The larger network will therefore be

able to 'invade' the market niches of its rival.

Such an invading cluster will act as a 'Trojan horse' and eventually take over an entire

social island as long as condition 3.12 continues not to hold. Minority subscribers at the

boundary of a majority cluster will defect to the majority network: they are indifferent
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between both systems for their social calls but will prefer the greater share of businesses

they can reach through the larger system.

The dynamics of telephone diffusion can now be informally described as follows. At a

low state of development both networks will hold on to their respective islands. Occasional

chance adopters will imitate the network choice of other residents in the island. Gradually

the increase in telephone ownership will force business subscribers to duplicate which makes

minority islands vulnerable to invasion. Eventually condition 3.12 can be violated and

chance adopters in minority islands will defect to the majority system. In this case the

minority cluster will eventually be taken over by the majority system.

The next theorem formally summarizes the results for the disturbed model. For this

purpose I introduce some further notation. The concentration of telephone ownership within

each island now evolves stochastically, but the concentration of telephone ownership x (t)

within the city grows deterministically due to the law of large numbers. The market share

of the minority system jln (t) is no longer fixed because minority islands can get invaded

beyond a certain state of development. In the long-run. however, the dynamics settles

down, every agent has a telephone and social space consists of 'pure' minority and majority

islands. I denote the long-run market share of the minority system with AP. Note, that at

time t = 0 we have x (0) = and pn (0) = just as in the undisturbed model.

Theorem 8 The concentration of telephone ownership in the city at time t satisfies

x (t) = 1- max [ 2t (1 0. (3.13)

There is a critical market share it* > 0 for the minority system and a critical state of

development y* () < 1 for i < L* such that for any state of development x t) > y ()

all chance adopters will subscribe to the majority network. The market share p, (t) of the

minority system is decreasing in time and limnoc In = 0 for p < iLf.

Proof: The probability that a single household has no telephone at time t can be calculated

as

t
n - k (1- 2t (1 _)

i=l

The first two terms of this expression denote the probabilities that the household is
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not part of the expanding original cluster and that the household has not been a

chance adopter up to time t. The remaining terms describe the probabilities that the

two neighbors at a distance i of the household have not been chance adopters up to

time t - i. This expression can then be simplified to obtain formula 3.13.

The second part of the theorem is illustrated by figure 3-3. QED

The duplication effect complements the cost of incompatibility argument of the previous

section. While the latter cost will be most severe for the average business user when both

networks are of similar size, the duplication effect will be strongest if the market share of

the minority network is small.

I now continue the back of the envelope calculation for Louisville from the previous

section in order to demonstrate that the duplication effect was likely to apply in US cities

during the peak of the independent movement. I inferred, that the market share of the

minority network in this city (here the Bell system) was fairly high at about 40%, and

the duplication rate amongst minority businesses was between 80% and 100%, while it was

close to 0 for majority stores. Using these parameters I can now calculate that for -y < 0.28

condition 3.12 is violated and all chance adopters would choose the home company.2 9 In

other words the duplication effect was likely to be relevant unless the social islands were

very isolated from each other.

In order to get a feeling for the impact of the duplication effect I simulated the model

for a city with social islands of size n and e = 0.01. The minority network has initial market

share of /l = 20% and the initial telephone concentration is x (0) = 5%. I also assume

that all minority businesses start to duplicate when the telephone concentration reaches the

threshold YA = 30% (YA = 50%). This implies, that no majority business will ever want to

29Condition 3.12 will only hold if

[ ( E ] jA + )

- 1- WB ( 1 A ) (3.14)

For the last step we use the fact that the parameters 3i are decreasing in i such that

Eji+A + i (mA - jB) JA
Z +1 A'(m i)B
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get a second phone at any state of development because YB =- 1-AyA > 1. Therefore the

critical state of development beyond which all chance adopters choose the majority network

is y* () = 30% (y* () = 50%). Figure 3-4 illustrates that the market share of the minority

company is initially stable. As soon as minority businesses start to duplicate, however, the

minority social islands get invaded. Although both systems still grow in absolute terms

the market share of the minority system is decreasing as new subscribers are more likely to

join the majority company. Eventually the minority company will suffer a net outflow of

subscribers as their users will increasingly defect to the majority company. Although most

islands will get invaded a few minority islands will be spared such that the long-run market

share n~ of the minority system is bounded away from 0.

It is particularly interesting to observe that a marked slowdown in the growth rate

of telephone diffusion approximately coincides with the absolute decline of the minority

company. This phenomenon is very intuitive: once the social islands are filling up the

minority company cannot offset any longer the defection of its customers to the majority

company by wooing first-time subscribers. While the majority company initially expands

through the growth of the entire market, it subsequently grows by increasing its market

share at the expense of its rival.

Remark: In evolutionary game theory the introduction of noise into the model has

become a common tool for selecting between multiple equilibria. Kandori, Mailath, and

Rob (1993) and Young (1993) introduced the concept of a stochastically stable equilibrium

by analyzing the behavior of the system in the limit when - 0 while keeping the 'size'

n of the system constant. For my model stochastic stability is of no interest, however, as

I - as - 0.

3.4.3 Saving Dual Service Competition through Interconnection

My model has grim predictions for the long-term survival of dual service competition. If the

competing operators are of similar size the cost of incompatibility becomes unacceptably

high and business subscribers will prefer a monopoly. Otherwise the duplication effect

can drive the minority system towards extinction. In this section I show that general

interconnection could have preserved dual service competition in the long run by making

duplication unnecessary.

Assume that all subscribers can place a call on the rival network by paying a small
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interconnection fee c per message. Minority businesses would then never duplicate as long

as the cost of a second telephone exceeds the total expense on interconnection charges, e.g.30

K > y (1 -/p) Mjc. (3.15)

Because the fixed rate K includes the cost of maintaining an extra wire while interconnection

just requires a link-up of the exchanges of both companies this condition presumably held.

Without duplication each chance adopter minimizes the interconnection charges by sim-

ply adopting the same system as all other residents in the island. Interconnection would

therefore have both reduced the cost of incompatibility and eliminated the duplication effect.

The market share of the minority system would not decrease over time and its long-term

survival would be ensured.

My model therefore implies that the lack of interconnection was the single most im-

portant factor for explaining the decline of dual service competition. Although regulators

repeatedly tried to introduce interconnection between competing carriers AT&T appealed

successfully against those attempts at the courts (see section 3.5).

3.5 Empirical Evidence for the Decline of Competition due

to Market Saturation

In this section I test how well my model can explain the actual dynamics of network compe-

tition in US cities at the turn of the century. The main variable of interest is the duplication

rate of business subscribers. First of all it is the only observable variable which allows us to

calculate at least a lower bound for the cost of incompatibility. Second, under asymmetric

duplication chance adopters can defect to the majority system which will directly erode the

market share of the smaller network. In order to successfully explain the rise and decline

of the independent movement the observed duplication rate should satisfy the following

properties:

1. Business duplication increases over time such that the cost of incompatibility is ini-

tially low but rising.

3 0Note, that the total interconnection charge will be largest for minority businesses when the market share
IL is close to 0.
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2. The duplication rate eventually becomes large enough such that the resulting high

cost of incompatibility makes subscribers prefer a regulated monopoly to dual service

competition.

3. Duplication is sufficiently asymmetric in cities where the minor .y system has a small

market share such that the duplication effect applies.

Business duplication rates in fact fulfilled these three properties as I will show in the fol-

lowing. I then present evidence that pressure to consolidate dual service territories came in

deed from the demand side as my model would predict.

3.5.1 The Evolution of Business Duplication

Table 3.3 documents the evolution of network competition between the Bell incumbent and

an independent rival system for eight Northern cities over at least two time periods. The

table summarizes the shares of exclusive subscribers and dual service users. All cities with

the exception of Louisville experienced rapid annual growth of the telephone networks which

significantly increased the concentration of subscribers in the urban population.

The total rate of duplication increased for half of the cities over time and stayed roughly

constant for the rest. In the context of the model, however, only the business duplication

31 The annual rates are given for business/residential unlimited single-party service respectively. Although
the Bell rates in Louisville, Kansas City, Minneapolis and St. Paul seem a lot higher than the independent
rates, subscribers could choose two-party and four-party service at rates comparable to independent single-
line rates. The Independents on the other hand did not offer multi-party lines in those cities.

3 2The projected duplication rate (in %) has been calculated by dividing the number of duplicates by the
reference value Bc. The reference value for the number of 'businesses' in a city has been defined as 50% of
all subscribers in July 1905.

33 Telephone concentration refers to telephones per inhabitant. The population data for 1900 and 1910 is
taken from the 1910 census. Intermediate values were interpolated.

34 Telephone Magazine January 1903: p. 6
35All data for the year 1905 is taken from the Supplemental Telephone Report (Merchants' Association of

New York 1905, p. 3-7).
36Anderson (1907, p. 28)
3 7Johnston (1908, p. 7f, 24)
3 8The Indianapolis 1903/1904 data is taken from The American Telephone Journal May 14, 1904: p. 309.
39For data on the number of exclusive and duplicate subscribers to the New company see Anderson (1907,

p. 14). Anderson also mentions that the Bell subscriber base is about as big as the independent one. In
1907, however, Bell had only 9,800 subscribers and the New company 11,500 (Committee on Gas, Oil and
Electric Light 1907, p. 192). I therefore scaled down the number of Bell subscribers by 20%.

40 The 1907 data is taken from the Chicago report(Committee on Gas, Oil and Electric Light 1907, p. 172-).
41Mueller (1997, p. 82)
42 Instead of the 1905 rate schedule for Minneapolis and St. Paul and the 1903 schedule for Indianapolis I

used 1902 rates quoted in The American Telephone Journal April 12, 1902: p. 229.
4 3Anderson (1907, p26)
44Rate schedule for 1906 quoted from Soundwaves November 1906: p. 433.
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rate is of interest. I will in fact concentrate on duplication by medium-scale businesses such

as grocers, druggists and physicians because they most closely resemble the 'businesses'

in my model. They were amongst the first users to subscribe when a telephone company

entered their social island and also made up most of the duplicates. I construct an estimate

w (t, 1p) for the rate of duplication amongst those businesses which I call projected duplication

and list in table 3.3 for each city. Appendix B.2 provides the details for calculating that

estimate.

The rapid diffusion of telephone technology led to an enormous increase in the duplica-

tion rate of businesses. For four out of eight cities the share of dual business users was above

50% by 1907.45 Therefore duplication in deed increased over time as required by the model

and reached a large enough share to present a burden to business subscribers. Although I

do not have information on the duplication rate of minority businesses and therefore cannot

calculate a lower bound as in lemma 5, I can use the total business duplication rate w for

that purpose:

Cb (t, ) > w(t, ) K (3.16)

Hence the cost of competition to the average business subscriber increased in four cities

to more than 50% of the base rate K. Businesses are likely to have opposed competition

in those cities unless they feared enormous rate increases due to consolidation. Such rate

hikes were unlikely especially after the Kingsbury Commitment when AT&T could only

consolidate in a dual service city by seeking the consent of relevant user groups such as the

Chamber of Commerce.

While table 3.3 illustrates that duplication was a growing and significant concern to

business subscribers the data is unsuitable for looking at the duplication effect because

the competing networks in six out of eight cities were of comparable size. In this case the

duplication rate of minority and majority businesses will be similar and chance adopters in

a minority cluster would have no incentive to defect to the majority system (i.e. condition

3.12 holds). I instead use data on a cross-section of 14 cities in 1905 where the Bell exchange

had a commanding lead (see table 3.4). The maximal market share of the minority system is

45 These numbers seem plausible when we compare them to the detailed telephone census of Louisville
in table 3.2. Although this city experienced only very low telephone growth the duplication rate amongst
medium-scale businesses was already between 30% and 50%.
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Table 3.4: Sample of cities with a dominant system in 1905

Market share (in %) Share of duplica-
City Bell Dupli- Indep. ting independent

only cations only subscribers

Atlanta, Ga 72 18 10 64
Buffalo, NY 66 18 16 53
Columbus, Ga 71 21 8 72
Elgin, Ill 74 7 19 27
Fall River, MA 68 16 16 50
Harrisburg, Pa 70 13 17 43
Mobile, Ala 78 9 13 41
N. Bedford, MA 72 13 15 46
Norfolk, Va 64 18 18 50
Philadelphia, Pa 78 16 6 73
Pittsburgh, Pa 69 14 17 45
Portsmouth, Va 80 11 9 55

St Paul, Minn 68 13 19 41
Syracuse, NY 70 10 20 33

Source: Merchants' Association of New York (1905, p. 5-6): Supplemental Telephone Report. The table
includes all the cities from the original source where the minority system had a market share of less than
35%. In all 14 cases the Bell exchange had the commanding lead.

less than 35% in all cases.4 6 For each type j business the threshold telephone concentrations

yA and YB at which minority and majority businesses duplicate satisfy:

_4A_

Y-lL
and hence yJ > 2i

Minority businesses therefore should duplicate much earlier than majority businesses.

The duplication rates WA and WB for minority and majority businesses respectively de-

pend, however, on the distribution and the support of business communication shares 3j.

The more similar the communication demand of the various business types, the larger the

asymmetry between the duplication rate of minority and majority businesses. If the j

have support [, 2]1 for example all minority businesses in my cross-section of cities would

duplicate before any majority business does so.

Table 3.4 illustrates that in half of all cities subscribers to the independent network

duplicated with a probability of more than 50%. Under the assumption that the communi-

46The maximal market share of the minority system is the sum of the duplication rate and the share of
exclusive independent subscribers.
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cation shares pj are sufficiently bunched together and that on average half of all subscribers

were businesses in 1905 these probabilities imply that most minority businesses duplicated

while few of the majority businesses did so. Business duplication was therefore sufficiently

asymmetric for the duplication effect to apply.

The duplication effect will impede further growth of the minority system and reduce

its market share. But recall that in the numerical simulations the minority system was

only shrinking in absolute terms once the social space was filling up and the growth rate

in telephone concentration was declining. Evidence for such a slowdown due to gradual

market saturation after 1907 can be found in table 3.1. The rate of telephone diffusion

halved from 1903-7 to 1907-12. According to this argument telephone companies with a

small market share were likely to see their subscriber list shrink during the late competitive

era after 1913.

3.5.2 Growing Public Opposition to Dual Service Competition

If both competing systems are of similar size we would expect that the rise in the cost of

incompatibility should be reflected in growing public opposition to dual service competition.

Public opinion in deed gradually shifted by 1907. Town councils which had welcomed the

Independents in the early competitive era became more careful in granting new franchises.

Herbert Casson (1910, p. 191), an early historian of the telephone industry, explained the

change in public opinion:

Most people fancied that a telephone system was practically the same as a gas

or electric light system, which can often be duplicated with the result of cheaper

rates and better service. They did not for years discover that two telephones in

one city means either half service or double cost.

In January 1907 motions were introduced in the state legislatures of Nebraska, Missouri and

Kansas for compulsory local interconnection between companies doing business in the same

city or village. Twenty-two states finally passed interconnection bills between 1910 and 1913

which empowered utility commissions to order interconnection if telephone users of some

locality demanded it. Enforcement was cumbersome, however, and AT&T's opposition to

interconnection in dual service cities meant that these laws were almost never applied.
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Municipal governments in Kansas City, Cleveland and Indianapolis began their own

investigations of the telephone situation and recommended local interconnection. In Cleve-

land the city council described duplication a "nuisance" in 1908 (Mueller 1997, p. 121).

This is unsurprising given that at least 60% of medium-scale businesses subscribed to both

networks by 1906 already (see table 3.3). But AT&T rejected interconnection without con-

solidation and support of an outright merger was often tempered by the fear of large rate

increases. The Kingsbury Commitment made consolidation a more attractive options for

dual cities after 1913 as it gave them enough leverage to negotiate future telephone rates

before consolidation.

A case study of consolidation in Southern California by Mueller illustrates particularly

nicely the political dynamics which worked against dual service in a region where both

networks divided the market roughly equally (Mueller 1997, p. 140-43). By 1916 Bell

operated 11 exchanges in Los Angeles with 67,000 stations while the independent company

had 60,300 subscribers on 14 exchanges. Both networks had extensive toll connections in the

region. In 1910 political agitation against duplicate service began and in 1915 a municipal

referendum was held. A 5:1 majority of voters expressed their support for compulsory

interconnection which would have left competition between both companies intact. This

option turned out to be too expensive as the rival systems were technically incompatible. 4 7

The city council then decided to insist on consolidation under rate regulation and the

companies merged in 1917. A survey conducted by an economics student at the University

of Southern California in 1916 found that business users rather than residents were the

driving force behind calls for consolidation as we would expect from the theoretical model:

100% of business subscribers in his sample were troubled by being unable to reach people

on another network, but 34% of housewives were never troubled at all.

3.5.3 User Convergence to the Dominant System

In cities with one dominant network the minority system could lose subscribers due to the

duplication effect during the late competitive era. A case study by Mueller (1997, p. 137-

140) on telephone competition in western New York shows how subscriber convergence to

the larger system forced consolidation and ended dual service competition.

47This does not imply that a general policy of interconnection for the telephone industry would have been
expensive as the rival systems would have been technically compatible from the start.
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The Federal Telephone Co. owned 35 independent exchanges including system in Buf-

falo, Rochester and Jamestown. In 1916, the manager of the Buffalo-based company, Burt

G. Hubbell observed a tendency among subscribers in dual towns to gravitate towards the

larger of the two systems. This problem was particularly acute in Buffalo, where Bell out-

numbered the independent by a ratio of 3:1 and where the subscriber list of the Independent

was shrinking. Consequently, the region was being subdivided into Bell and independent

towns which prevented communication between those communities. Furthermore, this de-

velopment threatened the viability of the independent system which saw its regional market

increasingly fragmented. Hubbell noted:

The natural tendency of the public to patronize the company with the largest

number of subscribers ... has led to a segregation into telephone districts in each

of which one of the two competitors has usually acquired a great predominance

of subscribers.

Hubbell had failed to stop the migration of subscribers to the Bell system even af-

ter heavy advertising campaigns. The Bell system agreed to consolidate but required the

approval of a majority of telephone users in order to apply for a waiver under the Kings-

bury Commitment. After the Buffalo Chamber of Commerce had agreed on a new rate

structure which left rates in the middle and the bottom of the communication hierarchy

unchanged, the competitors swapped territories and thereby eliminated dual service compe-

tition. Bell acquired the Buffalo exchange while the Independent gained a local monopoly

over Rochester and Jamestown.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter I argue that dual service competition was bound to be a transitory phe-

nomenon in the absence of interconnection between the rival networks. When the rival

networks were of comparable size the cost of incompatibility eventually resulted in political

pressure to unify the service. With one dominant network on the other hand subscribers

could gravitate towards the larger system due to the duplication effect. In both cases the

dynamics of competition gave rise to regional monopolies.

This insight allows us to reinterpret the predatory policies which AT&T pursued be-

fore the Kingsbury Commitment. Rather than destroying dual service competition AT&T
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secured itself the dominant position in the post-competitive era by taking control of most

regional monopolies. In particular AT&T weakened the independent movement to an extent

that it never managed to build a rival long-distance network. When technological progress

made long-distance telephony affordable to most subscribers after World War I, AT&T

could reap the full benefits of defending its monopoly in this market.

Furthermore, my model causally links the eventual demise of competition with the lack

of interconnection between competing networks. It is likely that AT&T's refusal to inter-

connect rather than predatory pricing was most damaging to competition in the telephone

industry.
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Chapter 4

The Evolution of Work

4.1 Introduction

During the first two thirds of the 20th century the organization of manufacturing work

relied on a sharp division of labor where workers performed a narrow set of tasks according

to detailed job descriptions. The principles of job design in the mass production economy

were outlined by Frederick Taylor (1911, p. 21) in his theory of "scientific management":

Under our system a workers is told just what he is to do and how he is to do

it. Any 'improvement' he makes upon the orders given to him is fatal to his

success.

In the last 30 years departures from this Taylorist organization of manufacturing work

have become increasingly common. Job roles are expanding both horizontally through

job rotation and the merging of narrow job descriptions into broad job classifications, and

vertically by introducing flat hierarchies and autonomous work teams. 1

In many ways these innovative forms of work organization in the New Economy resemble

those of a much earlier era, namely the pre-industrial artisan economy where skilled crafts-

men worked on a product from start to finish. The technologies used by the carriage maker

of the 19th century and the team worker in a Japanese transplant car factory might differ

'Osterman (1994, 1998) found in a representative sample of US establishments that 23.8 percent of
companies had job rotation in place in 1992 with at least half of all production workers involved while 39.8
percent of companies organized their workforce in teams. By 1997 the use of job rotation had more than
doubled to 56.4 percent. Pil and McDuffie (1996) analyzed a matched sample of assembly plants as part of
the International Motor Vehicle Project and reported that 15.7 percent of employees were involved in teams
in 1989 but 46.3 percent in 1996.
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enormously. However, in terms of their work experience they have far more in common

with each other than with an assembly line worker in Ford's Model T plant in the 1920s.

How can we explain this pattern in the organization of work over time? A formal

framework helps to clarify the question. The organization of work Q and the skill mix S are

inputs in the firm's production function F (, S, E) while the set of parameters E = {r, P}

describe the exogenous technological and product market environment in which the firm

operates.2 I am interested in the mechanism which translates changes in firms' environment

into new forms of work organization.

Most of the modern labor literature has little to say about the organization of work and

instead looks at the complementarity of technological progress and skill requirements over

time. Can an analogous hypothesis of "organization-biased" technological change explain

the decreasing division of labor in the New Economy? Evidence from case studies on work

reorganization suggests that the answer is no.3 The introduction of innovative forms of

work organization does generally not require a new type of production technology, but

rather emphasizes the need to use existing technology in a new way. Instead, pressure

to reorganize seems to come mainly from the demand side. Osterman (1998) found that

the best predictors for the adoption of innovative work systems are the intensity of product

market competition and a company's decision to compete on the basis of quality and product

variety rather than price. The importance of the product market for the organization of

work was first noticed by Piore and Sabel (1984) who argued that stable product markets

were a prerequisite for the mass production economy.

Building on this early work I develop a formal model which allows me to explain the

evolution of work from artisan production, over mass production to the New Economy. I

start from the premise that technology determines the degree of variety or customization

in product markets. Greater product variety implies a less predictable product demand

2A growing body of empirical evidence suggests that the organization of work is a choice variables of
firms. Industry studies show that the same technology can be combined with widely different forms of
work organization. Wilkinson (1983) and Giordano (1992) analyzed the adoption of computer numerically
controlled metal cutting machines in the engineering industry. They can be either programmed by engineers
in a central planning department or by machine operators themselves. In the apparel industry sewing machine
technology has remained essentially unchanged for the last 30 years as a growing number of companies have
introduced team assembly since the late 1980s (see Abernathy et al. (1999)).

3 Formally, technical change is organization-biased if a2F > 0. Bresnahan, Brynjolfsson, and Hitt (1999)
find evidence for complementarity between information technology and work reorganization. I do not regard
such 'IT-enabled organizational change' as a form of organization-biased technological change because the
set of computer users in a company is typically distinct from the set of workers who are involved in work
reorganization.
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mix because producers become subject to unanticipated trends and fashions. Uncertainty

about the composition of demand in return makes production tasks less predictable and

favors a flexible organization of work with a weak division of labor. In contrast, if products

are standardized production tasks are perfectly predictable and the division of labor is low.

Because of its significance for the rest of the paper I restate this link between the degree of

customization and work organization as a separate principle:

Taylor's Principle: The division of labor is determined by the extent of standardization

in the product market.

In my model it is technology which ultimately determines the organization of work with

the product market P acting as the transmission mechanism. In other words, firms in my

model face a production function of the form F (, S, P (r)) and there is no direct effect of

technology on the organization of work.

This set-up allows me to explain changes in the organizational of work by making min-

imal assumptions about the characteristics of the underlying production technology. The

artisan economy used general purpose tools and a constant returns to scale technology. A

customer could describe the specifications of a good exactly to the artisan who produced

diverse output. The degree of customization was therefore high and independent of the

extent of the market. The lack of standardization limited the division of labor in arti-

san production and skilled craftsmen performed most of the intermediate production steps

themselves.

The machine economy uses dedicated special purpose equipment to produce identical

items at low marginal costs. Production exhibits increasing returns to scale and the degree of

customization depends positively on the size of the market. At the onset of industrialization

machine production could only support a small number of product varieties. Therefore, US

manufacturers began to actively pursue the standardization of product markets towards the

end of the 19th century. 4 These efforts made the output mix predictable during the mass

production era, and allowed companies to assign workers to narrowly defined tasks.

4Landes describes how US metal working companies were the first to adopt uniform shapes and sizes,
and imposed them by fiat on manufacturing clients and consumers from the 1880s on (see Landes (1969), p
315). When Henry Ford started to mass produce his Model T he famously declared that customers could
have their car in any color they wanted as long as it was black.
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The mass production economy started to reach its limits in the 1960s when niche markets

for more customized varieties of a basic product had become large enough to attract new

entrants. Product proliferation 5 in the mature machine economy offers consumers a similar

degree of customization as the early artisan economy but also gives rise to uncertainty about

the mix of varieties. 6 Producers are implementing innovative production system, frequently

referred to as Just in Time or Lean Production system, in order to deal with the greater

uncertainty about the composition of product demand. 7 Job classifications in these systems

are typically broader than in mass production facilities. The Toyota production system, for

example, groups machines in cells on the shop floor instead of separating them by function.

Workers are no longer assigned to a particular machine but to a cell.

A simple extension of my model can provide a non-technological explanation for shifts

in the relative demand for skilled labor over time. I assume that skilled workers are more

flexible than unskilled workers in the sense that they have a higher average productivity

when performing more than one task. High-skilled workers then enjoy a comparative advan-

tage over low-skilled workers in the artisan and the New Economy but demand for flexible

labor decreases during the mass production era when production tasks are very predictable.

Technological progress and the relative demand for skilled labor are therefore negatively

correlated during industrialization but increasingly positively correlated during the rise of

the New Economy. My model generates the historic pattern of capital/skill complementar-

ity which has been reported for the US economy by Goldin and Katz (1998). But unlike the

literature on skill-biased technological change, I do not have to make any special assump-

tions about the direction of technological change during different time periods because my

model does not assume any direct effect of technological change on skills (e.g. F 0).

5 Abernathy et al. (1999) document product proliferation in the apparel sector. For example, men's shirts
were a commodity product up to the 1960s when more than 70 percent of all shirts were white and had a
standard cut. That proportion had decreased to 20 percent in 1986. Similarly, in car manufacturing the
number of different platforms used as structural under-bodies for product families such as the Oldsmobile
increased from 24 in 1955 to 69 in 1973 and 91 in 1986 (Womack (1989), table 7).

6 The increase in demand uncertainty and the subsequent need to clear unwanted inventories has led to
a significant change in pricing practice for consumer goods starting in the late 1960s as more products were
sold at mark-down. The dollar value of total mark-downs (on all merchandise sold in department stores)
as a percentage of sales increased from 5.2 percent in 1955, to 6.1 percent in 1965, 8.9 percent in 1975, and
16.1 percent in 1984 (Pashigian and Bowen 1991).

7Kelly (1982) surveys case studies of work reorganization in the 1960s and 1970s in mass production
plants. Companies typically cited line balancing problems (uneven workloads under a stochastic demand
mix) as the main motivation for abandoning traditional assembly line production.
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An analysis of the impact of globalization on labor markets provides another application

of my theory. Trade between similar countries accelerates the rise of the New Economy as it

increases the size of the market and therefore promotes product proliferation. I demonstrate

that conventional calculations based on the factor content of trade underestimate the effects

of trade on wage inequality because they do not take into account changes in product market

competition induced by trade.

Finally, the model can be used to endogenize the path of technological progress. During

the last 30 years new control technologies became available which gave rise to re-toolable

multi-purpose machines on the production side, and information technologies such as bar

codes and point of sale information processing on the distribution side. The demand for

control arises naturally in my model as the machine economy matures and the demand

mix becomes less predictable. The theory also implies that multi-purpose machines and

information technology have different feedback effects on the organization of work and on

skill requirements.

Taylor's principle is the central assumption of my model and closely resembles the famous

insight by Adam Smith (1776) that the division of labor is determined by the extent of

the market. At the onset of industrialization both principles coincide as improved means

of transportation create mass markets for standardized goods. However, the traditional

theory cannot explain the observed decrease of the division of labor in the New Economy.

Modification of the basic Smithian model can at best explain a slowdown in the division of

labor, for example, by introducing coordination costs (as in Becker and Murphy (1992)). My

paper is also related to recent work by Thesmar and Thoenig (1999) who interpret product

market instability as a high rate of creative destruction in a model of Schumpeterian growth.

Globalization and an increase in the supply of skilled labor after 1960 can increase that rate.

Skilled workers leave production for research which increases the skill premium.

The balance of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the basic model

and derives the pattern of work organization over time. Section 4.3 demonstrates how the

model can generate capital/skill substitutability during industrialization and accelerating

capital/skill complementarity as the machine economy matures. Section 4.4 discusses the

impact of globalization. Section 4.5 endogenizes the path of technological progress. Section

4.6 concludes.
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4.2 The Basic Model

My formal framework builds on the now standard Dixit-Stiglitz (1977) model of monopolistic

competition, but allows for a more elaborate demand and production system. Consumers

do not simply purchase products but can choose between different varieties, or degrees of

customization of each product. On the production side there are both monopolistic machine

producers, and perfectly competitive artisans. This extension allows me to characterize the

evolution of work during industrialization as well as during the rise of the New Economy.

4.2.1 Product Varieties

There is a continuum of consumers C = [0, 1] who buy products on the unit interval P =

[0, 1]. Each product has m customizable features = I{1, , .l-,m}. At any point t in

continuous time each consumer c E C has a preference profile (1 (c, t) , 2 (c, t),.., m (c, t))

over all features.

Consumers' preferences for each feature (i are distributed according to an i.i.d. process

with mass function gi,t and support Ai,t, Bit, Ci,t}. Each of these three values corresponds

to a 'trend' or 'fashion'. While producers know the set of possible trends in advance they

cannot perfectly predict which trends will materialize. Formally, the mass function gi,t can

take the form (, , ), (, ,' ) or (0, , ) with equal probability, e.g. only two of the three

possible trends turn out to be successful and each prospective trend fails with probability

1
3

Producers can either customize a feature i with the three possible trends Ai,t, Bi,t and

Ci,t or they can leave it uncustomized (indicated by the value U). A product with a profile

of customized features is called a variety and is said to have degree of customization d if

exactly d features are customized. For the sake of simplicity I assume that features can

only be customized sequentially, i.e. feature i can only be customized after i-I has been

customized.8 The single variety without any customization is called the generic variety and

there are 3m fully customized varieties. In total, the set V of varieties for each product

category s E P has size (3m+1 - 1).

8 For example, in the case m = 3 the three varieties with degree of customization d = 1 are (Alt, U, U),
(B 1,t, U, U) and (Cl,1, U, U).
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4.2.2 Consumer Demand

A consumer prefers varieties which have a greater number of customized features matching

her preference profile. However, she will attach no value at all to a variety with unwanted

customized features. A variety with degree of customization d is said to 'flop' if any of the

d targeted trends is unsuccessful. Hence the generic variety is not subject to trends while a

partially customized variety flops with probability

(3)

which increases in the degree of customization d.

This specification embodies the idea that product proliferation increases uncertainty

about the mix of varieties demanded by consumers. 9 Products with few customized features

may be uninspiring but demand for them is fairly predictable. Taste shifts will hardly matter

because they occur mainly within the targeted consumer groups. Varieties become more

vulnerable to trends as they are designed to target smaller niche markets. Taste shifts will

occur between rather than within targeted consumer groups which gives rise to endogenous

demand uncertainty.

At any point in time a consumer can buy a quantity Xd (s, t) of some variety with

d customized features matching her preference profile.' 0 Consumers have a CES utility

function of the following form:

U = x (t)exp (-t)dt, where

z (t) = [ A dd d(s, t) ds (4.1)

Good are substitutes (O < p < 1) and consumers prefer varieties with a greater degree of

customization ( > 1).

I will show that in equilibrium all consumers buy product varieties in industry s with

the same degree of customization d (s, t) at price p (s, t). The aggregate price level p (t) and

9 The total demand for all varieties in a product class s E 0, 1] will be stable in the model.
I01n equilibrium not all varieties might be available to consumers.
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the total demand for all varieties of product s E P can then be derived as follows:

p(t) = [ (d(St) P (4.2)kpM d (, s, t)

z (s, t) = x (t) [d(st)] p( t) ) (4.3)

Remark: A consumer's preference for more customized products is independent of her

income because the demand function is homothetic. A bigger market alone is therefore

insufficient for greater market segmentation.l l In my model, the level of customization

depends on the interaction between production technology and market size.

4.2.3 Artisan Production

Each consumer/worker supplies one unit of labor inelastically. There are three stages of

production, namely the entry stage at time t.O, the implementation stage at time t.1 and

the production stage at time t.2.1 2 Table 4.1 illustrates the sequence of actions taken at each

stage. At the entry stage workers have to decide whether they want to become self-employed

artisans or industrial workers in a competitive labor market. Plants purchase machines

needed for manufacturing during the implementation stage and artisans/ production workers

are assigned to preliminary production tasks. The tastes of consumers, however, are only

revealed at the production stage when artisans and plants finally decide which varieties

should be produced. I assume that the manufacturing process differs for each product

variety in both artisan and industrial production: the set of possible production tasks in

industry s E P is therefore indexed by the set of varieties V.

Artisans use a constant returns to scale production technology based on general purpose

tools which can be costlessly acquired during the implementation stage. Artisan technology

is completely flexible, i.e. it can be used to produce any variety. One unit of output requires

CA units of artisan labor. Artisans decide in the production phase which variety to produce

and sell their products in a competitive market.

lThere is a literature on the 'hierarchy of needs' which essentially assumes that poor people want basic
products while rich consumers want more customized varieties. However, the anthropological evidence does
not support this hypothesis as Piore and Sabel (1984) point out.

12The sequential timing of these three stages would be better captured by a discrete time version of my
model in which producers would plan at time t - 1 and produce at time t. For the sake of simplicity I have
'merged' all phases into period t. The basic intuition of the model is unaffected by this assumption.
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Table 4.1: Entry, implementation and production stage in artisan and machine production

In order to discuss the organization of work I introduce the following organizational

index.

Definition 2 The organizational index T (s, t) measures the probability that in the produc-

tion stage a production worker/ artisan performs the task she has been assigned to in the

implementation phase.

By measuring the attachment of a worker (artisan) to a task the organizational index

captures the extent of the division of labor in industry s. The index reflects Taylor's

principle that the division of labor is determined by the extent of standardization. If the

degree of customization is low there is little demand uncertainty. This makes production

tasks predictable and the organizational index assumes a value close to 1. In contrast, under

full customization a worker has to anticipate a large variety of potential tasks. The low

degree of division of labor is reflected in an organizational index close to 0.

Clearly, artisans will always produce fully customized products because artisan technol-

ogy can produce any variety at the same cost. The artisan economy therefore exhibits a low

degree of division of labor and the organizational index takes the value T (s, t) = ()m

4.2.4 Machine Production

Machine technology relies on dedicated equipment to produce large quantities of identical

goods at low marginal costs. However, efficiency comes at the cost of inflexibility. I make

the (extreme) assumption that each product variety requires an extra machine which has

to be installed during the implementation stage. A labor input of k (t) is needed to develop
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and install this machine.l3 Each unit of output requires an additional labor input of CM (t)

during the production stage.l4 I assume that due to general technological progress both the

fixed cost k (t) and the marginal cost CM (t) decrease at the same rate 0. This specification

implies that the ratio of the average cost of producing xl and X2 units does not change over

time while productivity improves. For simplicity, I also assume that a machine producer

either manufactures all varieties of a certain degree of customization or none. 15

As in the standard Dixit-Stiglitz (1977) model we would expect a firm to sell its output

at a mark-up of over marginal production costs. However, the firm might face competi-

tion from the producer of less customized varieties. The following condition ensures that

such lower quality varieties will never succeed because consumers value customized features

sufficiently: 16

1
> - (4.4)

P

In each industry there is an incumbent and free entry of firms. Shares in the incumbent

are equally owned by consumers. Incumbent and entrants play the following game during

the entry period. The incumbent has a first-mover advantage and commits to producing

all varieties of degree of customization d unless an entrant decides to enter the market

with more customized varieties. The entrant observes the design decision of the incumbent

and commits with probability y to produce varieties with degree of customizatie i dj + 1 in

which case the incumbent drops his production plans. l7

In the implementation stage the winner of the entry game hires workers fromn a com-

131 define a 'machine' fairly broadly. I assume that it consists of all sunk investments which a firm has
to make before it can begin the large-scale production of a new variety. In the automobile industry, for
example, a company has to commission expensive design studies and prototypes before it can install any
physical equipment. This final step does not necessarily involve the construction of a green-field plant
because the body of a new car model can be produced on existing pressing machines after re-tooling.

'4 Machine technology exhibits increasing returns to scale because the average cost of a unit oi output
decreases with the scale of production.

'5 This assumption is not essential. It simplifies the set-up because the total demand for each product
is deterministic even though the product mix is uncertain. Companies which produce all varieties of a
certain degree of customization can then reassign production workers internally rather than 'trade' them in
a secondary labor market.

161f the competitor prices its variety at marginal cost the up-market producer can charge consumers a
price up to CMg before they defect to the less customized variety. But profits are maximized at a price of
CM which is below that limit.

17Note, that it would not make sense for the entrant to produce the same varieties as the incumbent.
Bertrand competition would erode all potential profits. It will also become clear that the entrant would not
want to enter with a more customized variety.
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petitive labor market and builds machines. Consumer tastes are realized at the production

stage and producers can react to the news by assigning production workers to different

tasks. The total demand in each sector is deterministic and a company can therefore reas-

sign production workers internally when it responds to the realization of trends. However,

the investment into a machine is sunk even if the corresponding variety is never produced.

One further condition ensures that incumbents would not always want to produce fully

customized varieties. A necessary condition is that producers face a decrease in the expected

demand for each variety. Since the total demand for a product increases by a factor p -p

by adding one more customized feature (see expression 4.3) and the number of varieties

increases by a factor of 3 the condition can be calculated as:

1-p
< 1 (4.5)

Condition 4.5 expresses the tradeoff between customization and increasing returns. In each

industry incumbents have to commit to a degree of customization such that entry generates

either no profits or entrants are just indifferent between entering and staying out.

The organizational index can be calculated as

/2 d(s,t)
T(s,t)= 3)

Although the producer who survived the entry game invests in machines to produce all

3d(s,t) potential varieties only the 2d(st) successful ones will be produced. An industry is

said to engage in mass production if it produces only the generic variety, i.e. d (s, t) = 0. In

this case the division of labor is high since there is no demand uncertainty. If niche markets

are large enough an industry can offer fully customized products and the organization of

work resembles that under artisan production.

4.2.5 Characterizing the Dynamics

In the remainder of this section I derive the evolution of the economy over time. I assume

that time starts at t = 0 and I calibrate the model such that all workers are artisans initially.

I then show that the economy goes through two basic transitions. During industrialization

machines gradually replace artisan technology. However, product markets are still small
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and the nascent machine economy can only support mass-produced generic varieties. The

weak division of labor under artisan production therefore gives way to a strict Taylorist

work organization. At later stages of development product markets fragment as companies

target increasingly narrow niches. A New Economy emerges which eventually offers the

same degree of customization as the artisan economy. Although vastly more productive

the work organization in the New Economy is the same as under artisan production. The

era of mass production appears as an intermediate stage in economic development when

increasing returns constrain the depth of customization in the machine economy.

I assume that machine producers of generic varieties have sufficiently low marginal costs

to compete from the start with any artisan:

HmCm () < CA (4.6)
P

The marginal mass producer faces the following demand for her generic product variety:

xco(t) = C (t) C )(4.7)

where E = 1 is the total income of consumers once we take the wage as the numeraire.

Mass production will be unprofitable as long as the level of demand for the generic variety

does not justify the expense of building a dedicated machine:1 8

co (t) < (t) =A (4.8)CM (t) l- p

If machines are sufficiently expensive (i.e. the fixed cost of a machine is sufficiently large

relative to the marginal cost) this condition will be fulfilled at time t = 0 and mass producers

will stay out of the market.

However, over time the output of the marginal mass producer increases as machines

continue to improve due to technological progress. Eventually, entry occurs as soon as

xzo (tC°) = A which marks the onset of industrialization. From then on artisans in more

and more industries will become displaced as mass production spreads through the economy.

Theorem 9 The share y of industrialized sectors increases until the entire economy has

18Note, that k(t) is constant over time because both the fixed and the marginal cost decrease at the

same rate.
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industrialized at time t ° . The division of labor becomes stricter as the organizational

index increases from Tf (s, tc) = ) to (s t) = 1.

Proof: see appendix C.1 (a = 1)

In the mass production economy the marginal producer of a variety with one customized

feature faces demand xcl (t) which can be calculated as:

Xcl(t) = L P Ep (4.9)
3 CM (t)

Initially, customized production is unprofitable because the volume of demand does not

cover the fixed cost of investing into a machine:

xC1 (t) < A (4.10)

As technology improves the niche markets for customized varieties eventually become

large enough to attract entrants at time tl when Xcl (tCl) = A. From then on customized

production spreads and mass markets dissolve until mass production is completely replaced.

Now a new cycle starts and the economy moves to the next stage of customization in an

analogous fashion.

Theorem 10 At time tC(d+l) producers of variety d start to face entry from competitors

who offer varieties with degree of customization d + 1. The probability y of entry is in-

creasing over time until the entire economy has moved to producing varieties with degree of

customization d + 1 at time tC(d+l). During each cycle tre division of labor becomes less

strict as the organizational index decreases from T (s, t °) = (2)d to T (s, tCO) = ()d+1.

Proof: see appendix C.2 (a = 1)

4.3 The Emergence of Capital Skill Complementarity

In section 4.2 I demonstrated how a model based on Taylor's principle can explain the

organization or work. Another important aspect in the evolution of work is the changing

relative demand for skilled labor. A simple extension of my model can map the results

on the organization of work into predictions about the relative demand for skilled labor. I
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first outline the main idea and discuss some of the related literature before I introduce the

formal model.

4.3.1 Skills, Flexibility and the Organization of Work

The main facts to be explained are a decrease in the demand for skilled labor during

industrialization in the 19th century followed by a gradual increase in relative demand

during the first two-thirds of the 20th century and an acceleration of this trend since the

1970s. 9 My model replicates this pattern if I add the assumption that skilled workers

are more flexible than unskilled workers. I call a worker flexible if her productivity does

not depend on the production task to be performed while inflexible workers achieve high

productivity only for the subset of production tasks with which they are familiar. There are

strong theoretical reasons to believe that skill and flexibility are correlated: skilled workers

have either acquired customary knowledge of a number of tasks through experience, or they

have an abstract understanding of the entire production process and can therefore deduce

the work content of unfamiliar tasks autonomously.

Flexible workers enjoy no comparative advantage when the division of labor is high

because inflexible workers can prepare for the production task which they are likely to

perform. This "cost of labor" argument was first made by Charles Babbage (1835, p. 175-

176) who realized that the increasing division of labor under industrialization eroded the

position of the skilled worker:

...the master manufacturer by dividing the work to be executed into different

processes, each requiring different degrees of skill or force, can purchase exactly

that precise quantity of both which is necessary for each process; whereas if the

whole work were executed by one workman, that person must possess sufficient

skill to perform the most difficult, and the sufficient strength to execute the

most laborious, of the operations into which the art is divided.

Flexibility has again become an important quality in the rise of the New Economy.

Caroli and Van Reenen (1999) analyze a sample of British and French firms and find that

organizational change decreases the demand for unskilled labor. Direct evidence about the

19See Goldin and Katz (1995, 1998), and Goldin and Margo (1992) for pre-1960s evidence, and Bound
and Johnson (1992), Berman, Bound and Grilliches (1994), and Katz and Murphy (1992) for evidence on
acceleration.
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Figure 4-1: Evolution of income inequality in the extended model

positive effect of innovative forms of work organization on skill requirements in the US

has been collected by Capelli and Rogovsky (1994). Case studies by Murnane, Levy and

Autor (1999) and Zell (1997) also demonstrate that companies which undergo organizational

change provide better training and apply a more discriminating selection process.

An outside observer who would try to interpret changes in the demand for skilled labor

over time might conclude that capital and skills were substitutes during industrialization

but that they increasingly complement each other as the machine economy matures. I want

to emphasize that this interpretation would be wrong in the context of my model: there

is no direct complementarity between skills and technology. Instead technological change

affects skill requirements only indirectly with the product market acting as transmission

mechanism. In particular, I do not have to invoke skill-biased technological change to

explain the recent increase in the demand for skills as most of the labor literature does.20

2 0Bartel and Lichtenberg (1987), and Galor and Tsiddon (1997) argue that capital-skill complementarity
arises because skilled workers are better in implementing new technologies. Acemoglu (1998) suggests that
technology complements skills not by nature but by design and demonstrates how an increase in the supply
of skilled workers can induce directed technological change.
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4.3.2 Extending the Basic Model

I assume that there are two types of workers: a share a of the workforce is flexible and

provides a full unit of labor at any task. The remaining share 1- a of workers are inflexible.

They can prepare for exactly one production task in the implementation phase (see table

4.1). If they perform this particular task in the production phase they are as productive as

skilled workers. However, at any other task they only provide a labor input of a < 1.

I assume that the productivity advantage of flexible workers is not too large:

1
a>- (4.11)

Condition 4.11 ensures that both flexible and inflexible artisans will always produce fully

customized varieties. Income inequality in the economy is completely characterized by the

relative wage w of inflexible artisans/ workers. In the artisan economy the relative wage

can be calculated as:21

=w(m)= (2)+ - 2)) (4.12)

Condition 4.4 in the basic model ensured that machine producers of more customized

varieties do not face competition from less customizing producers. This condition has to be

modified because competitors can use cheap inflexible workers in production: 22

1
ia > - (4.13)

P

Furthermore, I now assume that of the k (t) units of labor required for installing a machine,

cak (t) workers have to be skilled and (1 - a) k (t) workers unskilled. Assuming a Leontief

production function for machines makes the model particularly easy to solve.

The organization of work follows the same dynamics in the extended model as in the

basic model. However, the division of labor will now determine the relative wage of un-

skilled workers which in return influences the tradeoff between more and less customized

21A slight complication arises from the fact that inflexible artisans face income uncertainty because they
can only prepare for a task successfully with probability ()m. I assume that workers have access to perfect
income insurance in order to avoid this complication.

2 2The relative wage of low-skilled workers is w = a in the worst case. Note, that condition 4.13 implies
condition 4.11.
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production.

As before, the marginal mass producer will not enter as long as the market for generic

varieties is small (note, that w = w (m) and that the marginal mass producer only uses

cheap unskilled labor):

k(t) p a+(l-a)w + (1 - a) (4.14)
xc (t) < -- (4.14)

CM (t) 1 - p W 

After entry at time t ° the following theorem describes the process of industrialization in

the extended model.

Theorem 11 Inflexible workers gradually switch into mass production until all of them

are employed in industry at time t °. From then on the relative wage of inflexible workers

will start to increase until unskilled workers earn the same wage as artisans (w = 1). The

remaining artisans will become production workers subsequently such that all workers are

employed in mass production at time tC °.

Proof: see appendix C.1

Figure 4-1 describes the path of income inequality during industrialization. Initially, flexible

workers will continue as artisans because they do not have a productivity advantage over

unskilled workers in standardized mass production. As machine technology becomes in-

creasingly productive the relative demand for artisans decreases once all low ability workers

moved into manufacturing. This process erodes the relative wage of artisans and eventually

equalizes it. From then on skilled artisans are willing to move into manufacturing until

mass production has spread across all sectors.

Mass producers will initially face no entry because the niche markets for more customized

varieties are too small (note, that w = 1 and that the marginal producer therefore only uses

flexible labor):

xcl (t) < A [a + (1 - a)w] = A (4.15)

Eventually, niche markets become large enough to attract entrants at time tl. The next

theorem describes the subsequent emergence of the New Economy as a series of cycles in

which producers customize more and more features of their products and upskill their labor

force in the process.
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Theorem 12 The relative wage of unskilled workers at time td is w (d - 1). Flexible

workers will gradually switch into producing goods with depth of customization d until all

of them are employed in the more sophisticated industries at time tCd. From then on the

relative wage of unskilled workers will start to decrease until it has reached the level w (d)

and firms in the more sophisticated industry are indifferent between employing flexible or

unskilled production workers at time td. Unskilled workers will start to move into the

more sophisticated industries until the entire econonmy only poduces goods with level of

customization d at time t4Cd .

Proof: see appendix C.2

Figure 4-1 illustrates the rise in inequality as the New Economy emerges. The wage of

inflexible workers has to fall once all flexible production workers have moved into the more

sophisticated sectors and demand for flexible labor outstrips supply. This process continues

until the relative wage reflects the comparative advantage of flexible workers under less

predictable manufacturing conditions.

4.4 The Impact of Globalization

This section explores the impact of trade on the organization of work and the demand for

skilled labor. Unlike in standard Heckscher-Ohlin models, trade between similar countries

(i.e. intra-OECD trade) can increase the returns to skills in my model. The prevailing

view that globalization did not affect the distribution of income in the US might therefore

be premature because it only focuses on the factor content of trade but ignores changes in

product market competition induced by trade.

In my model two identical countries trade with each other to take advantage of increased

market size and scale economies in machine production. 23 This motivation to trade has been

explored by the New Trade literature in order to explain phenomena such as intra-industry

trade (see Krugman (1981), Dixit and Norman (1980) and Ethier (1982) ). My model adds

to this list the possibility that trade between equals promotes a more flexible organization

23It is not necessary that consumers in both countries have the same tastes, i.e. follow the same trends.
As long as there is some overlap between preferences trade will increase the average degree of customization.
This condition is likely to hold as a simple example demonstrates: Volkswagen's New Beetle is manufactured
in Mexico for both the North American and the European markets.
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of work and an increase in the demand for skilled labor. The opening of the US economy

to world trade, in particular trade with OECD countries, could therefore have accelerated

the rise of the New Economy.

This insight is significant, because most attempts to quantify the impact of globalization

on wage inequality in the US have focused on the factor contents of trade. In this context

only trade with less developed countries which have a relatively large pool of unskilled

workers matters. However, the volume of such trade is too small to have a sizable effect on

the US wage distribution as Katz and Murphy (1992) and Berman, Bound and Grilliches

(1994) showed. Although total trade as a fraction of GDP more than doubled in the 1970s

most of this expansion affected trade with high-wage countries. The share of US manufac-

turing imports from low-wage countries in manufacturing value-added only increased from

5.7 percent in 1960 to 5.1 percent in 1978 and 10.9 percent in 1990.24 In contrast, imports

from high-wage countries increased from 0.8 percent in 1960 to 13.2 percent in 1978 and

19.8 percent in 1990.

Krugman (1995) concluded that we should think of the OECD as one large closed

economy and dismiss trade with LDCs as a significant force behind the widening income

distribution in the US. However, it would be wrong to put forward pervasive skill-biased

technological change as the only logical explanation. My model predicts the transition from

mass production towards New Economy to occur in all mature economies even in the absence

of biased technological progress.2 5 Intra-OECD trade might well have accelerated this

transition and even triggered it in some industries. Direct empirical support for this view

comes from Osterman (1994) who found that firms are more likely to introduce innovative

forms of work organization if they compete on international markets.

24 Low-wage countries are those with a monthly wage less than or equal to 50 percent of the US monthly
wage. See table 3 in Sachs and Shatz (1994).

25 When comparing the rate of up-skilling amongst advanced nations Berman, Bound and Machin (1997)
found similar cross-industry patterns. While they interpreted these results as evidence for pervasive skill-
biased technological change the data is also consistent with my model if the degree of uncertainty about the
demand mix in each industry is correlated amongst countries.
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4.5 Technological Progress and the Emergence of Control

There is widespread agreement that the path of technological progress has changed system-

atically in the last 30 years by providing a greater degree of control.26 Up to the 1950s

machines were so specialized that the cost of retooling was enormous. Starting in the 1960s

control technologies gradually improved. This gave rise to multi-purpose mrLachines (i.e.

numerically controlled and computer numerically controlled machines) which are directly

used in manufacturing, and information technology which is mainly used to coor(linate the

distribution of goods (i.e. bar codes, point of sale information). Starting with Milgrom ald

Roberts (1990) comparative statics comparisons based on the level of control have b)ecomrne a

standard exercise in a young literature which relies on superinodular production functions

to explain the clustering of business practices such as outsourcing, lean production and

integrated and process development.

In this section I demonstrate how improvements in control arise naturally in my miodel.

It is intuitively obvious that the demand for flexible technology should increase as the

economy matures and the demand mix becomes less predictable. However, the precise

mechanism differs for multi-purpose machines on the one hand, and information technology

on the other hand. The former complement the rise of the New Economy but are not

essential since the production system can usually be made more productive by using existing

technology differently (such as grouping machines in cells rather than by function). In

contrast, information technology not only complements the rise of the New Economy but

also enables it because it gives companies the ability to administer demand uncertainty

effectively. By distinguishing between these different types of new technologies my model

can make sense of the empirical findings of Doms, Dunne and Haltiwanger (1997) who

found that the use of information technologies are correlated with workers' skills both in

the cross-section and the time series while the use of multi-purpose machines is correlated

with skill requirements only in the cross-section. The model also explains the correlation

reported by Bresnahan, Brynjolfsson and Hitt (1999) between the adoption of information

technology and the use of innovative forms of work organization.

26 Bell (1972) suggested a useful classification of technological progress. He argued that up the 1950s
technological innovation strived to improve labor productivity through advances in the transformation of
workpieces (i.e. mechanical looms, pressing machines) and their transfer between work stations (assembly
lines, pumps). Engineers began to address the control dimension only in the 1960s.
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Figure 4-2: Comparison of the total fixed cost of flexible and special-purpose machines for
different degrees of customization (on log-scale with A = 2): flexible equipment is more cost
effective at a degree of customization d > 3

4.5.1 Multi-Purpose Machines

In my model dedicated special-purpose machines become an increasingly risky investment

as the economy matures. If an industry offers varieties with a degree of customization d

such a machine will be obsolete with probability (2)d after consumer trends have realized.

Capacity utilization (the ratio of expected to maximum volume of production) will therefore

decrease rapidly as industries offer more customized varieties.

A natural extension of the model gives companies the option to install multi-purpose

machines. I continue to assume that producers can build special-purpose machines which

require a total labor input of k (t) workers and which have to be scrapped if the respective

variety flops. Alternatively they can install flexible machines which can be re-tooled exactly

once at the production stage and which can produce any variety with degree of customization

d.27 Although flexible machines will always be fully utilized their versatility comes at a price.

I assume that multi-purpose tools are more expensive than standard machines and require

a total labor input of Ak (t) with A > 1.

Under mass production there will be no demand for flexible technology because the

27This condition can be relaxed. Assuming a single opportunity to re-tool assures that even flexible
machines cannot produce two distinct varieties at the same time.
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specifications of a product are entirely predictable. Multi-purpose machines only become

valuable once the economy starts to offer varieties with a greater degree of customization

d and uncertainty about the product demand mix increases. It is easy to show that multi-

purpose equipment become more cost-effective than standard machines once the capacity

utilization rate of special-purpose machines has dropped sufficiently:

(2)d (4.16)

There exists a critical depth of customization d* such that firms will choose flexible tech-

nology over special-purpose machines for all d > d* (see figure 4-2). Theorem 12 continues

to characterize the evolution of work even in the extended model.2 8

What can we learn from this richer set-up? First of all, production technology with a

greater degree of control emerges endogenously in my model as an increasingly unpredictable

demand mix erodes the cost advantage of special purpose machines. Second, the option to

install multi-purpose machines will induce machine producers to offer more customized

varieties sooner. Greater control therefore accelerates the rise of the New Economy.

Third, the model can shed light on the puzzling observation by Doms, Dunne and Troske

(1997) that the use of advanced manufacturing techniques (in particular, multi-purpose

machines) explains some of the cross-sectional variations in the demand for skilled labor

but little of the time-series variation. This can be seen by introducing some heterogeneity

into the model. I assume that not all varieties are equally predictable because one of the two

successful trends for each of the m features is known to producers at the implementation

stage. This reduces the degree of demand uncertainty for all varieties which incorporate

one or more known trends. 2 9 Skilled, flexible workers and multi-purpose machines are then

utilized in the production of 'risky' varieties with few known trends while 'safe' varieties

are produced by unskilled workers on special-purpose equipment. However, the demand for

more flexible workers will increase in both risky and relatively safe industries because of

28Condition 4.5 has to be strengthened in order to make sure that firms do not suddenly start to produce
fully customized products when they switch to flexible technology:

(5*)

29I continue to assume that machine producers either manufacture all varieties of a certain degree of
customization or none.
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continuing market fragmentation. Controlling for multi-purpose machines in a time series

regression will then only pick up the difference in the rate of up-skilling between adopters

and non-adopters which is not clearly signed.

.5.2 Information Technology

In the artisan economy the production and distribution operations are usually integrated.

Customers can walk into an artisan shop and describe the exact specifications of a variety.

The craft economy therefore never produces 'flops'. In contrast, economies of scale lead to

the concentration of production in the machine economy and goods reach customers only

after they have traversed an elaborate distribution system. Goods are no longer made to

order and producers bear the risk of accumulating inventories of 'flopped' varieties. As long

as industry produces standardized varieties this risk is small because the demand mix is

predictable. The main logistical challenge of the mass production system is to create and

efficiently supply mass marzkets for machine produced goods rather than to track consumer

tastes. Mass retailers such as department stores and mail-order houses placed orders well

in advance and shipments were large and of low frequency.30

This system started to run into problems in the late 1960s as a result of ever greater

product proliferation. The demand mix became less predictable and retailers found it more

difficult to match their inventories to consumers' tastes. They held an increasing number

of 'flops' in their inventories which had to be marked down for sale. The dollar value of

mark-downs (of all merchandise sold in department stores) almost tripled from 6.1 percent

in 1965 to 16.1 percent in 1984 (see Pashigian and Brown (1991)).

The problems of mass retailing in the maturing machine economy can be easily analyzed

in my model. Producers cannot adjust the mix of varieties because demand information is

only revealed to them after they have manufactured all 3d varieties. Hence, a variety has

to be marked down with probability 1 - (2)d. Product markets continue to fragment over

time but at a slower rate than in the standard model.3L However, the organization of work

3 0In the apparel market, for example, these transactions typically occurred eight to ten months before the
beginning of each season (see Abernathy et. al. (1999)).

3lCustomizing one more feature will increase the effective unit labor input for each successful variety by
50 percent because producers take the risk of mark downs into account. Formally, it can be calculated
as ( )dcM (t). Therefore, the expected demand for each more customized variety decreases by a factor

( s which exceeds the contraction of demand in the standard model.
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remains the same as under mass production because firms cannot switch workers between

production lines for lack of information. Flexible workers do not enjoy a comparative

advantage over unskilled workers and earn the same wage.

In order to respond to fashions and market trends in time, the distribution system has

to collect. process and relay information about the demand mix back to suppliers. The

dtevelop)ment of bar codes, scanners and electronic data interchange (EDI) are a rational

response of the distribution system to the increased uncertainty in the product market. In

the late 1970s a new breed of lean retailers began to take advantage of these information

technologies in an attempt to improve inventory management. Wal-Mart, for example, no

longer pushes inventories to consumers through promotions and other discounts. Instead,

the company lets customers pull their orders: Wal-Mart collects point of sale information

from its various stores in real time which is used to rapidly replenish 'hits' and discontinue

'flops' without holding a large stock of inventory.

The adoption of information technology has a number of testable implications in my

model. First of all, firms now find it profitable to implement a more flexible organization

of work which allows them to adapt their output mix rapidly. Organizational change in

return increase; the demand for flexible workers and the skill premium. Second, there

is an increase in the degree of customization because producers no longer manufacture

unprofitable 'flops'. Empirical support for the implied complementarity between firms'

adoption of information technologies, greater customization and innovative forms of work

organization includes Bresnahan, Brynjolfsson and Hitt (1999).

It is instructive to compare the impact of information technologies with the previously

discussed adoption of flexible equipment. Whereas multi-purpose machines merely com-

plement the rise of the New Economy, information technology acts as the catalyst which

enables it. This is consistent with the findings of Berman, Bound and Grilliches (1994),

and Autor, Katz and Krueger (1998) that investments in information technology on the

industry level explain some of the time series variation in the demand for skilled workers

even though the adoption of multi-purpose machines does not.
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4.6 Conclusion

My model builds on the wave of empirical research in the 1990s which explored the re-

lationship between technological progress and the transformation of the workplace. This

literature successfully demonstrated that new technologies, workplace reorganization and

skill requirements have been complements since the 1970s.

However, the typical paper in this literature follows a methodology which makes it

problematic to infer organization-biased and skill-biased technological change from this ev-

idence. It assumes a reduced form production function of the form F (Ql, S, r), throws in

controls for the various dimensions of technological progress and estimates the strength of

the complementarities. Because no attempt is made to understand the precise transmis-

sion mechanism that explains the positive cross-partials in the reduced form production

tunction, it is unsurprising that the estimated coefficients have been unstable over time. In

particular, the cross-partials were negative during the industrial revolution which gave rise

to the Taylorist organization of work and replaced skilled artisans with unskilled machine

operators.

In contrast, I explicitly model the transmission of technological progress through the

product market environment in which firms operate. This set-up allows me to explain the

historic U-shaped evolution of work organization from artisan to New Economy. Moreover, I

can derive the impact of distinct technological innovations on the demand for skilled workers

within a unified framework. The model promotes the view that the era of mass production

was a transitory phenomenon, a period in which the scale economies embodied in machine

production limited the degree of product customization.
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Appendix A

A.1 Transforming the Residential Process into a Discrete

Time Markov Chain

It is often easier to work with the discrete time counterpart of a continuous-time Markov

process on the state set Z. In particular, results from the stochastic stability literature can

be applied directly.

The discrete time Markov process is constructed as follows. The discrete 'clock' is scaled

so that time increases in increments of . In each period exactly one of the n residents

in the residential is randomly selected, moves out and is replaced by a newcomer from the

housing market. The switching functions are assumed to be the same as for the continuous-

time process. I introduce the convention that the configuration /z, is obtained from ir by

inverting the ethnicity of the resident at size z and leaving the other residents unchanged.

The transition matrix Pf then becomes:

gf (x( 0,z)) if = 7 , (z) = 0

0g ( (77, Z)) if = , 77(z) = 1

1 - E~=n (1-n (= )) ( (, Z,))
| 1 En , () g ( (7, Zi)) if JA = 

0O otherwise

Note, that each site will be chosen once per time unit just as in the continuous-time

process. For this reason the long-run ergodic distribution and all waiting times derived for

the discrete time model are the same as for the original continuous-time process.

The 'undisturbed' transition matrix P is obtained from PI by setting e = 0. The triple
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(Z, P, Pi) describes a model of evolution with noise as specified by Ellison (1999) and his

results for characterizing waiting times apply.

A.2 Results on Random Walks with Drift

For the following theorem I assume that time is discrete and that time increases in incre-

ments of as in appendix A.1.

Lemma 6 Consider a random walk on the integers between 0 and n > O. The process

moves up with probability a and down with probability 3 where a + f3 < 1 and a > 3.

Starting from 0 < k < n the process will reach 0 before it reaches n with probability

(p)k ()

Pk 

The waiting time of reaching n - conditional on n being reached before 0 - is bounded above

by I-+ o().
Proof: The conditional probability Pk has to fulfill the following standard difference equa-

tion for 0 < k < n:

k = aPk+l + pk-l + (1 -a- )pk

Pn = 0

PO = 1 (A.1)

For the second part of the lemma denote the conditional waiting time (measured in

discrete time periods) starting from 0 < k < n with Wk. The following equations have

to be fulfilled (for the last one remember that the process is conditioned not to jump

to 0):

Wk = a(wk+1 + 1) + 3 (wk-l + 1)+ (1- a -) (wk + 1)

Wn = 0

a 1-a -wl= 1 (W2+1)+ 1-3 (W1+1) (A.2)I -0 I -,
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This system can be solved such that wul n _ + const. For the result to follow note,

that wk < wl and that each discrete time period has duration . QED

A.3 Proof of Theorem 1

Because of the global geometry the space of configurations can be collapsed onto the reduced

state space Z' = (0, , 2.., 1} representing the possible share of blacks in the bounded

neighborhood. The discrete counterpart of the residential neighborhood process is now

described by the following Markov matrix PE (see appendix A.1 for construction):

(1 - () g) (x)

P () = 9 (1 -)
·· o-

if x' = X + 

if x' = -

otherwise

The process has an ergodic distribution n on a bounded neighborhood of size n. For

notational convenience I denote the probability of jumping from m to -1 with am and the

probability of jumping from n to m+l with bin. The ergodic distribution then has to fulfill

the stationarity condition:

(am + bm) An ()
aj~np (/)

(n )

(nl~ n )n-n~

= am+l#n (l n

+ bml n(m-l) for O < m < n

= bojn ()

= an#n (1) (A.3)

One can then show by induction:

(A.4)

Recall, that there are at most three black shares where am = bin:

if 1 - aw < A < aib
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It can be easily checked that the random walk exhibits a drift towards xs on B 1 = [0, 1 - ab),

towards x2 on B 2 = (1 - ab, aw,) and towards x3 over B3 = (aw, 11.

This observation is sufficient to show that the process will be found with probability

approaching 1 inside any neighborhood of {x1, x2, X3}. Consider any 6-neighborhood of zl

for example (i.e. I = (l - 6, z + 6)). For x < xz - one can deduce that

< C < 1,
bm -

while for xi + < < 1 - ab the following holds:

bm < C' < 1.
am+l

bn

Let C,' = max (C,6, C '6). This implies that An () [ ] 2 for any x E B -I.

Therefore the probability of finding the process inside B 1 - I is at most

On

(1- ab -26) n C,]

which tends to 0 as n -+ oo. The same exercise can be repeated for x2 and 3 which

establishes the claim.

Next, I show that the process has a vanishing probability weight around xl. Using

formula A.4 repeatedly one can derive:1

(1-ab)n m

/in(X) = n (3) n X(x3) J (1- )(1 - )

awn am 3n Am
x J H (A.5)

m=(l-ab)n (1- A ) (1 (1 -m) 

We know that 1 - xl < 3 as A < ½ which allows us to simplify the expression:

A (1-2xl~ X3l 'EAr 

n () = An ( 3) A(b-at)n n n (A.6)
(1 __ ~A A)(]--1 (1 - A) ( m

m=(1-xl)n m

Note, that EAX3 < (1 - A) (1 - x3). Therefore every term in the product on the left is less

'All expressions hold up to an integer constraint. As n becomes large the finite number of misplaced
terms in the product have a vanishing influence and are therefore omitted.
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than 1 and one obtains the inequality:

, () (1-2xl)n n
n () < An (3) ( 1 2n a- a w' (A.7)

As ab > aw or A < one finds again that

AIn (21) [F"n

for F < 1. More generally, one can repeat the exercise for any x' in some small 6-

neighborhoods of Xl because the inequality 1 - Xl < 3 is strict. One then obtains

n (2) < [F,]n

for F, 6 < 1. As before this implies that the probability weight inside the 6-neighborhood

vanishes as n -+ oo.

It remains to be determined whether the process clusters around x2 or around x3. Using

formula A.4 again one obtains:

(z3-2)n 3n m
hn (X2) = -4An (3)I -n n3-w)n (A8)

m=X2n n

We now use the fact that 2

[ 23 mm 1 1 3 (1 13)1 (!-1- n "12(1 n 2) 1- +

mL2n n X 2'1X2) +

This implies, that

Pin (2) = /n (3) []l (A.9)

2 Note, that

=exp In dt +o .
Lm=z2n 2 
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where

X3-2 X3 1 g-Cl X3-
____3 xX2 (1 - x2) 1- 2 3 + o

= ~ A x~(1- 2)x1-a (
+o-.

1 -A+AE +oc /

As before one can show that the process vanishes on some 3-neighborhood of X2 ( 3 ) if

F, < 1 (F, > 1). The process clusters then over x3 (2).

Finally, it is easy to show that the medium-run behavior of the process is determined by

the initial conditions alone. Consider for example the case where the initial share of black

residents satisfies xl + 3 < xO < 1 - ab. Using lemma 6 one can deduce that the probability

of reaching 1 - ab before reaching xl + 6 goes to zero exponentially as n - oo and the

conditional waiting time for reaching the 3-neighborhood is bounded above by some finite

Wj. QED

A.4 Proof of Lemma 2

In both marginal processes a switch at some cell z is associated with an 'event'. For the

original process qt that event is simply the switch of color at that particular cell. For the

simplified process ot on the other hand only a white to black switch always involves just

one cell. A black to white switch might cause a number of cells to the right or left to switch

too, and in this case I call the joint switching of all those cells the event corresponding to

the switch at z.

Think of two identical streets Gs (n) such that t moves on street A and nt on street

B. At any point in time and for any cell z the cells on both streets switch as follows. If

at (z) $ Vt (z) the cells will switch independently and trigger off the associated event at the

rates specified by the switching rule. If at (z) = jt (z) both cells will flip together and trigger

off the associated events with as large a rate as possible consistent with the requirement

that each process flips at the correct rate. In other words if z switches on street A with

rate cl and on street B with rate c2 (WLOG assume cl < c2) then they flip together with

rate cl and on street B the cell will additionally flip at an independent rate of c2 - cl. This

procedure defines a coupled process (t, Vt) with the correct marginal processes at and 7t.3

3 This coupling is a more elaborate variant of the basic Vasershtein coupling for spin systems (Liggett
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It remains to be shown that at < t with probability 1 at any point in time t. At

random times ti (i = 0, 1, 2, ..) cells on street A or street B switch (to = 0). There are two

types of switches - joint flips which trigger off the associated events simultaneously on both

streets and independent switches which involve either only street A or street B. I show by

induction on i that ati < lti for all i > 0 which implies of course that at < nt for all t > 0.

i = 0 The claim is true by assumption because ao = Mio.

i -+ i +1 Assume the claim holds for i such that ati < 7tit. First, assume the switch at

time ti+l at cell z is an independent switch on either street A or street B. If ati (z) q7ti (z)

we must have ati (z) = 0 and ti (z) = 1. The associated event then involves in any case

just the cell z and therefore at+l < 7ti+l. If ati (z) = nti (z) = 1 the independent switch

must have occurred on street A because the flip rate from black to white is increasing in the

share of white neighbors of cell z and y (ati, z) > Y (iti, z). The associated event flips one

or more cells on street A from black to white such that ati+I < 71ti+I. If ati (z) = q7ti (z) = 0

the independent switch must have occurred on street B for analogous reasons. Cell z is now

occupied by a black resident such that again ati+, < 7 ti+l

Finally assume that the switch at time ti+l at cell z is a simultaneous switch on both streets.

If at, (z) = /t, (z) = 1 then on street A possibly some additionally cells switch from black

to white so that certainly ati,+l < ti+,. If ati (z) = nti (z) = 0 only the cell z on both

streets changes from white to black so that again at,+l < ti+, - This proves the inductive

hypothesis. QED

A.5 Proof of Lemma 3

I will prove the lemma in detail for simple streets (r = 1) where the minimally stable cluster

has size 1. At the end I sketch how the proof generalizes to streets with radius of interaction

greater than 1.

I use coupling once more in order to further simplify the process at which is now re-

stricted to a single segment. I start by replacing the space of configurations Z over which

at evolves. Because each segment contains at most one black cluster by construction, a

configuration is completely described by the share of blacks in the set Z' = { , .., 1} and

the position of the first clockwise black resident in the set Z = {1, 2, .., N}. We can then

1985, chapter 3).
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Figure A-i: Dynamics of the random walk ~ for N = 10 and 6 = 0.1

say that at evolves on Z ' x Z.

For a fixed 6 > 0 I construct a continuous-time random walk ~( on Z' with the following

transition rate c( (X1, x2) between the states of Z':

(1-A)E if x1 =Oandx 2 = N

1-A if x > and 2 = x + 

2A if xi > and 2 = Xl --

1 ifxl = ar and x 2 = 

N xA c if xi > 1 - 6 and 2 = 12

NiAAe if x1 < 1 - 6 and 2 = 0

0 otherwise

Figure A-1 illustrates the dynamics of this random walk. It resembles a simple random

walk with a drift determined by A with the added capability of making 'large' jumps. With

probability N IAE the process jumps to an intermediate state 16 if the share of black

residents is larger than 1 - 6 and to 0 otherwise.

The random walk 6 and the process at are now coupled in the following way. Both

evolve from the initial states 0 and (0, 1) respectively, i.e. from an 'all-white' configuration.

Any transition which increases (decreases) the share of blacks 6 and X (at) is called an

'upward' jump ('downward' jump). I further distinguish between (small) downward jumps

due to the undisturbed dynamics ('normal jumps') and those (potentially large ones) which

are caused by the disturbance ('e-jumps'). For the coupled process (6, at) the transitions

are linked by the following rules:
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1. Both processes jump upwards independently if t6 - X (at) and otherwise jump si-

multaneously with as large a possible rate consistent with the requirement that both

jump at the correct rate.

2. For normal downward jumps adopt the same convention as for upward jumps. For

downward E-jumps let both processes jump simultaneously with as large a possible

rate consistent with the requirement that both jump at the correct rate.

The definition of the random walk t ensures that the share of blacks is always less likely to

increase and more likely to contract compared to the process at. Using the same technique

as in appendix A.4 one can then show that coupling preserves the inequality t < X (at) at

any point in time with probability 1.

Therefore, it is sufficient to show that there exists e such that for all c < the expected

long-run share of blacks Eb (E) of the random walk t fulfills Eb (E) > 1 - 26 for some N.

The result can only be true if the random walk has a positive drift i.e. A < < A. Denote

the expected waiting time to jump out of the interval (1 - 6, 1] starting from x = 1 with

Wo,t. In this case the process can be found either at x = 1- 6 or at x = 1 . Hence the

expected waiting time to reach again the state x = 1 is at most the expected waiting time

to get from !- to x = 1 which I denote with Win. The expected long-run share of blacks

can then be bounded below as follows:4

Wot 
Eb () > (1 -6) + t (A. 1 O)

We now just have to find a lower bound for Wont and an upper bound for Win.

I set e = N - 4 . For large N the waiting time to jump out of the interval (1 - 6, 1] through

single downward jumps grows exponentially with N due to the positive drift of the random

walk while the waiting time to leave the interval through an E-jump is just Nl- which is

only of the order O (N 3). Therefore only the latter event matters and Wont can be bounded

below as follows:

11-A
Wot > A N3 (A.11)

2 A

Using the same techniques as in appendix A.2 the waiting time W for reaching x = 1

4 The process spends at least a share wyW,-w of the time in the interval (1 - 6,11.Win+ Wou t
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starting from l. conditional on no -jumps occurring is bounded above by = AN. 5

The probability that an E-jump occurs is at most

AN xNl

which is of the order O (N- 2 ). In the worst case the process ends up at x = 0 after such

an e-jump. The waiting time to reach x = 1 conditional on no further E-jump occurring can

the be calculated as6

1 N

(1-A)(1 -3A)e 1 -3A

Because E-jumps can only occur for x > 0 the probability for such an event is as before of

the order O (N- 2 ). Therefore the unconditional waiting time W to reach x = 1 starting

from x = 0 is bounded above by

x conditional waiting time.
1 -O(N- 2)

The various estimates allow me to bound the waiting time Win, from above as follows:

Win < W+AN 2 i -- A EW

AN + ANV2 _ A A +ANAN+AN lf--Ax2 (1-A)E+ AN
2 A2 1\ A 1

< AN + 2A 2N A + 2A2 A (A.12)
(1 -) 2 AN~ (A )

Plugging the bounds for W,t and Win into expression A.10 delivers:

Eb () > (1 -6 ) (1 -O 0(N1-)) (A.13)

for e = N- 4 . But this proves the lemma: simply choose N large enough such that Eb () >

1 - 2 for all N > N and take = - 4.

Finally I briefly discuss how to generalize the proof to radii of interaction r > 1. There

5 More precisely, it is N(13) + 0 (N- 1 ).
6 The first term captures the waiting time to jump out of x = 0 corrected for the fact that the process

visits x = 0 on average 1-3A times before reaching x = 1. The second term corresponds to the simple
waiting time for reaching x = 1 if the process would start at x = .
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are two complications. First, the single black cluster on the segment grows by increments

of 1 but can shrink by up to r in a single transition under the undisturbed dynamics of the

process at. The share of whites A in the housing market therefore has to be low enough such

that the associated random walk d has a positive drift. Second, the size of the minimally

stable cluster is now generally some b > 1 and the dynamics requires b 'mutations' in order

to jump out of the basin of attraction of x = 0. The approximation A.12 for Win will

not work any longer as does not cancel. This problem can be overcome by choosing more

intermediate states for the random walk 6 to which the process can move after a downward

e-jump. Simply define:

1-6
xi 2

* - a
2 2

Xb-l
2

I then postulate that after an -event the random walk jumps to x* if d > 1 - 6 and to

4t ifx z-2 - 6 d > -l1 - 6 for 1 < i < b + 1 (I set sx = 1 and z+l = ). The process

will therefore reach x = 0 from xl before it reaches x = 1 only with a probability of order

O (b) such that my approximation for Wi, holds again. QED

A.6 Proof of Lemma 1

For the proof I exploit the results from the proof of theorem 2 by taking = N - 4 again.

Through judicious coupling I constructed a random walk 6 such that b < X (t) with prob-

ability 1. Therefore it is sufficient to prove the hypothesis of the lemma for k independent

random walks 6 and let k - oo.

The expected waiting time W until the random walk ~6 reaches x = 1 starting from a

share of blacks x = 0 can be bounded using the results from the previous section:

W < Be-b + AN

The random walk can be subsequently found outside the 6-neighborhood of x = 1 with
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probability O (N-') (see appendix A.5). This implies that after a time 2W the process

has reached x = 1 once with probability 1 - and can therefore be found inside the 6

neighborhood with probability 1 - 0 (N-1).7

For large k the normal approximation of the binomial distribution can be used to show

that the share of blacks on the street is at least 1 - -2 - () with probability 0.952 v N

after time *.s So we simply choose k > 1 and the share of blacks has to be at least

1- after time sw1 - after time 2_ with probability 0.95. Therefore the expected time to reach the a

neighborhood of x = 1 is at most 2W QED1-0.95 --' QED

A.7 Proof of Lemma 4

Consider an encircled cluster C of white residents such as shown in figure A-2 which forms

the initial configuration of the residential neighborhood process, i.e. q70 = Xc where Xc (z) =

0 iff z E C. By definition this cluster can be covered by a suitable rectangle S and /o0 =

Xc > Xs.

First, I prove that rt > XS for all t > 0 such that the white cluster can never 'break out'

of S. This is equivalent to showing that after a sequence of individual residents switching

at random times to = 0, tl, t2, .., t i ,.. the inequality Tit, > Xs holds. This claim is proved by

induction. For i = 0 it is true by assumption. Assume it holds for i - 1. Then the switch

from /ti_, to 77t, involves either a resident z E S or z V S. In the former case we are fine.

The latter case is not possible, as for all z V S and the configuration Xs the share of black

neighbors x (Xs, z) of z is at least + . By the inductive hypothesis l7ti_, > Xs and hence

x (ti_ , z) > x (Xs, z). Due to assumption 1 and the absence of tolerant agents no white

house-seekers will ever be interested in moving to z.

Second, I prove that all configurations '7 > Xs except the black ghetto configuration 7 b

are transient states of the Markov process. This establishes the result because the black

ghetto is absorbing. It is sufficient to show that there exists a positive transition probability

from any configuration r7 > Xs to %7 b. This will be guaranteed if for all configurations > Xs

of cluster mass m there exists a positive transition probability to a configuration l' of cluster

7A random variable X with expectation E (X) has to fulfill P (X EX) 1- 6.
SFor a random variable X the following relation holds: P (IX - E (X)j < 2a) > 0.95, where a denotes

the standard deviation.
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Figure A-2: White "encircled" cluster in an inner-city with radius r = 1: white resident at
upper right-hand corner (shaded) has two white and two black neighbors

mass m - 1 (i.e. a single white resident is replaced by a black resident) - in this case there

exists with positive probability a sequence of m switches from Z to r7 b.

Consider a configuration 7 > Xs of cluster mass m > 0. Choose any natural Cartesian

coordinate system on the geometry GC. Then find the upper right-hand corner z* of the

cluster (see figure A-2). The share of white neighbors is at most . Therefore, black house

seekers will not feel isolated and show interest in the fiat and the ethnicity of the resident

at fiat z will switch with positive probability of at least 1 - A. QED

A.8 Proof of Theorem 4

It is sufficient to count the number of 'mutations' (i.e. completely tolerant house-seekers)

that are necessary to leave the basin of attraction of the black ghetto configuration b.

Ellison (1999) defines that number to be the radius R (7b) and the result follows directly

from his theorem 2 (see appendix A.1 for transforming the residential neighborhood process

into an equivalent discrete time process).

On streets the result is trivial because a cluster of size [2r (1 - a,)] + is minimally stable.

In inner-cities it suffices to show that [ ri- 1 mutations do not allow the process to leave

the basin of attraction of the black ghetto. The inner-city can be divided up into k = [ r+l]

full horizontal stripes Hi (i = 1..k) and equally many vertical stripes Vj (j = l..k) of

width r + 1. Assume that [ ] -1 tolerant agents moved into the inner-city up to timewidth r +I 1. Assume thatr+1
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t. Then there must be at least one horizontal stripe Hi. where no mutations has occurred.

Due to assumption 1 all residents on that stripe have to be black (no white cluster could

have invaded that stripe from outside). For the same reason there must be at least one

vertical stripe Vjt where all residents are still black at time t. But this implies that all

existing white residents at time t can be covered by a rectangle of length and width at most

V~ - r - 1. Therefore, the set of whites is "encircled" and the configuration t is in the

basin of attraction of the black ghetto by lemma 4. Hence at least [ ] mutations are

necessary to jump out of D (77b). QED

A.9 Proof of Theorem 6

I will analyze the discrete time counterpart of the imitation process with transition matrix

P' which can be derived as in appendix A.1. I index all the () configurations 7 E Z where

exactly m agents have opinion 1 by'

{77m,1,7 7m,2 ... 77m,(-) } 

I also introduce a reduced state space Z' = {0, 1, 2.., 1} representing the possible shares of

agents having opinion 1. The ergodic distribution I/ of the imitation process on the graph

G (n) induces a corresponding distribution Cp on the reduced state space defined by

i=1

Next, I derive a transition matrix Pn describing a Markov chain on Z' which generates

the ergodic distribution A. For any configuration 7 E Z I index all v () configurations

which generate 77 when a single agent changes her opinion from 0 to 1 by

Similarly, I index all w (77) configurations which generate 7 when a single agent changes her

opinion from 1 to 0 by

7+ ,7+2... (l) 77
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For the ergodic distribution t/4 the probability 'outflow' from some configuration 17m,i E Z

has to equal the probability 'inflow':9

W(,i)jPj (7mi A) (pi)= (PC In ( ,j\

IL#nns j=1

V(rhn,i)

+ E P mmi) / ( )
j=1

After summing over the 7 m,i configurations one obtains:

(zi n (lmEi)Ej PE (?mfiX 71mt) Zi A (rmi) Ej PC (7m,i 71,i) )

t p (m) n ( n

ZEi /n (m+ii) Zj "P (77m+iiC 77nlni) (m + 1 (A.14)

Ein (m-ii) j P (7m-i1,i 77 i) (m-1)

A ( ) An 

I denote the probability of jumping from n to m-I with am and the probability of jumping

from to m+1 with bm such that equation A.14 becomes:

(am +bm)An (-) =am+ls (-) +nbm ( 1)

The following transition matrix Pn gives rise to a Markov chain with ergodic distribution

An:

am if x = m and x' = m-1

P zz'= bm ifx= =tn n

O otherwise

The Markov chain described by Pn has the same structure as the process discussed in

appendix A.3. I can therefore use formula A.4:

mX aml + m +1
n bmn n

9 Note, that the imitation process can reach 7m,,i only due to a single switch by one agent.
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1.0

Figure A-3: Proper graph of order q = 3 and a configuration with exposure e (77) = 2

It is advantageous to transform the parameters in the following way. I define /n ()-

(am + bin),n (), a = a,, and b = b- Formula A.4 is preserved by these

transformations:

/*n (n) = b ( +1) (A.15)

The ratio a+' can be bounded by exploiting the linearity of imitation. For any con-

figuration 7 I define weights wz for each agent z on the graph such that whenever (z, z')

is an edge of the graph and agents z and z' use different actions then is added to the

weights of both agents. These weights are exactly the switching probabilities of each agent

under the undisturbed imitation process. From the construction and the properness of the

graph it is immediately clear that the sum of weights of agents with opinion 0 equals the

sum of weights of agents with opinion 1. This observation formalizes exactly the intuition

that the imitation effect 'cancels out'. I call the sum of weights the exposure e (77) of the

configuration 77. Clearly 0 < < min (x, 1 - x). Figure A-3 demonstrates the algorithm

on a small graph of order 3.

I can now conveniently express the probability that the process jumps from some given

configuration n with m agents having opinion 1 to some configuration 7' where m + 1 agents
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have opinion 1:

(27)
(1 - ) + (1.-)n

Similarly, the probability that the process jumps from 77 to A" where m - 1 agents have

opinion 1 can be calculated as:

e (77)(1-) - +qexn

I can then deduce

am = (1-)h (x)+ex

bm = (1- E)h( () +e(1 - x), (A.16)

where h() = :l,( (n ,)e(v~.) Note, that

0 < h (x) < x.

Hence, for x < the following inequalities must hold:

* (1-E)h(x)+ex < 1-E+
m 2 (1-E)h(x)+E - 2

t (1-E)h(x)+,E(1-x) -x
bm~ = (2 (1- )h (x)+ E > 

1b+ < 2 +0(-0 (A.17)

For x < - the following uniform bound holds:

a* I I-C + C
++ < 2 2 +z C < 1

Due to the symmetry of the ergodic distribution and repeated use of formula A.15 one

can conclude that #, (x) < [C~,z]~ 2n (2 - ~) for Ix - > . Recall, that am + bm > E.

Therefore the process will be found within the 4-neighborhood of x* = with a probability2 11 0YVC·II~
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of at least

1 - 26 J

which tends to 1 as n -- oo. Therefore, the process clusters around x*.

The second part of the theorem is now easy. The waiting time until the 6-neighborhood

is reached is at most as large as the corresponding waiting time of a process which satisfies

b* = C,,z

for < - and starts from x = 0. Because this random walk has a positive drift

the waiting time is O (n) (see appendix A.2). Note, that the discrete 'clock' increases at

increments of 1 and the result follows immediately. QEDi~~~ncrmnso
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Appendix B

B.1 Proof of Lemma 5

Cjb (t, p) is clearly increasing in x and therefore in t. For the monotonicity in p we are fine,

if we can show that C (t, p) < Cb (t, p + E) for a small and for all t. For the threshold

duplication concentrations the following inequality holds:

Y' () < YA ( ) < B () < YB (),

where ' = # + . For z (t) < YA (p) the claim is obvious as the function p (1 - pA) is

increasing in , for /u < . For HA () < x (t) < y (') we get:

Cj (t, 1 ) = (1 -p) 7X (t) Mjvb +I (1 - A) YA () MjVb

< (1 - ')' (t) Mjvb + ' (1 -') Y (t) MjVb

= Cb (t,')

The claim is again obvious for HA (p') < x (t) < yB (p'). So we are only left with yB (p') <

x (t) < YJB (is). For this case consider:

Cj, (t, A) = (1-IA) tx (t) Mjvb + pK

< (1- )K+ AK

c_ b (t, ')
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Finally assume that duplication has occurred in the city. If both minority and majority

businesses duplicate the lower bound is trivial. Otherwise we obtain

C (t,) = (1-.) yx(t) Mvb+i K

> pK+pK

= 2MK

This finishes the proof. QED

B.2 Construction of Business Duplication Rate in Table 3.3

I define the number of 'businesses' Bc in a given city C to be 50% of all subscribers in

that city in July, 1905. Given that the share of business subscribers varied between 40%

and 50% for US cities around 1905 I have chosen a generous estimate. I then calculate

the projected duplication rate amongst businesses by expressing the number of duplicates

in all previous and later years as a share of Bc. This methodology allows me to compare

duplication rates across time and cities by introducing a common reference point.

Some comments are necessary in order to justify this construction.

1. The vast majority of the duplicates were in deed business telephones. On the basis of its

survey of 39 cities in 1905, the Merchants' Association of New York (1905, p. 3) found that

almost 85% of dual subscribers were businesses. Most of the residential duplicates were in

fact physicians and other professionals who would be classified as businesses in my model

rather than as residents.1

2. Most subscribing businesses after 1905 were either residents or small-scale businesses with

low communication demand (i.e. small 3j). Therefore Bc should include all large-scale and

medium-scale businesses which subscribed early and received the bulk of all business com-

munication from residents.

3. A 'business' in my model serves a particular social island - medium and small scale

stores fit that description but not large-scale businesses. I will neglect the latter group in

the data. Large-scale businesses had a duplication rate of close to 100% but made up only a

'In Kansas City almost all residential duplicates were physicians' phones (Committee on Gas, Oil and
Electric Light 1907, p. 194).
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small share of duplicates: in Louisville, for example, only 7.5% of dual users were large-scale

businesses in 1910 (Mueller 1997, p. 82). As many of those establishments were up-stream

suppliers of medium and small-scale businesses they did not exchange many messages with

residents. Due to the extremely high rate of duplication they would not have influenced the

network choice of residents in any case.

4. In the context of the model an increase of business duplication is causally linked to the

state of development in the city (i.e. the telephone concentration x (t)). For this interpre-

tation to be correct we have to exclude other factors which can explain this phenomenon.

In particular, a decrease of telephone rates over time would make duplication cheaper and

we might expect the business duplication rate to increase even in the absence of network

growth. I have therefore included information on the rate schedules of the various companies

for unlimited business and residential service in table 3.3. With the exception of Columbus

the cost of dual service in fact increased over time.2 Therefore my business duplication rate

is downward biased by not controlling for the subscription rate which works in favor of the

model.

2Both Bell and Independent operators reported that the telephone industry exhibited decreasing returns
to scale. Larger exchanges had to lay their cables underground as the poles could no longer support the
increasing weight of the wires. The number of switchboards increased more than proportionally to the
number of subscribers as a company had to provide for possible connections between all subscribers.
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Appendix C

C.1 Proof of Theorems 9 and 11

For the proof of theorem 9 simply set a = 1, e.g. all workers are of high-ability. I assume

that a share y of the economy utilizes mass production. The price level p (t) in the economy

and the demand A (t) for artisan goods and co (t) for industrial goods can be derived

from equations 4.2 and 4.3:

cm (t) +(- y) m (t)W 
P CAP -p p

Ep CAP )
Xzo (t) = M ) (C.2)

y + (1- () CAP Ap

A (t) = xCO(t) (m) P (c (t) W P (C.3)

During industrialization machine producers are indifferent between entering mass produc-

tion or staying out. Therefore, they have to make zero profits and condition 4.14 holds:

zoo (t) = AE

At the onset of industrialization the demand for high-skilled workers in the artisan

industry exceeds supply and the wage differential is w (m), the same as in the artisan

economy. The zero profit condition will then determine the share of industrializing sectors:

P 1A= (C.4)
CM (t) y + (1- y) (mcM(t)w) CAI-p
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Due to condition 4.6 the left hand side of this expression is decreasing in y and CM (t).

Hence technological progress promotes industrialization. 1

At some time t ° all - -skilled workers switched to industrial production while the

demand for artisans continues to decrease. However, artisans will not enter industry yet

because they would have to accept the wages of low-skilled workers.2 Instead, the wage levels

of both groups will gradually equalize. During this process the zero profit condition C.4

continues to hold. Furthermore, the ratio of high-skilled artisans and low-skilled industrial

production workers equals the relative share of both groups:

(1-y) CAXA (t) _ a
y CM (t) XCO (t) 1 -a

This condition can be simplified:

CM (t) p 1 CA )(Y = D Y (C.5)

If we define an auxiliary variable z = cMw we can rewrite the two conditions C.4 and C.5

in reduced form as

A = f (CM, y, z) (4a)

D = g(cM, y, ), (5a)

with of < 0, < < 0, , < 0, < 0, > 0.aclI az OCM

We can then deduce that industrialization proceeds during wage equalization as

as L _ o af
dy _ ag &ZOC < (C.6)

az y ay z

The relative wages of low-skilled workers will in deed increase as one can immediately see

from equation C.5.

At time t ° the wages of workers will have equalized. High-skilled workers are now

'Note, that the entry decisions of mass producers are strategic substitutes. Every new entrant lowers the
demand faced by other mass producers because goods are substitutes. This guarantees uniqueness of the
equilibrium.

2 High-skilled workers do not enjoy a comparative advantage in producing generic goods because the
division of labor is high.
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indifferent between staying on as artisans or becoming industrial production workers. They

will gradually switch into mass production until the entire economy has industrialized at

time t °.

It is important to note that throughout the process of industrialization no machine

producer would wish to customize a variety. Due to condition 4.5 her revenue from the

production of the variety would be less than the revenue of a mass producer but her cost

of producing a dedicated machine would be the same. As mass producers just break even

customized varieties would be unprofitable. QED

C.2 Proof of Theorems 10 and 12

For the proof of theorem 10 simply set a = 1, e.g. all workers are of high-ability. Without

loss of generality I concentrate on the demise of mass production. In a share y of sectors

incumbent mass producers face entry by firms which offer more customized varieties. The

price level p (t) in the economy and the expected demand xco (t) for generic goods aind

xcl (t) for varieties with degree of customization d = 1 can be derived from equations 4.2

and 4.3:

Ccf (t) W I--y~y~lY)S-p-I
P (t) = c(t) [1-y+y( ) ( ]) ] (C.7)

co (t) = Ep (C.8)
CM () - Y + () -P

xc (t) = xco(t) 3 -'p (C.9)

During transition entrants have to make zero profits and condition 4.15 holds:

XC1 (t) = A [a + (1 - a) w]

The income of consumers consists of labor income and profits made by incumbent mass

producers, e.g. E = a + (1 - a)w + II. Profits can be derived as follows:

1H = (l-y) [aXCO(t)CM(t) -_ k(t)[a+(1-a)w ] (C.10)= (1-y)[ca+ (1-a)w])k(t) [( -1 I (C.11)
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We can then rewrite total consumer income as:

E = [a + (1-c a ] 1 + (1- y)k(t) -1 (C.12)

After time t the supply of high-skilled workers exceeds demand in the mass production

economy and wages are equal for both types of workers. The zero profit condition determines

the share of sectors y with customized production and can be expressed as

(A = -y)cM- (3-z) (C.13)
3 1 -y+yz

with the help of the auxiliary variable z = (pw) -o. This condition can be written in

reduced form as

A = f (CM, y, z) (13a)

with < 0, < 0, Z > 0. 3 Because z is fixed (w = 1) technological progress implies

an increase in the share y of customized sectors in the economy.

At some time t all high-skilled production workers are employed in the customized

sectors and the labor market tightens as a result. The relative wage of high-skilled workers

then has to increase. During this process the zero profit condition C.13 continues to hold.

Furthermore, the ratio of high-skilled production workers in the customized sectors and

low-skilled mass production workers equals the relative share of both groups:

ycM (t) Xcs (t) a
(C.14)(1- y) CM (t) xco (t) -a

This condition can be written in reduced form as

F = g(y, z) (14a)

with 9 > 0 and > O.

3The right hand side of expression 13a decreases in y because of condition 4.11. The derivative of the
expression with respect to z has the same sign as 1 - (1 - y) k (t) - 3yk (t) which is the mass of production
workers in the economy and therefore positive.
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Combining this condition with condition 14a we can deduce that the share of customized

sectors will continue to increase during the process of wage widening.

At time t l relative wages have reached the level w (1) and reflect the productivity

difference between low-skilled and high-skilled workers in the customized industries. Low-

skilled workers will gradually leave mass production until the entire economy produces

varieties with degree of customization d = 1 at time t l. QED
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